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Abstract
In the first part of this thesis, we will study free fermions as models for topological insulators, on gravitational
backgrounds which include both torsion and curvature, in d = 2 + 1 and d = 4 + 1 dimensions. We compute
the parity-odd effective actions for these systems, and use these effective actions to deduce the structure of
anomalies (in particular, the torsional contributions) in the edge states which live on the boundary between
two different bulk phases. We also give intrinsic, microscopic derivations of these torsional anomalies by
considering Hamiltonian spectral flow for edge states in the presence of torsion. All of these calculations
fit perfectly within the well-known framework of anomaly inflow, and extend the framework to include
torsional contributions. Furthermore, our condensed-matter-inspired setup provides natural resolutions to
some previously ill-understood ultraviolet divergences in intrinsic edge calculations of torsional anomalies.
In the second part of this thesis, we consider the Bosonic and Fermionic U(N) vector models close to their
free fixed points, with single-trace deformations turned on. We derive the higher-spin holographic duals
corresponding to these vector models by first formulating these theories in terms of the geometry of infinite
jet bundles, and then interpreting the renormalization group equations for single-trace deformations as
Hamilton’s equations of motion on a one-higher dimensional emergent spacetime. We evaluate the resulting
bulk on-shell action explicitly, and show that it reproduces all the correlation functions of the vector models.
Furthermore, we show that the linearized bulk equations of motion contain the Fronsdal equations of motion
on Anti-de Sitter space, thus proving equivalence with Vasiliev higher-spin theories to linearized order. The
bulk theory we derive is consistent with the known AdS/CFT framework, and gives a concrete boundary to
bulk implementation of AdS/CFT as a geometrization of the renormalization group.
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Part I
Torsion, Parity-odd response and
Anomalies
1
Chapter 1
Introduction
Quantum field theory anomalies imply that symmetries that were present in the classical Lagrangian are
broken due to quantum effects. While at one time they might have been thought of as a sickness of certain field
theories, anomalies lie at the heart of some of the most fundamental physical phenomena in real materials.
The canonical example is the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) where a 2+1-dimensional electron gas in
a large, uniform magnetic field exhibits a Hall conductance which is quantized in units of e2/h when the
chemical potential lies in a Landau level gap (and has been measured to be quantized up to 10 significant
digits). The precise quantization arises from the connection between the Hall conductance and a topological
invariant of 2+1-d electron systems called the first Chern number C1. Since C1 is a topological quantity
which is determined by the ground state, it is not affected when the system is perturbed continuously, and
is insensitive to the microscopic details of the sample as long as the bulk energy-gap is not destroyed. Thus,
response coefficients which are determined by topological invariants are the most universal features of gapped
systems.
For all understood topological response coefficients there is a complementary way to view the quantization
by studying the properties of the gapless, fermionic modes that lie on the boundary of the system. There
is a deep connection between topological transport in the bulk of a gapped material (say in 2+1-d) and
field theory anomalies that are present for the (say 1+1-d) gapless boundary states[1, 2]. The connection
between anomalous currents, topology, and index theorems underlies some of the most beautiful transport
phenomena that have been predicted, and in some cases observed in real materials. For the IQHE this
bulk-boundary correspondence connects the bulk Hall transport to the spectral flow of the boundary chiral
modes due to the chiral anomaly. The edge anomaly provides a complementary picture of the origin of the
Hall conductance quantization which is commonly known as Laughlin’s gauge argument (though it was not
originally written in terms of anomalies)[3].
While most anomalies connected with charge and spin currents are well understood, the anomalous thermal,
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Fluid mechanics illustration of the viscous forces. A counter-clockwise rotating solid cylinder
immersed in 2d liquid droplet with (a) non-zero shear viscosity (b) non-zero dissipationless viscosity. Note
that the resulting forces (arrows outside cylinder) are tangent and perpendicular to the cylinder motion
(arrows inside cylinder) respectively. The shear viscosity impedes the cylinder while the dissipationless
viscosity pushes fluid toward or away from the cylinder depending on the rotation direction.
and visco-elastic responses (VE) are not. The thermal and VE responses lie at the intersection between
geometry, topology, and quantum field theory as they are usually represented as topological phenomena
associated to geometric deformations of a field theory. One example of such a novel effect is a dissipationless,
electronic viscosity response in the 2+1-d topological Chern insulator with broken time-reversal symmetry[4,
5, 6]. While the ordinary shear viscosity generates a frictional force tangent to fluid motion, the dissipationless
viscosity produces a perpendicular force (see Figure 1.1)[4, 7]. This viscosity is not clearly understood
except in some special cases including the integer and fractional QHE with rotation[8, 9] and translation
invariance[10], and chiral superconductors[11]. However, all of these models share the feature that they
are Galilean invariant, and in relativistic systems, or lattice models with broken continuous translation
symmetry, it is not clear if the topological viscosity is quantized, or even well-defined (for the lattice case)[6].
This is unusual as one would naively expect that it should be quantized like all of the other examples of
topological response coefficients, such as the quantized Hall conductance (which is simultaneously present in
the 2+1-d Chern insulator phase)[12].
In part I of this thesis, we will address these issues by constructing an explicit bulk-boundary correspondence
in d = 2+1 and d = 4+1 relativistic systems, which allows us to understand the anomaly mechanism associ-
ated to the topological viscosity. The interplay of the topological response with the geometric deformations of
the system makes this problem more subtle than previous known examples of topological responses, because,
while topology does not care about the details of a shape, geometry does. The model we will focus on for
most of this work is the massive Dirac model. This model represents the low-energy physics of topological
insulators in various dimensions, and with various symmetries[13]. This model responds quite differently to
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geometric perturbations than typical non-relativistic electrons (i.e. systems with small spin-orbit coupling).
To illustrate the underlying premise, we first note that conventional non-relativistic electrons in a crystal are
described by the Schrodinger equation at low-energy, and are only elastically influenced by the stretching of
bonds that is captured by the strain tensor[14]. However, spin-orbit coupled electrons described, for example,
by the Dirac equation at low-energy, are also aware of the local orbital orientation, which is not contained
in the strain tensor. Instead the Dirac model couples to geometric perturbations via a local “frame field”
that we will introduce below. This additional sensitivity generates physical responses to shearing, twisting,
and compressing/stretching that are not found in weakly spin-orbit coupled systems. These phenomena are
the focus of our work and are connected with the idea of geometric torsion as we will discuss. The work
presented in part I will draw heavily from [15, 16].
In this chapter, we will introduce the basic background material required to understand the details of these
calculations, which will be presented in subsequent chapters. In section 1.1, we introduce some basic concepts
of geometry and elasticity, with a special emphasis on torsion, from a condensed matter perspective that are
relevant to our later discussions. We will follow this up with a more mathematically precise description in
section 1.2, from the point of view of general relativity and high energy physics. Finally, in section 1.3, we
introduce some basic aspects of fermions in the presence of background gauge and gravitational fields, again
focussing on the role of torsion – we will then be ready to delve into detailed calculations of viscoelastic
response and anomaly inflow for the model at hand.
1.1 Informal Preliminaries
Before we move on to a more precise description with which high-energy theorists will be more comfortable,
we try to informally introduce the necessary background material for a condensed-matter audience using
the language of elasticity theory. Conventional elasticity theory is one of the foundational underpinnings of
solid state physics as it contains within it the physics of the lattice structure, including, for example, phonon
fluctuations away from the ordered reference state. At a given time, one characterizes an elastic medium via
a displacement field u(xn) which gives the vector displacement of a lattice site n, away from the position xn
of a given reference state (note that we will take the continuum limit where n becomes a continuous label
and thus xn becomes a continuous coordinate yielding a field u(x)) . If every lattice point is displaced by
the same amount then the crystal has just been globally translated and does not feel any internal stress.
However, if the displacements of lattice sites are not identical, the material will respond by generating a
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Figure 1.2: (a) Reference state (hollow circles) and displaced state (solid circles) for an elastic medium.
Displacement vectors for each site n are denoted by u(xn). Zoom-in shows frame field vectors e1, e2 in the
reference state (aligned to crystal x, y-axes) and the displaced state (rotated with respect to crystal axes).
(b) Edge dislocation representing the fundamental torsion lattice defect. An electron traveling the thick line
surrounding the dislocation will be translated with respect to the same path in the reference state that does
not enclose a dislocation. The Burgers vector is in the y-direction. (c) Disclination represented by a single
triangular plaquette in a square lattice crystal. Gives rise to curvature i.e. objects that travel around a
disclination are rotated with respect to the reference-state path.
stress (momentum-current density)
T ij = Λijk`uk` + η
ijk`u˙k`, uk` = 1/2(∂ku` + ∂`uk) (1.1)
where repeated indices are always summed, T ij is the stress tensor (momentum current density), Λijk` is the
elasticity tensor which relates stress to the strain uk` (i.e. a generalization of Hooke’s law) and η
ijk` is the
viscosity tensor relating stress to the strain rate/velocity gradient u˙k` (i.e. a velocity dependent frictional
force). See Figure 1.2 (a) for an illustration of a lattice elastic medium and a displacement field.
A non-zero strain tensor indicates that the (spatial) geometry of the elastic medium has been distorted.
The geometric characterization of the lattice is contained in the metric tensor which determines the distance
between lattice points. In the ordered reference state shown in Figure 1.2 (a) the metric tensor is just
gij = δij which implies that distances between sites are calculated in the usual Euclidean way. When the
material is strained, the spatial metric tensor is modified to become gij = δij + 2uij [14], which is what is
meant when we say the geometry is deformed. Static lattice deformations affect the electronic behavior since
the bonds are deformed. For electrons described by the Schrodinger equation at low-energy, the Hamiltonian
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is modified to become (to linear order in strain)
H =
p2
2m
→ pig
ij(x)pj
2m
=
p2
2m
− 2uij(x) p
2
2m
+ i~(∂iuij(x))
pj
m
(1.2)
where gij(x) is the inverse of the metric tensor which depends on position via the contribution of the strain
tensor. Thus, depending on the spatial profile of the strain, the electron spectrum can get modified.
While the strain/metric based elasticity theory is quite successful, it is not general enough to model all of
the electronic structure effects arising from the coupling of materials with spin-orbit coupling to geometric
deformations. What is needed is a more fundamental field: the frame field ea in d spatial dimensions where
a = 1, 2, . . . d labels each vector of the frame (with components eia). The frame-field is a set of d vectors
residing on each lattice site, and heuristically encodes the local bond stretching (through the vector lengths)
and the local orbital orientation (through their relative angles on each site). As we will see later, in many
instances it is more natural to consider the co-frame field ea which is a local basis of 1-forms that are dual
to the vectors eb (i.e. they satisfy e
a(eb) = δ
a
b ). For the reference state shown in Figure 1.2 (a) the reference
frame fields are orthonormal vectors which are aligned with the crystal axes. The distances between lattice
sites, i.e. the (inverse) metric tensor is determined from the frame fields via gij(x) = δabeia(x)e
j
b(x)[17]. The
key relationship between the metric and the frame is that we can locally rotate the frame at each site by any
SO(d) rotation matrix R and we get the same metric back:
g˜ij = δab(Rca(x)e
i
c(x))(R
d
b (x)e
j
d(x)) = R
c
a(x)R
d
a(x)e
i
ce
j
d = δ
cdeice
j
d = g
ij (1.3)
since RRT = I. This implies that an elasticity theory determined completely from the metric does not
capture local orbital deformations since each different local orbital orientation yields the same metric tensor.
However, electrons with SOC propagating in a lattice will be sensitive to the local orbital orientation, which
is exactly why a frame field must be introduced to couple these materials to geometric perturbations. This
modification to elasticity theory is closely related to so-called micro-polar or ‘Cosserat’ elasticity[18, 19].
At this point it is useful to explicitly show how the frame field enters spin-orbit coupled Hamiltonians.
The low-energy description of two such systems are given by the Dirac Hamiltonian (which represents, for
example, topological insulators) [20, 21] and the Luttinger Hamiltonian (which represents, for example, the
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upper-most valence bands of III-V semiconductors) [22, 23]:
HD = v
∑
i,a
pie
i
aΓ
a +mΓ0 (1.4)
HL = δ
ab pie
i
ae
j
bpj
2m
+ α
(
pke
k
aS
a
) (
p`e
`
bS
b
)
=
pig
ijpj
2m
+ α(pke
k
a)(p`e
`
b)S
aSb (1.5)
for Dirac matrices Γa, spin-3/2 matrices Sa, and parameters v,m, α. Hence, the prescription is to replace
terms of the form piM
i for a matrix M i, which arise naturally in materials with SOC, with
∑
a pie
i
aM
a.
Note that for HL, since S
aSb 6= δab, the quadratically dispersing Luttinger model is indeed affected by the
local orbital orientation since it couples to more than just the metric tensor. The effects of the frame field
are thus not limited to the linearly dispersing Dirac equation and affect any coupling between the direction
of electron propagation pi and the spin/orbital degrees of freedom represented by M
i.
There are two complimentary interpretations of the (co-)frame-field which we will use. The first interpretation
is in terms of familiar elasticity quantities, namely to first order in the displacement field, the co-frame and
frame can be expanded as
eai = δ
a
i +
∂ua
∂xi
, eia = δ
i
a −
∂ua
∂xi
(1.6)
where ∂iu
a ≡ wai is the distortion tensor which is familiar from elasticity theory[14]. The quantity wai
is effectively the unsymmetrized strain tensor and contains information about local rotations through the
anti-symmetric combination Mij = δiaw
a
j − δjawbi . The distortion tensor also contains information about
dislocations through the line-integral
∮
C
wai dx
i =
∮
C
dua = −ba (1.7)
where ba are the components of the total Burgers vector of the dislocation(s) enclosed within the curve C
(see Figure 1.2b for an example)[14].
For point-like dislocations in 2d we can write dea = −baδ(2)(x) from Stokes’ theorem where dea is the
exterior derivative of the 1-form ea. This formula suggests a second description of the ea as a set of d vector
potentials. As a comparison, we know that for electrons in an electromagnetic vector potential we use the
minimal coupling replacement pi → pi + qAi which shifts the momentum in the Hamiltonian, and we have
already mentioned that the proper replacement for the frame field is to scale momentum
pi → pieia = piδia − piwai = pa − piwai . (1.8)
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Figure 1.3: Laughlin gauge argument for torsion: Thought experiment with an insertion of torsion flux i.e. a
dislocation into cylindrical hole, equivalent to twisting cylinder in the y-direction as a function of time. Non-
zero dissipationless viscosity causes transfer of py-momentum in the x-direction, i.e. a momentum current
perpendicular to time-dependent strain.
Comparing to the electromagnetic case, this shows that each frame-vector yields a vector potential that
minimally couples to electrons via momentum i.e. the momentum components are the charges of these
gauge fields. With this interpretation, dislocations are just the magnetic fluxes of these vector potentials,
and the translation effect of a dislocation is just the Aharonov-Bohm effect for the co-frame vector potentials.
In general we can construct the torsion tensor, which, in the absence of curvature can be chosen to take the
simple form of a field strength tensor of the co-frame vector potentials Tij
a = ∂ie
a
j − ∂jeai . This has an extra
index a compared to the electromagnetic version Fij , which labels the particular vector potential/co-frame
potential. This is how “torsion” naturally enters the discussion, and as we can see, it is intimately connected
to dislocation density. We also mention that there exist other elastic defects such as disclination defects
which represent sources of geometric curvature and also orbital-twisting defects that can be produced in a
strain-free lattice with a trivial metric but non-trivial frame (e.g. a torsional skyrmion[24]), examples of the
former are shown in Fig. 1.2c.
With the background theory now set up, we will move on to discuss the current state of the field of topological
VE response, and some of the questions which we will address in this thesis. The first calculation of a
topological VE response was the work of Avron et al. which showed that a dissipation-less viscosity is
present in integer quantum Hall states[4, 25, 7]. The work was not followed up on until over a decade
later when Read showed that, not surprisingly, fractional quantum Hall states could also exhibit such a
viscosity, and that the response would be quantized if rotation symmetry were preserved[8, 9]. Soon after,
Haldane showed that rotation symmetry is not a necessary ingredient and that the viscosity is related to
a fundamental property of an unreconstructed quantum Hall edge: the edge dipole moment[10]. For these
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systems the viscosity, denoted ζH , is a quantized multiple of ~/`2B where `B is the magnetic length, and
was dubbed the Hall viscosity. This quantity has units of angular momentum density, or momentum per
unit length, or dynamic viscosity (force/velocity), and interestingly, it depends on a non-universal length
scale which varies when the magnetic field is tuned. In fact, one even can remain on the same Hall plateau
with fixed Hall conductance, and tune the field so that the viscosity changes. When rotation symmetry is
present, conserved angular momentum can be transferred between edges via an applied torque (e.g. due to
the electric field generated from perpendicular applied flux). The amount of transferred angular momentum
does not depend on `B , and is given by the quantized multiple of ~ appearing in ζH . The same is true of the
edge dipole moment, which is also independent of `B for unreconstructed edges, and is the same universal
number multiplying ~.
This quantization emerges quite naturally in the Landau level problem where the quantum Hall effect is
generated by an external magnetic field. However, the situation is much more subtle and complicated when
the quantum Hall effect is generated by a topological band structure which can naturally furnish multiple
length scales. We will focus on this type of system to study the impact that a combination of geometry and
topology will have in band theory. A dissipation-less viscosity response, analogous to the Hall viscosity, was
shown to exist and was calculated in a (properly regularized) continuum model for the Chern insulator, i.e.
the massive Dirac Hamiltonian in 2+1d [6]; much of the first part of this thesis will build on this observation,
generalize it to higher dimensions, and flesh out many details related to their proposal. The regularized value
was found to be ζH =
~
8piξ2 where ξ = ~v/2m is the length scale induced by the Dirac mass m (with units
of energy) for a material with a Fermi-velocity (speed of light) v. In relation to the discussion of elasticity
theory above, the non-zero viscosity coefficient produces a Chern-Simons response for the co-frame fields:
Seff [e
a
µ] =
ζH
2
∫
d2xdt µνρeaµ∂νe
b
ρηab (1.9)
where a, b = 0, 1, 2, and ηab = diag[−1, 1, 1] is the flat-space Minkowski metric. This is essentially multiple
copies of the conventional Abelian Chern-Simons term, one for each of the co-frame fields (including the
co-frame in the time direction). As shown in Ref. [6], if we calculate the electronic contribution to the stress
response Tµa =
1
det(e)
δSeff
δeaµ
, one finds that electron momentum-density is bound at dislocation defects and
momentum-current is generated perpendicular to any velocity-gradients/strain-rates (see Figure 1.3a for a
picture of the latter). This is completely analogous to the charge density bound to magnetic flux and charge
current produced by electric fields (or time-dependent fluxes) in the quantum Hall Chern-Simons response.
The principal issue, however, is that the viscosity ζH does not appear to be quantized, or even universal,
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which might seem rather strange in light of all the previous results on topological responses in topological
insulators[26, 12]. However, there is a natural resolution to this discrepancy, which we will explain in the
next chapter.
1.2 Formal Preliminaries
Gravity is usually described as a theory of metrics, corresponding to a measure of invariant distance
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν (1.10)
where xµ are local coordinates on a manifold. We can package the information contained in the metric
(and more in fact) into the components of a co-frame, a local basis of 1-forms ea = eaµdx
µ on the manifold.
Equivalently, we can regard ea as a local section of the oriented co-tangent bundle of the manifold. The
metric is related to the components of the 1-forms via
eaµe
b
νηab = gµν (1.11)
where ηab are the components of the Lorentz-invariant Minkowski metric. We will denote the dual set of
frame vector fields as ea, with e
a(eb) = δ
a
b . To translate (co-)tangent bundle data from point to point on the
manifold, we need a connection or covariant derivative ∇. Conventionally we write the translation of the
frame along a vector field X as
∇Xea = −ωab(X)eb (1.12)
where we have introduced the components of the spin connection ωab, which we regard as a set of 1-forms.
In a basis of local coordinates this equation can be written as Xµ∇µeaν = −Xµωµabebν . The spin-connection
can be thought of as a non-Abelian gauge field that couples to the rotation and Lorentz transformation
generators. Throughout our work, we will make one assumption about this connection, which is that it is
metric compatible. In metric terms, this means that the metric is covariantly constant ∇Xg = 0, but using
the relationship between the metric and the co-frame and the definition (1.12), it also corresponds to the
spin connection being valued in the orthogonal group,1 i.e., ωab = −ωba (where ωab ≡ ηacωcb). Under a local
1We will work in d = D + 1 spacetime dimensions, so the relevant orthogonal group is SO(1, D).
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change of basis (i.e., a local Lorentz transformation) ea 7→ Λabeb, the connection transforms as2
ωab 7→ (ΛωΛ−1 − dΛΛ−1)ab (1.13)
Thus ωab is the ‘gauge field’ for local Lorentz transformations. The curvature 2-form, or field strength, of
the connection
Rab = dω
a
b + ω
a
c ∧ ωcb. (1.14)
transforms linearly
Rab 7→ (ΛRΛ−1)ab. (1.15)
The components of the curvature 2-form give the Riemann tensor, Rcd =
1
2Rab;cde
a ∧ eb. If we denote the
covariant derivative acting on (local) Lorentz tensors by D, the torsion 2-form is defined as
T a = Dea ≡ dea + ωab ∧ eb (1.16)
Torsion also transforms linearly under local Lorentz transformations.3
T a 7→ ΛabT b. (1.19)
We write the components of the torsion 2-form as T c = 12T
c
abe
a ∧ eb.
A very basic property of the connection, is that it satisfies the following translation algebra
[∇a,∇b] = −T cab∇c +Rcd;abJcd (1.20)
where Jcd is the generator of rotations. We will see an explicit representation of this algebra in the next
section. The left hand side can be interpreted as successive parallel translations along eb, ea,−eb,−ea, and
thus we see that the components of the torsion tensor correspond to the non-closure of these successive
translations by an extra translation, while the components of the Riemann tensor imply that a rotation is
2Note that we are reserving the term ‘Lorentz transformation’ for these local changes of basis for the orthonormal co-frame.
These should not be confused with (linear) diffeomorphisms, which are local changes of the coordinates.
3The Bianchi identities are
DRab ≡ dRab −Rac ∧ ωcb + ωac ∧Rcb = 0 (1.17)
DTa ≡ dTa + ωad ∧ T d = Rad ∧ ed (1.18)
If the torsion vanishes, the latter corresponds to a symmetry property of the Riemann tensor.
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also involved.
In classical general relativity (GR), a basic property of the theory is that the torsion is taken to vanish;
this is one manifestation of the equivalence principle. In fact, there is a unique connection, the Levi-Civita
connection ω◦ ab, with this property which is determined entirely by the co-frame alone (i.e., the metric).
Indeed in the familiar Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian formulation of GR, the torsion vanishes as a constraint. In
other formulations (the first-order or Riemann-Cartan formulations), ea and ωab are regarded as independent
degrees of freedom and the torsion may then vanish by equations of motion (for suitable choice of matter
field configurations). In the latter formalism, one can envisage including sources that would induce torsion,
much as the usual sources induce curvature. It should be emphasized though that in our context, we regard
ea and ωab as background fields, with no dynamics of their own.
Given the form of the translation algebra (1.20), the vanishing of torsion in fact corresponds to a choice
of state. As in the previous section we can consider an elastic medium given by a (space-time) lattice Λ.
We will typically be interested in continuum limits, giving rise to a continuum quantum field theory, in
the presence of a variety of background fields (so that we can study various transport properties). At each
point in the lattice, we have defined a frame, whose magnitudes are tied to the (local) lattice spacing (see
equation (1.6)). The commutator of translations on the lattice is defined by hopping along a square path;
failure to return to the starting position corresponds to the path encircling a dislocation of the lattice, and
the magnitude and direction of the translation determines the Burgers’ vector b of the dislocation. There
exist two primary types of dislocations: (i) an edge dislocation with b perpendicular to the tangent vector
of the dislocation line (b) a screw dislocation with b parallel to the dislocation line (only exists in 3+1-d
or higher). An example of the former is shown in Fig. 1.2b. Now consider the continuum limit. If the
limit is taken in such a way that we obtain a density of dislocations b(x), then we should associate this with
non-zero torsion in the continuum theory. Lattice dislocations correspond to point sources of torsion. The
frame is rotated if the path encircles a disclination and continuum limits yielding a density of disclinations
correspond to curvature. Disclinations are significant if and only if the field in question carries a non-trivial
Lorentz representation (that is the generator Jab is non-zero), i.e., it carries spin. The effects of dislocations
do not carry this requirement. We reiterate that here by torsion and curvature we mean non-dynamical
background fields coupled to our dynamical fields of interest, such as free fermions.
Thus, in condensed matter systems coupled to elastic media, we conclude that lattice defects in the micro-
scopic theory give rise to background curvature and torsion in the continuum limit, and thus the nature of
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the background is determined not just by the metric, but by both the co-frame and connection. As we will
show in detail below, this corresponds to the presence of independent Lorentz and diffeomorphism currents
(whereas in the absence of torsion, these reduce to just the conventional stress-energy tensor). However,
even in the absence of torsion in a particular special choice of background, torsional perturbations should be
also considered in the context of transport properties. Studying effective actions4 of a given field theory in
the presence of background co-frame and connections is equivalent to studying the correlation functions of
the these currents, as the backgrounds correspond to sources for the current operators.
It is convenient to introduce some additional notation. As indicated above, given a co-frame ea, there is a
uniquely determined Levi-Civita connection ω◦ ab whose torsion vanishes. We define the contorsion Cab via
ωab = ω
◦ a
b + C
a
b (1.21)
so5
T a = Cab ∧ eb (1.22)
Rab = R
◦ a
b + (D
◦
C)ab + C
a
c ∧ Ccb (1.23)
Note also that the contorsion is a Lorentz tensor. Generally, we will regard ea and ωab as independent. For
later use, we will also define
H =
1
3!
Habce
a ∧ eb ∧ ec = ea ∧ T bηab (1.24)
where Habc = −3!C[a;bc] = 3T[bc;a]. H is not in general a closed form, and hence we define the Nieh-Yan
4-form:
N = dH = T a ∧ T bηab −Rab ∧ ea ∧ eb. (1.25)
1.3 Dirac Fermions Coupled to Torsion
In this section, we discuss various aspects of free Dirac fermions on a generic gravitational background,
mainly focussing on the role played by torsion. We are studying Dirac models since they represent the
4We use the term ‘effective action’ here interchangeably with ‘generating functional’. The latter term is most appropriate,
as indeed, the use of the effective action is that it encodes the correlation functions of currents.
5We define D
◦
as the LC covariant derivative, (D
◦
C)ab = dC
a
b + ω
◦ a
c ∧ Ccb + Cac ∧ ω◦ cb and R◦ as the LC curvature
R
◦ a
b = dω
◦ a
b + ω
◦ a
c ∧ ω◦ cb.
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minimal continuum models of topological insulators in any dimension.
The Dirac action may be written as6
S[ψ; e, ω] =
1
D!
∫
a1...ade
a1 ∧ . . . ∧ eaD ∧
[
1
2
ψγad∇ψ − 1
2
∇ψγadψ − eadψmψ
]
(1.26)
=
∫
ddxdet e
[
1
2
ψγa∇eaψ −
1
2
∇eaψγaψ − ψmψ
]
(1.27)
We have written the action in this way as it is precisely real (written in other ways, the action might be
real up to the addition of a boundary term). In odd space-time dimensions, m is real, and its sign will play
a central role in determining the character of the resulting insulating state. In even space-time dimensions
m is essentially complex if no additional discrete symmetries are imposed (m → meiθγ5 , where γ5 is the
chirality operator). In addition, when torsion is non-zero, there is an additional term7 that can be added to
the action, of the form
ST [e, ω] =
1
16
α
∫
det e T a(eb, ec)ψ{γa, γbc}ψ. (1.28)
The classical equation of motion for the spinor field involves the Dirac operator
D/ = γaeµa
(
∂µ +A
A
µ tA +
1
4
ωµ;bcγ
bc +Bµ
)
+
1
8
αTbc;aγ
abc (1.29)
where Ba ≡ 12T b(ea, eb) = − 12Cba(eb). The B term arises upon integration by parts in deriving the equations
of motion. We have included here for completeness a non-Abelian gauge field (if the spinor is in a gauge
representation tA) and we note that the torsional B-term enters in such a way that it looks like it corresponds
to an additional gauge field. It is not of course independent of the spin connection, but does vanish with
the torsion. In fact, as explained in [27], the classical theory possesses a corresponding background scaling
symmetry when m = 0 under which the fields and background transform as
ea(x) 7→ eΛ(x)ea(x), ωab(x) 7→ ωab(x), (1.30)
ψ(x) 7→ e−(d−1)Λ(x)/2ψ(x), D/ 7→ e−Λ(e−(d−1)Λ/2D/ e(d−1)Λ/2). (1.31)
6The (Lorentz and gauge) covariant derivative of the Dirac spinor is ∇ψ = dψ+ 1
4
ωabγ
abψ+Aψ, where A is an appropriate
(non-Abelian) gauge connection. We note also that the invariant form of the action, eq. (1.26), does not involve the frame ea
dual to ea.
7There are actually two other terms at the same level of power counting. The first, of the form
i
∫
det e
[
Ta(eb, ec)ψ[γa, γ
bc]ψ − 2∇ea (ψγaψ)
]
is Nieh-Yan-Weyl invariant (see below), but a total derivative. The second,
of the form i
∫
det e Ta(eb, ec)ψ[γa, γ
bc]ψ, is redundant (it can be absorbed into the definition of a U(1) gauge field).
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We note that this implies
T a 7→ eΛ (T a + dΛ ∧ ea) (1.32)
and hence
Ba =
1
2
T b(ea, eb) 7→ e−Λ
(
Ba +
d− 1
2
ea(Λ)
)
(1.33)
If we introduce a 1-form B ≡ Baea, then this is equivalent to8
B 7→ B + d− 1
2
dΛ (1.35)
which is the transformation of an Abelian (R+, not U(1)) connection. We will refer to this as the Nieh-Yan-
Weyl (NYW) symmetry. Note that this is not the Weyl symmetry of the metric theory, because in that case,
ω must transform in order that the torsion remain zero. In our case, the Weyl symmetry (at least as far
as the Dirac operator is concerned) corresponds to a complexification of a U(1) symmetry. In addition, the
classical Dirac theory also has the usual background diffeomorphism, local Lorentz, and gauge symmetries,
which we will discuss below.
Another way to write the Dirac operator is in terms of the Levi-Civita connection, and the totally antisym-
metric part of the contorsion
D/ = γaeµa
(
∂µ +A
A
µ tA +
1
4
ω◦ µ;bcγbc
)
+
1
4
Ca;bcγ
aγbc +Baγ
a +
1
8
αTbc;aγ
abc (1.36)
= γaeµa
(
∂µ +A
A
µ tA +
1
4
ω◦ µ;bcγbc
)
− 1− α
4
1
3!
Habcγ
abc (1.37)
where we have done some γ-matrix algebra and Habc = −3!C[a;bc] was defined previously. We note that
from this form, that only the completely anti-symmetric part of the torsion tensor couples to the Dirac
operator, and the dimensionless parameter 1 − α determines the coupling strength. Thus we can regard it
as ‘torsional charge’, and write 1 − α = qT . For convenience, we will set qT = 1 throughout most of this
section (equivalently, we could redefine Habc by absorbing qT into it), but we will resurrect it when required
in the next chapter.
Since the Dirac theory is quadratic in fermion fields, the partition function in the quantum theory is obtained
8Note that the invariance of ωab implies that the contorsion transforms as
Cab 7→ Cab − dΛ(eb)ea + ηacηbddΛ(ec)ed (1.34)
and the LC connection transforms oppositely.
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by performing a path integral over fermions
Z(A, ea, ωab;m) = det(D/ −m) (1.38)
The diffeomorphism, local Lorentz, and gauge symmetries of the Dirac theory remain unaffected by perturba-
tive (i.e. local) anomalies upon quantization in arbitrary dimension. In odd dimensions the NYW symmetry
at m = 0 is also non-anomalous. At m 6= 0, the NYW symmetry is explicitly broken. Additionally, the
mass term also breaks parity invariance. In this thesis, we will mainly be interested in the quantum effective
action for odd-dimensional Dirac fermions
Seff [e, ω,A] = −ln det(D/ −m). (1.39)
More precisely, we will be interested in the parity-violating piece of the effective action, which we denote as
Sodd[e, ω,A]. In the absence of torsion, symmetry considerations severely constrain the form of parity odd
terms. For example in d = 3, we have the Chern Simons terms
Sodd[e, ω˚, A] =
1
2
∫ (
σH A ∧ dA+ κHtr (ω◦ ∧ dω◦ + 2
3
ω◦ ∧ ω◦ ∧ ω◦ )
)
(1.40)
The coefficient σH is called the Hall conductivity, while κH , the coefficient of the gravitational-Chern-Simons
term, has no standard name (although it is loosely connected with thermal Hall conductivity). Non-zero
torsion allows us to construct additional terms like
1
2
∫
ζH e
a ∧ Ta + 1
2
∫
κ˜H R˚ e
a ∧ Ta + · · · (1.41)
The first term above was discussed in a slightly different guise in section 1.1 (see Eq 1.9); the coefficient
ζH is a dissipationless viscosity analogous to the Hall viscosity, and we will refer to it as such. The reader
should bear in mind however, that traditionally the Hall viscosity is defined with respect to the symmetrized
energy-momentum tensor in a metric theory, and as such the viscosity we’re discussing here is a different
response coefficient; perhaps, torsional Hall viscosity would be a better name [28]. The second term is also
similar in form, and may be interpreted as a local curvature dependent contribution to the Hall viscosity.
Similar terms can also be written in higher dimensions; we will discuss for instance the case of d = 5 in the
next chapter.
Additionally, the effective action also has parity even terms. Returning to our d = 3 example, we could write
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for instance
Seven[e, ω,A] =
1
2κN
∫ (
abce
a ∧ R˚bc − 3γ
2
2
H ∧ ∗H − Λ
3
abce
a ∧ eb ∧ ec
)
=
1
2κN
∫
d3x det(e)
(
R˚− γ
2
4
HabcH
abc − 2Λ
)
(1.42)
where κN8pi is the Newton’s constant, Λ is the cosmological constant, and γ is a dimensionless parameter.
Although parity even terms are out of the scope of this work, we will briefly examine them for the 2+1 Dirac
model in the next chapter, because in this case, there is some interesting structure which emerges.
In even dimensions, it is also possible to couple chiral fermions to the frame and connection. The action is
a straightforward modification of (1.26, 1.27)
S±[ψ; e, ω] =
1
D!
∫
a1...ade
a1 ∧ . . . ∧ eaD ∧
[
1
2
ψγad∇P±ψ − 1
2
∇ψγadP±ψ
]
(1.43)
=
∫
ddxdet e
[
1
2
ψγa∇eaP±ψ −
1
2
∇eaψγaP±ψ
]
(1.44)
with P± = 1±γ
5
2 being the chirality projection operators. The chiral theory also has the symmetries of
the Dirac theory. However, all the symmetries are spoilt by perturbative anomalies upon quantization
on generic backgrounds. Later in this thesis, we will explore such chiral anomalous conservation laws for
Lorentz, diffeomorphism, and gauge currents, and their connection with Sodd for the Dirac model. We will
see that while torsional terms like (1.41) leave consistent anomalies unaffected, they do modify the covariant
anomalies.
Classical Ward identities
In this section, we state the classical conservation laws for fermions coupled to the coframe, connection and
a U(1) gauge field.9 Although we will discuss these in the context of Dirac fermions (for arbitrary d), the
results generalize in a straightforward manner to chiral fermions in even dimensions. Let us begin by defining
9From now on, we will restrict the gauge group to U(1) in favor of somewhat simpler notation. We will use the symbol q for
the U(1) charge.
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the following currents
(Jµ) = q ψγaeµaψ (1.45)
(Jµ)
a =
1
2
(ψγa∇µψ −∇µψγaψ) (1.46)
(Jµ)ab =
1
4
eµcψγ
ca
bψ (1.47)
which couple respectively to the gauge field, coframe, and connection in the classical action. In the absence
of torsion the last two currents are not independent. The components of the current Ja give the usual notion
of the stress-energy tensor via
Tµν = J
a
µe
b
νηab (1.48)
Also note that the spin current Jabµ vanishes in d = 2. It will be convenient to introduce the corresponding
1-forms J = Jµdx
µ, Ja = Jaµdx
µ and Jab = Jabµ dx
µ. Invariance under U(1) gauge transformations implies
that J is conserved, i.e. d ∗ J = 0, which in components is the usual ∂µ(det(e)Jµ) = 0.
Diffeomorphisms
The invariance of the classical action under local background diffeomorphisms follows immediately from
writing it as the integral of a top form, as in (1.26). We will take the action of local diffeomorphisms on
fermions and background fields as
δψ = iξ∇ψ, δea = Dξa + iξT a, δωab = iξRab, δA = iξF (1.49)
where ξ is a vector field with compact support and iξ is the interior product of ξ with a differential form.
These transformations differ from ordinary diffeomorphisms by local gauge transformations, so we will refer
to these as covariant diffeomorphisms. Using equations of motion for the fermions, the variation in the action
under (1.49) is given by
δDiff.S =
∫ [
iξF ∧ ∗J + (Dξa + iξTa) ∧ ∗Ja + iξRab ∧ ∗Jab
]
(1.50)
and so invariance of the action implies the classical Ward identity
D ∗ Ja − ieaTb ∧ ∗Jb − ieaRbc ∧ ∗Jbc − ieaF ∧ ∗J = 0 (1.51)
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Local Lorentz transformations
The spinors and background fields transform under an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation as
δψ =
1
4
θabγ
abψ, δea = −θabeb, δωab = −(Dθ)ab (1.52)
Under (1.52), the action changes by
δLor.S = −
∫ [
Dθab ∧ ∗Jab + θabea ∧ ∗Jb
]
(1.53)
The Ward identity is
D ∗ Jab − e[a ∧ ∗Jb] = 0 (1.54)
Nieh-Yan-Weyl transformations
The action on fermions and background fields is given by
δψ = −d− 1
2
Λψ, δea = Λea, δωab = 0 (1.55)
Under δψ = −d−12 Λψ, the action transforms as
δSNYW = −(d− 1)
∫
Λ
[
ηabe
a ∧ ∗Jb −m vol ψψ] (1.56)
The second term, where vol is the volume form, is present because the mass term explicitly violates the
NYW symmetry. For m = 0, we have the Ward identity
ηabe
a ∧ ∗Jb = 0 (1.57)
In components, this is Tµµ = g
µνeaµJ
b
νηab, the trace of the stress-energy tensor. Thus in this sense, the NYW
symmetry gives rise to the same conservation law as does Weyl invariance of the second-order formalism.
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Lichnerowicz-Weitzenbock Formula
We end this chapter with a quick derivation of the operator D/ 2, which will play a central role in some of our
computations in the next chapter. We begin by noting
D/ 2 = γa(∇a +Ba)γb(∇b +Bb) (1.58)
= γaγb(Da +Ba)(Db +Bb) (1.59)
= γaγbDaDb (1.60)
where Da is fully (Lorentz) covariant and Da = Dea +Ba. In manipulating this expression we need various
facts about the Clifford algebra and we also encounter the commutators
[Da, Db] = −T cabDc +
1
4
Rcd;abγ
cd + iqFab (1.61)[
D[a, Bb]
]
= −1
2
T cabBc +
1
2
Gab (1.62)
where Gµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ. Consequently, the operator D/ 2 takes the general form
D/ 2 = ηabDaDb − 1
4
R+
iq
2
Fabγ
ab +
1
8
Rcd;abγ
abcd +
1
2
γabGab − 1
2
γabT cabDc −
1
2
Rba;dbγ
ad (1.63)
This is called the Lichnerowicz-Weitzenbock formula. In the absence of torsion, the curvature tensors satisfy
R˚ab;cd = R˚cd;ab and R˚
b
a;bd = R˚
b
d;ba. Therefore the last four terms in (1.63) vanish in this case.
• • •
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Chapter 2
Parity odd effective actions
All types of free-fermion topological insulator/superconductor phases can be represented by massive Dirac
Hamiltonians with various symmetries, i.e.,
H =
D∑
a=1
paΓ
a +mΓ0 (2.1)
where {ΓA,ΓB} = 2ηAB for A,B = 0, 1, 2, . . . D and ηAB is the flat Lorentz metric. In odd space-time
dimensions the Hamiltonians of insulators without additional symmetries (called the unitary A class) are
classified by an integer topological invariant ν. Non-trivial insulators, i.e., insulators where ν 6= 0 are said
to exhibit the D-dimensional quantum Hall effect, or just the quantum Hall effect if D = 2. These systems
are gapped in the bulk, but harbor D− 1-dimensional chiral fermions on their boundaries (D− 1 would give
an even-dimensional boundary space-time). The bulk remains gapped, unless the mass vanishes, at which
point there is a topological phase transition between insulating states where ν differs by one. The precise
value of ν is not determined by Eq. (2.1) alone but requires information about the regularization scheme to
uniquely define ν. Throughout this chapter we will use Pauli-Villars (spectator fermion) type regularization
as it matches the structure of many simplified condensed matter lattice-Dirac models including lattice models
with Wilson mass terms. Our convention is to choose the regularization such that m < 0 is the topological
phase with ν = 1 and m > 0 is the trivial phase with ν = 0. We note that such a regularization is required
even in the absence of all gravitational/torsional effects, as noted in Ref. [29], since otherwise a 2+1-d
free-fermion model would give rise to a non-integer Hall conductivity.
The topological insulator phase with ν = 1 will possess chiral boundary states that will produce anomalous
currents in the presence of background electromagnetic and gravitational fields. These anomalous currents
are matched by a bulk response of the topological insulating state where all anomalous current flowing from
the boundary simply flows through the bulk to another boundary. Even without boundaries, the bulk of
the material can respond similarly when background fields are present. The bulk response is captured by
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topological terms that appear in the effective action when the gapped fermions are integrated out in the
presence of background fields. For instance as discussed in the previous chapter, the effective action for a
massive Dirac fermion in d = 2 + 1 flat space-time in the presence of background electromagnetic fields,
contains the parity-odd Chern-Simons term
Sodd[A] =
σH
2
∫
M3
A ∧ dA (2.2)
where σH =
1
2 (1−sign(m)) q
2
2pi . The flow of the corresponding Hall current ∗Jbulk = σHdA into the boundary
between a trivial σH = 0 phase and a topological σH = q
2/2pi phase, precisely matches the U(1) anomaly
of the edge chiral fermion (to be discussed in the next chapter). In this chapter, we derive such topological
response terms in the fermion effective action in odd-dimensional space-times with curvature and torsion,
from an anomaly polynomial which is naturally defined in one higher dimension. The relevant terms are
easily identified as they violate parity and can be easily extracted. In our discussion below, we will use
the techniques presented in [30], albeit adapted to the case with non-zero torsion. Our main emphasis, as
mentioned previously, will be on torsional terms and the corresponding transport physics. In particular,
we will see that including torsion results in UV divergences in the effective action, which we will carefully
regulate. Although such divergences represent non-universal effects, the difference of such quantities between
distinct phases is finite and is captured by the boundary physics.
2.1 The anomaly polynomial
Let us consider massive Dirac fermions on a d = D + 1 = 2n − 1-dimensional manifold-without-boundary
M2n−1, endowed (locally) with the co-frame eA, spin connection ωAB , and a U(1) connection A. In Euclidean
signature, the fermionic quantum effective action is given by
Seff [e, ω,A] = −ln det
(
i /D2n−1 + im
)
. (2.3)
Formally, we may rewrite the above as
Seff [e, ω,A] = −
∑
λk
1
2
ln (λ2k +m
2)− i
∑
λk
tan−1
m
λk
(2.4)
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t = T
t = −T
eA
eA(t)
eA(0)
M2n−1
t
Figure 2.1: An illustration of the one-parameter family of background co-frames, which interpolates between
the fiducial co-frame eA(0) and the co-frame in which we are interested e
A.
where λk are the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator: i /D2n−1|ψk〉 = λk|ψk〉, |ψk〉 being the eigenstates. The
parity violating piece must come with odd powers of m
Sodd[e, ω,A] = −i
∑
λk
tan−1
m
λk
. (2.5)
In order to compute (2.5) as a functional of the background gauge and gravitational sources (eA, ωAB , A), it is
convenient to use the following strategy [30]: imagine a one-parameter family of backgrounds (eA(t), ωAB(t), A(t))
which adiabatically interpolates between a fiducial background (eA(0), ω(0) AB , A(0)) and (e
A, ωAB , A) (see Fig.
2.1).1 For instance, we may choose the co-frame to be
eA(t) =

eA(0), −∞ < t < −T
1
2 [1− ϕ(t)] eA(0) + 12 [1 + ϕ(t)] eA, −T ≤ t ≤ T
eA, T < t <∞
(2.6)
where ϕ(t) is an arbitrary function which smoothly interpolates between [−1, 1] as t runs from −T to T ,
for some large and positive T . The other sources ωAB(t) and A(t) may be chosen similarly. This gives us
a one-parameter family of Dirac operators /D2n−1(t) = /D2n−1[eA(t), ωAB(t), A(t)] with eigenvalues λk(t).
1Note that this is merely a technique which facilitates the computation. Also, t is an external parameter, and not to be
confused with time.
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Taking a t-derivative of equation (2.5), we obtain
dSodd
dt
(t) = im
∑
λk
1
λ2k(t) +m
2
dλk
dt
. (2.7)
Exponentiating the factor of (λ2k +m
2)−1 and using dλkdt = 〈ψk(t)|i
d/D2n−1
dt (t)|ψk(t)〉, we therefore find
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
d
dt
Sodd(t) = −m
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫ ∞
0
ds Tr2n−1
d/D2n−1
dt
e−s(m
2−/D22n−1(t)) (2.8)
where Tr2n−1 is the trace over the spectrum of /D2n−1(t).
On the other hand, consider the 2n-dimensional Dirac operator /D2n on the space M2n−1 × R given by2
/D2n = σ1 ⊗
d
dt
+ σ2 ⊗ /D2n−1(t). (2.9)
The square of /D2n is easily computed
/D22n =
d2
dt2
+ iσ3 ⊗ d/D2n−1
dt
+ /D22n−1(t). (2.10)
Also note that the 2n-dimensional chirality operator is given by Γ2n+1 = σ3 ⊗ 1. Now, define a 2n-form
P(0)(m) on M2n−1 × R by
∫
M2n−1×R
P(0)(m) = im√pi
∫ ∞
0
ds s−1/2Tr2nΓ2n+1e−s(m
2−/D22n) (2.11)
where Tr2n is trace over the spectrum of /D2n defined on M2n−1 × R. Notice that Tr2nΓ2n+1es/D
2
2n is the
integral over M2n−1 ×R of the Atiyah-Singer index density, which is locally exact. Since M2n−1 is taken to
be without-boundary, P(0)(m) is a total derivative in t. Using the assumption of adiabaticity we may carry
out the trace in the t- direction to obtain
∫
M2n−1×R
P(0)(m) = −m
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫ ∞
0
ds Tr2n−1
d/D2n−1
dt
e−s(m
2−/D22n−1) + · · · (2.12)
where · · · indicate terms with three or more t-derivatives. These terms drop out because the background
2Here we take the Clifford matrices on M2n−1 × R to be Γ0 = σ1 ⊗ 1, ΓA = σ2 ⊗ γA
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fields are asymptotically t-independent (see Eq. (2.6)). Comparing with (2.8), we conclude that
Sodd[e, ω,A]− Sodd[e(0), ω(0), A(0)] =
∫
M2n−1×R
P(0)(m). (2.13)
Therefore, the parity odd fermion effective action Sodd[e, ω,A] in d = 2n − 1 may be interpreted as the
“Chern-Simons” form correponding to the locally exact index polynomial P(0)(m) defined in 2n dimensions.
We will refer to P(0)(m) as the anomaly polynomial.
We will mainly focus on computing Sodd[e, ω,A] in the limit where the mass scale |m| is taken to be much
larger than all background curvature and torsion scales. Our general strategy to compute P(0)(m) in this
limit will be as follows: in the limit s 7→ 0, there exists an asymptotic expansion
Tr2nΓ
2n+1es/D
2
2n '
∞∑
k=0
bks
−n/2+k (2.14)
where the bk are integrals over M2n of polynomials in curvature, torsion, and their covariant derivatives.
These asymptotic expansions in various dimensions can be computed efficiently using techniques from su-
persymmetric quantum mechanics, which are reviewed in detail in Appendix A (chapter A). The important
point here is that it suffices to use this asymptotic expansion in order to extract terms in (2.11) which survive
in the limit where |m| is taken to be much larger than all background curvature and torsion scales. Unfor-
tunately, as will become clear soon, the anomaly polynomial as defined above is divergent if the background
spin connection is torsional. These are the same divergences that one would encounter in a direct computa-
tion of the 2n− 1 dimensional parity odd effective action (for instance, by using Feynman diagrams) in the
presence of background torsion. In order to remedy the situation, we introduce N Pauli-Villar’s regulator
fermions with coefficients Ci and masses Mi, with i = 1, 2 · · ·N . For convenience, we label C0 = 1 and
M0 = m. We then define the regularized anomaly polynomial
P(m) =
N∑
i=0
CiP(0)(Mi). (2.15)
The Ci’s and Mi’s may be determined by requiring UV finiteness. In a condensed matter context this type
of regulator is natural in simple lattice Dirac models which are often used to describe topological insulators.
These models contain massive spectator Dirac fermions at locations in the Brillouin zone far away from the
region which contains the low-energy fermion(s). Indeed, upon including the spectator fermions of the lattice
Dirac model (interpreted as Pauli-Villar’s regulator fermions), the anomaly polynomial P(m) becomes finite
in arbitrary even dimension; the proof is presented in Appendix B (section B.1).
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Since the anomaly polynomial is the (exterior) derivative of the parity odd effective action in 2n− 1 dimen-
sions, it encodes the 2n − 1 dimensional transport coefficients for the two gapped phases. Furthermore, as
has been explained in [30, 15], covariant anomalies of the 2n− 2-dimensional edge theory can be extracted
out of the fermion effective action in d = 2n− 1 by computing Hall-type currents passing between the edges
through the bulk. In this way, P(m) encodes all the anomalies of the 2n−2 dimensional edge theory. Let us
now apply the above formalism to explicitly compute the parity odd terms in the fermion effective actions
in d = 2 + 1 and d = 4 + 1.
2.2 d = 2 + 1
We first begin with the asymptotic expansion (see Appendix A for details)
Tr4 Γ
5es/D
2 '
∫
M3×R
(
qT
16pi2s
dH +
1
192pi2
tr R(−qT ) ∧R(−qT ) + 1
8pi2
F ∧ F + qT
96pi2
d ∗ d ∗ dH +O(s)
)
(2.16)
where we recall that H = eA∧TA, and we have defined R(−qT )AB to be the curvature 2-form for the connection
ω
(−qT )
AB = ω˚AB +
qT
2
HABCe
C . (2.17)
The terms higher order in s may be ignored as they give rise to negative powers of m. We may also
drop the last term in (2.16) as it necessarily contains three or more t-derivatives, and does not pull back
to the boundary for asymptotically t-independent backgrounds, as explained in the previous section. The
unregulated polynomial (2.11) is then given by
P(0)(m) = iζ
(0)
H
2
dH +
iκ
(0)
H
2
tr R(−qT ) ∧R(−qT ) + iσ
(0)
H
2
F ∧ F. (2.18)
The unregulated transport coefficients may be computed from (2.11) and (2.16)
ζ
(0)
H (m) = −
qT
4pi
[
− m√
pi
+ σ0m
2
]
κ
(0)
H (m) =
1
96pi
σ0
σ
(0)
H (m) =
q2
4pi
σ0 (2.19)
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where σ0 = sign(m), and
1√

∼ Λ is the UV cutoff. Introducing the Pauli-Villar’s regulator fermions, and
requiring finiteness in the limit  7→ 0, we are led to the constraints
N∑
i=0
Ci = 0,
N∑
i=0
CiMi = 0. (2.20)
Even without the UV divergent term this action would need to be regularized due to the fact that the Hall
conductivity σ
(0)
H (m) is not an integer multiple of
q2
2pi as it must be for a non-interacting system[29]. One
possible choice for {Ci} and {Mi} that solves the constraints can be inferred from the spectator fermion
structure of the 2+1-d lattice Dirac model[31] where
Mi Ci
m +
m+ 2∆ -
m+ 2∆ -
m+ 4∆ +
where the energy scale ∆ is a large energy scale with |m| << ∆ << Λ. The regulated anomaly polynomial
is then given by3
P(m) = iζH
2
dH +
iκH
2
tr R(−qT ) ∧R(−qT ) + iσH
2
F ∧ F (2.21)
with the regulated transport coefficients
ζH =
qTm
2
2pi
1− σ0
2
κH =
1
48pi
1− σ0
2
σH =
q2
2pi
1− σ0
2
. (2.22)
Since the anomaly polynomial is a total derivative, we may read off the parity odd effective action from the
above as the corresponding Chern-Simons form
Sodd[e, ω,A] =
i
2
∫
M3
(
ζH e
A ∧ TA + σHA ∧ dA
+ κH tr(ω
(−qT ) ∧ dω(−qT ) + 2
3
ω(−qT ) ∧ ω(−qT ) ∧ ω(−qT ))
)
(2.23)
3We have also cancelled out a σ0-independent (and hence independent of whether or not the system is in the topological or
trivial phase) divergence proportional to dH by adding a counterterm. Such a counterterm is required only in d = 2 + 1, and
not in higher dimensions.
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Expanding Sodd to linear order in torsion, we find
Sodd[e, ω,A] =
i
2
∫
M3
(
σHA ∧ dA+ κHtr(ω˚ ∧ dω˚ + 2
3
ω˚ ∧ ω˚ ∧ ω˚)
+ ζH e
A ∧ TA − qTκH R˚eA ∧ TA + · · ·
)
. (2.24)
which is the same action that was derived in [15] by a more direct computation. It might seem odd that the
coefficient of the eA ∧ TA term is a dimensionful parameter, as opposed to the other coefficients, which are
universal and quantized – this apparent discrepancy was also pointed out in the previous chapter. We are now
in a position to understand this: the quantization of both σH and κH is forced upon us by the requirement
of gauge invariance under large gauge transformations. The eA ∧ TA term on the other hand, is globally
well-defined (i.e., gauge, Lorentz, and diffeomorphism invariant), and hence requires no such quantization
of it’s coefficient. A second way to understand why σH is quantized, is that this coefficient can be shown
to be equivalent to the Chern class of a certain Berry connection4 over momentum space (or Brillouin zone
in the case of lattice-calculations), which is quantized from standard arguments. A similar construction for
ζH is also possible, in that we can interpret ζH as the averaged (over the Brillouin zone) Berry curvature in
a larger parameter space which includes modular deformations of the Brillouin zone – this computation is
presented in section B.2. From this point of view as well, we find that ζH is not quantized (as it does not
have the interpretation of a topological invariant). It is interesting however to note that the coefficient of
the R˚ eA ∧ TA term is universal (and quantized in the present calculation).
We now focus on the physics of the torsional terms. The ζH e
A ∧ TA term has the interpretation of a
relativistic version of the Hall viscosity, as has been explained in the previous chapter. Here we wish to delve
a bit into the curvature correction R˚ eA ∧ TA since similar terms will appear in higher dimensions. We may
loosely interpret this term as a local-curvature dependent Hall viscosity. On a space-time of the form R×Σ,
with Σ a constant curvature Riemann surface of Euler characteristic χΣ and area A, terms linear in torsion
in (2.24) become
Sodd[e, ω,A] =
i
2
(
ζH − 4piqTκHχΣ
A
)∫
eA ∧ TA. (2.25)
For curvature and area preserving deformations of the co-frame, we thus find a shift in the effective Hall
viscosity ζH relative to its flat space value
ζH = ζH − 4piκHχΣ
A
. (2.26)
4The idea is to think of the Brillouin zone as the parameter space. Then the ground state bundle of the Hamiltonian H(k)
over the Brillouin zone is a line-bundle, with a canonical connection 1-form called the Berry connection.
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This effect is reminiscent of the Wen-Zee shift of the number density in a quantum Hall fluid in the presence
of curvature. In fact, let us define the spin density s of the Chern insulator as
s =
1
A
∫
Σ
∗J12 (2.27)
where J12 is the spatial component of the spin current JAB . To lowest order in torsion, this may be computed
from the action5 (2.25), and we see that the local spin density is also affected by the local curvature, and in
fact satisfies
ζH = −s. (2.28)
Thus, the shift due to curvature may be interpreted as a shift in the spin density relative to its flat space
value. Equation (2.28) is similar to the relation between Hall viscosity and spin presented in [32, 33].
Although our main focus in this work is on parity-odd terms, we note that for d = 2 + 1, the parity-even
terms can similarly be computed with careful regularization. The complete effective action then arranges
into chiral gravity, namely an SL(2,R) Chern-Simons term [15] – we take a brief detour to explain how this
works. The parity even terms in the effective action are given by
Seven[e, ω,A] = lim
→0+
∫ ∞

dt
2t
Tr e−tm
2+t /D2 (2.29)
Once again, it suffices to use the asymptotic expansion for Tr et /D
2
in order to compute terms which survive
in the large (ma) limit. The asymptotic expansion in this case is given by (see Appendix A)
Tr et /D
2 '
∫
M3
2
(4pit)3/2
(
1− t
12
R(−qT ) +O(t2)
)
volM3 (2.30)
where R(−qT ) = R˚− qT 24 HabcHabc is the scalar curvature constructed out of ω(−qT )ab . Using (2.29) and (2.30),
we get
Seven =
∫
M3
(
−Λ
(0)
κ
(0)
N
volM3 +
1
2κ
(0)
N
abce
a ∧R(−qT ),bc + · · ·
)
(2.31)
where the ellipsis indicates terms of order (ma)−1, and the coefficients as written are divergent. In order to
regulate all the divergences, we need to introduce more Pauli-Villar’s regulators; we list out all the regulated
coefficients below:
5In particular, JAB is obtained by varying with respect to ωAB , holding e
A fixed.
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ζH = − qT
4pi
N∑
i=0
Ci
[
− Mi√
pi
+ σi|Mi|2 + · · ·
]
(2.32)
σH =
e2
4pi
N∑
i=0
Ciσi + · · · (2.33)
iκH =
1
96pi
N∑
i=0
Ciσi + · · · (2.34)
1
2κN
=
1
48pi
N∑
i=0
Ci
[
− 1√
pi
+ |Mi|+ · · ·
]
(2.35)
− Λ
κN
=
N∑
i=0
Ci
[
2
3(4pi)3/2
− M
2
i
4pi
√
pi
+
|Mi|3
6pi
+ · · ·
]
(2.36)
We require that the terms that diverge as → 0 have zero coefficients. This implies
N∑
i=0
Ci = 0,
N∑
i=0
CiMi = 0,
N∑
i=0
Ci|Mi|2 = 0 (2.37)
Thus, we have one new condition from the parity even sector and we now see that the first condition (we used
this above) is also required by the parity even sector. If we assume for simplicity that all of the regulator
masses are positive,6 then we arrive at
ζH = qT
m2
2pi
1− σ0
2
(2.38)
σH = − q
2
2pi
1− σ0
2
(2.39)
κH = − 1
48pi
1− σ0
2
(2.40)
1
κN
=
|m|
12pi
1− σ0
2
(2.41)
Λ
κN
= − 1
6pi
N∑
i=0
Ci|Mi|3 (2.42)
where again, σ0 ≡ sign(m). If we examine the conditions (2.37), we can furthermore establish that
Λ
κN
= Λ30 −
1
3pi
|m|3 1− σ0
2
(2.43)
for a quantity Λ0 that generally scales with the regulator masses, but is independent of σ0. We thus see that
apart from the Λ30 term, all of these coefficients vanish in the trivial phase (σ0 = 1) and the effective action
6This assumption leads to the m > 0 phase being trivial. Another choice would make the m < 0 phase trivial.
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there is just S+eff = Λ
3
0
∫
volM , a pure cosmological term (of course, there are also higher order terms in
curvature and torsion, which decay exponentially or as negative powers of (ma), that we have not included
here; those terms then determine the transport properties of the trivial phase). The non-trivial phase has an
action consisting of the same Λ30 volume term, plus an action that is known as chiral gravity (as well as the
usual U(1) gauge Chern-Simons term). In other words, the difference of the gravitational actions between
the two phases can be written in terms of the Chern-Simons form of a single SL(2,R) connection.7 Indeed,
writing ωa = 12
a
bcω
bc, we define a connection Aa = ω(β),a − i 1` ea. One then finds
iCS[Aa] = 2i
(
Aa ∧ dAa − 1
3
abcAa ∧ Ab ∧ Ac
)
(2.44)
= −iCS[ω(β)ab ] +
4
`3
vol +
2
`
abce
a ∧R(β),bc − i 2
`2
ea ∧ T (β)a (2.45)
= −iCS[ω(β)ab ] +
4
`3
vol +
2
`
abce
a ∧R(β),bc − i6β
`2
ea ∧ Ta (2.46)
and we thus see that if we identify β = −qT as above, ` = (2|m|)−1 and Λ = −1/`2, the action in the
non-trivial topological phase is
S−eff = S
+
eff +
ik
4pi
∫
M3
CS[Aa]− iq
2
4pi
∫
M3
CS[A] (2.47)
The Chern-Simons level k evaluates to 1/24.8 Incidentally, chiral gravity has been studied in the context
of holography[35], in which the gravitational fields are dynamical. Indeed if we introduce the notation
µ = 12κNκH (here µ` = −1), the Brown-Henneaux formula in asymptotically-AdS3 geometries gives the
central charges of the dual 1 + 1-dimensional theory as
cL =
12pi`
κN
(
1− 1
µ`
)
, cR =
12pi`
κN
(
1 +
1
µ`
)
. (2.48)
Thus in the holographic case, we have cL = 1, cR = 0. In the present case, this 1 + 1-dimensional matter is
supported on the interface between the topological insulator phase and the trivial phase.
7Here we are using the language of real time. The group theory involved here is that the isometry group of AdS3 is
∼ SO(2, 2) ∼ SO(2, 1)× SO(2, 1) ∼ SL(2,R)× SL(2,R). See Ref. [34] for details.
8This result satisfies the quantization condition k ∈ 1
48
Z given in [34] for manifolds which admit a spin-structure. Here we
get twice that result, because we have a full Dirac fermion in 3d.
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2.3 d = 4 + 1
Let us now return to parity odd physics, and repeat the above analysis for d = 4 + 1. We begin with the
corresponding 6-dimensional asymptotic expansion
Tr6 Γ
7es/D
2
6 '
∫
R×M5
(
− qT
32pi3s
F ∧ dH − 1
384pi3
F ∧ tr R(−qT ) ∧R(−qT ) − 1
48pi3
F ∧ F ∧ F
− qT
192pi3
d (F ∧ ∗d ∗ dH) + qT
384pi3
d ∗ d ∗ (F ∧ dH) +O(s)
)
. (2.49)
We do not consider O(s) terms as they lead to inverse powers of m, and are generally of higher order in the
curvature/torsion expansion. As before, we may also drop the last term in (2.49), as it does not pull back
to the boundary effective action. The unregulated anomaly polynomial is then easily obtained
P(0)(m) = iζ
(0)
H
2
F ∧ dH + iκ
(0)
H
2
F ∧ tr R(−qT ) ∧R(−qT ) + iσ
(0)
H
3
F ∧ F ∧ F + iλ
(0)
2
d (F ∧ ∗d ∗ dH) (2.50)
with the unregulated transport coefficients
ζ
(0)
H (m) = −
qqT
8pi2
[
− m√
pi
+ σ0m
2
]
κ
(0)
H (m) =
q
192pi2
σ0
σ
(0)
H (m) =
q3
16pi2
σ0
λ(0)(m) =
qqT
96pi2
σ0. (2.51)
The structure of divergences is the same as previously encountered in 2 + 1 dimensions - namely a linear
divergence. In fact, more generally the structure of divergences (i.e. linear, quadratic etc.) of the parity-odd
effective action is identical in d = 4n − 1 and d = 4n + 1. Therefore, it suffices to use the Pauli-Villar’s
regulators we used in d = 2 + 1, which gives the regulated anomaly polynomial
P(m) = iζH
2
F ∧ dH + iκH
2
F ∧ tr R(−qT ) ∧R(−qT ) + iσH
3
F ∧ F ∧ F + iλ
2
d (F ∧ ∗d ∗ dH) (2.52)
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with the regulated transport coefficients
ζH =
qqTm
2
4pi2
1− σ0
2
κH =
q
96pi2
1− σ0
2
σH =
q3
8pi2
1− σ0
2
λ =
qqT
48pi2
1− σ0
2
. (2.53)
The parity odd effective action in d = 4 + 1 is then given by
Sodd[e, ω,A] =
i
2
∫
M5
(
ζH F ∧ eA ∧ TA + 2σH
3
A ∧ F ∧ F (2.54)
+ κH F ∧ tr (ω(−qT ) ∧ dω(−qT ) + 2
3
ω(−qT ) ∧ ω(−qT ) ∧ ω(−qT )) + λ F ∧ ∗d ∗ dH
)
.
As before, we stress that this should be regarded as giving rise to the leading (in powers of |m|) parity-
violating terms in correlation functions of the charge, stress, and spin currents. Once again, we may expand
this to linear order in torsion to obtain
=
i
2
∫
M5
(
2σH
3
A ∧ F ∧ F + κH F ∧ tr(ω˚ ∧ dω˚ + 2
3
ω˚ ∧ ω˚ ∧ ω˚) (2.55)
+ ζH F ∧ eA ∧ TA − qTκH (R˚ F + 2FC ∧ R˚C + FCDR˚CD) ∧ eA ∧ TA + λ F ∧ ∗d ∗ dH + · · ·
)
where we have introduced the notation FA = F (eA), FAB = F (eA, eB), R˚B = R˚AB(e
A) and so on.
Let us focus on the second line above. The term proportional to ζH now represents a magneto-Hall viscosity,
which is to say a dissipationless viscosity in the presence of a magnetic flux through perpendicular spatial
dimensions. To be more explicit, let us consider a simple example where we take the space-time manifold to
be of the form M5 = R × Σ × Σ˜, with Σ and Σ˜ being two constant curvature Riemann surfaces with areas
A and A˜. If we turn on a U(1) magnetic flux of F = 2pin
qA˜
volΣ˜ through Σ˜ (for n ∈ Z), then the effective
dissipationless viscosity for co-frame deformations in the orthogonal surface Σ is given by
ζH = n
qTm
2
2pi
1− σ0
2
. (2.56)
Just as in 2 + 1-d, we also have curvature dependent corrections to the effective magneto-Hall viscosity. For
the choice of M5 and F we are working with, the terms linear in torsion simplify to give us the following
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￿Σ Σ
× ∗JAbulk
Figure 2.2: An illustration describing the field setup for a magneto-Hall viscosity response: turning on a
U(1) flux through Σ˜ gives rise to a Hall viscosity response on Σ.
effective action on the subspace Σ
Sodd(Σ) =
i
2
∫
R×Σ
{
ζH −
qT
q
κH
(
2pinR˚+
32pi2nχΣ˜
A˜
)}
eA ∧ TA. (2.57)
As before, if we restrict ourselves to curvature and area-preserving co-frame deformations on Σ, we find that
the effective magneto-Hall viscosity gets shifted from its flat space value to
ζH 7→ ζH −
qT
q
κH
(
32pi2nχΣ˜
A˜
+
8pi2nχΣ
A
)
. (2.58)
Once again, the shift in the magneto-Hall viscosity may be interpreted as a shift in the spin density on Σ
relative to the flat space value.
With the completed derivation of the 2 + 1-d and 4 + 1-d parity-violating terms in the effective action we are
now ready to explore measurable consequences in real condensed matter systems. In the next chapter, we
will consider the properties of chiral fermions which live on the boundaries of the phases discussed above,
and the corresponding bulk-boundary anomaly inflow. We will later also understand these phenomena from
a microscopic spectral flow point of view.
• • •
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Chapter 3
Callan-Harvey Anomaly Inflow and
Boundary Chiral Anomalies
To study the properties of isolated chiral fermions (or pairs of chiral fermions in a Weyl semi-metal) we
must consider their anomaly structure. One nice way to organize the anomalous currents is to consider the
low-energy chiral modes which are localized on an interface between topological and trivial phases in odd
space-time dimensions. Here we will deal with the case of 1+1 and 3+1 dimensional edge modes, and their
relationship with the 2+1 and 4+1 dimensional parity-odd transport coefficients described in the previous
chapter.
3.1 d = 2 + 1
Consider the non-trivial phase labelled by non-vanishing parity odd coefficients (σH , ζH , κH) on a 2+1
dimensional manifold M3, separated from the trivial phase by the 1+1 dimensional boundary Σ2 = ∂M3.
This can be thought of in terms of a 2+1 dimensional Dirac fermion with mass m < 0 on M3, and m >
0 outside, with some interpolation region, the interface Σ2, which we refer to as the domain wall. In
general, there could be multiple fermions with mass domain walls along Σ2, and their number decides
(σH , ζH , κH). The domain wall hosts 1+1 dimensional chiral fermions, whose anomalies will encode the
shifts in (σH , ζH , κH) between opposite sides of the domain wall[1]. In the absence of curvature (we will
return to the general case later), the parity odd effective action can be taken to be 1,2
Sodd,bulk[e, ω,A] =
ζH
2
∫
M3
eA ∧ TA + σH
2
∫
M3
A ∧ dA (3.1)
Let us first focus on the gauge Chern-Simons term and review its relationship with anomalies in the boundary.
In the presence of a boundary, the U(1) Chern-Simons term is diffeomorphism and Lorentz invariant, but
1The gravitational Chern Simons terms (proportional to κH) lead to currents which are proportional to the Levi-Civita
scalar curvature. Hence we ignore these terms temporarily.
2In this section, we will use upper case letters for Lorentz indices in the bulk and lower case letters for Lorentz indices on
the boundary/domain-wall Σ2.
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not gauge invariant. Under a gauge transformation we have
δαSodd,bulk =
σH
2
∫
M3
dα ∧ F = σH
2
∫
Σ2
αF (3.2)
Gauge invariance implies that this should be accounted for by the U(1) anomaly of chiral fermions localized
on Σ2. For nL left-handed and nR right-handed chiral fermions on the edge, the anomaly is given by
δαSΣ2 =
nL − nR
4pi
q2
∫
Σ2
αF (3.3)
This cancels the variation of the bulk action provided q2(nL − nR) = −2piσH , which is indeed the case as
can be checked by constructing the localized zero modes of the bulk Dirac operator (see [1] for details). The
anomaly in (3.3) is called a consistent anomaly, because it is obtained by the variation of the chiral effective
action in 1+1 dimensions. We refer to the corresponding non-conserved current as Jcons, with the anomalous
Ward identity
d ∗ Jcons = nR − nL
4pi
q2 F =
σH
2
F (3.4)
Returning to the bulk, the variation of the effective action with respect to the gauge field determines the
current
δSodd,bulk = σH
∫
M3
δA ∧ F + σH
2
∫
Σ2
δA ∧A (3.5)
We can read off the bulk U(1) current from here
∗ Jbulk = σH F (3.6)
which is conserved by virtue of the Bianchi identity, i.e. d ∗ Jbulk = 0. However, the flux of the bulk current
into Σ2 is non-trivial and is given by
∆Q =
∫
Σ2
∗Jbulk = σH
∫
Σ2
F =
nR − nL
2pi
q2
∫
Σ2
F (3.7)
We can interpret this as the charge injected into the edge from the bulk, but notice that it is twice as much
as the consistent anomaly in (3.3). To explain this apparent discrepancy, notice from (3.5) that there is an
additional boundary current induced from the bulk
∗ j = σH
2
A (3.8)
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This prompts us to define the net boundary current Jcov = Jcons+j, which we will call the covariant current.
The conservation equation for Jcov is now
d ∗ Jcov = σH F = nR − nL
2pi
F (3.9)
which agrees with (3.7). The anomaly in the form (3.9) is called the covariant anomaly.3 We see therefore,
that the covariant current in the boundary carries the charge which is injected into it from the bulk.
The Hall viscosity term in (3.1) on the other hand is invariantly defined under diffeomorphisms, Lorentz,
and U(1) gauge transformations, and thus does not lead to consistent anomalies in the edge theory. The
consistent frame current Jacons in the edge is therefore symmetric, and suffers only from the anomaly due to
the U(1) Chern-Simons term
D ∗ Jacons − ieaTb ∧ ∗Jbcons − ieaF ∧ ∗Jcons = −q2
nR − nL
4pi
(ieaA)F (3.10)
e[a ∧ ∗Jb]cons = 0 (3.11)
(Recall that since the domain wall is 1 + 1-dimensional, the Lorentz current Jab vanishes.) Equation (3.10)
is not gauge covariant. However, it is clear what we must do - we shift to the covariant currents.
Consider then, the variation of the bulk action under a change in the frame and connection
δSodd,bulk = ζH
∫
M3
δeA ∧ TA − ζH
2
∫
M3
δωABe
A ∧ eB + ζH
2
∫
Σ2
δeA ∧ eA (3.12)
In the boundary term, we should interpret the result in terms of fields defined on the boundary. Generally (as
was implied in the discussion of the gauge case above), p-forms will pull back to the boundary. In the case of
vector-valued forms eA and ωAB , we also must decompose the pullbacks in representations of the boundary
Lorentz group. Generally, we are free to choose independently a co-frame Ea and spin connection Ωab in the
boundary. These can be identified with the pull-backs of ea and ωab up to a Lorentz transformation. The
normal components en and ωna represent extrinsic effects. Conventionally, the pullback of en to Σ vanishes,
which can be achieved by a local bulk Lorentz transformation of the frame.
3The reason for the terminology consistent and covariant comes from the more general case of non-Abelian gauge anomalies.
In that case, the consistent anomaly satisfies the Wess-Zumino consistency condition, but fails to be gauge covariant (it involves
dA rather than F ). The covariant anomaly on the other hand, does not satisfy the Wess-Zumino consistency condition, but is
fully gauge covariant. The consistent and covariant versions of the anomaly differ by current redefinitions which do not come
from local counterterms, but are equivalent so far as anomaly cancellation is concerned. The difference between the covariant
and consistent currents is usually referred to as the Bardeen-Zumino polynomial.
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We read off the bulk frame current and spin current from (3.12)
∗ JAbulk = ζH TA, ∗JABbulk = −
ζH
2
eA ∧ eB (3.13)
while the frame current induced in the edge theory is
∗ ja = ζH
2
ea (3.14)
It is easy to check that the bulk currents satisfy the proper (non-anomalous) Ward identities
D ∗ JAbulk − ieATB ∧ ∗JBbulk − ieARBC ∧ ∗JBCbulk − ieAF ∧ ∗Jbulk = 0 (3.15)
D ∗ JABbulk − e[A ∧ ∗JB]bulk = 0
But once again, the fluxes into Σ are non-trivial. These are easily computed4
∆Qa = ζH
∫
Σ2
T a (3.16)
∆Qab = −ζH
2
∫
Σ2
ea ∧ eb (3.17)
We now write the Ward identities in the edge for the covariant currents Jacov = J
a
cons + j
a and Jcov
d ∗ Jcov = σH F (3.18)
D ∗ Jacov − ieaTb ∧ ∗Jbcov − ieaF ∧ ∗Jcov = ζH T a (3.19)
e[a ∧ ∗Jb]cov =
ζH
2
ea ∧ eb (3.20)
Notice that the right-hand sides precisely agree with the charge (in this case energy-momentum) entering
the edge from the bulk.
Let us now extend the above analysis to include curvature. One finds that the covariant anomalies, when
4Here, we disregard the normal component ∆QnΣ. Since this is related to a bulk diffeomorphism normal to the edge, we
expect that it is related to extrinsic rather than intrinsic edge properties.
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written in terms of torsion and Levi-Civita curvature, become
d ∗ Jcov = σH F (3.21)
D ∗ Jacov − ieaTb ∧ ∗Jbcov − ieaF ∧ ∗Jcov = ζH T a + κH
(
ea ∧ dR˚− R˚ T a
)
(3.22)
e[a ∧ ∗Jb]cov =
1
2
(
ζH − κHR˚
)
ea ∧ eb (3.23)
It is also possible to derive these identities from the intrinsic edge point of view using the Fujikawa method
with a suitable choice of regularization; we will show how this works below.
We emphasize again, that the torsional anomalies appearing above are not obstructions to defining gauge,
or diffeomorphism-invariant partition functions. Given this understanding, it is natural to ask if the torsion
terms in the diffeomorphism Ward identity could be removed by the addition of local counterterms. Indeed,
a shift of the frame current
∗ Jacov → ∗Jacov −
1
2
(
ζH − κH R˚
)
ea (3.24)
would make it symmetric. This shift however does not come from a local counterterm in the boundary theory
– which means that no intrinsic 1 + 1 dimensional UV completion of the theory is capable of providing such
shifts, nor is it an ordinary improvement term.5 In fact, it amounts to shifting the bulk effective action by
∆Sodd,bulk = −1
2
∫
M3
ζH e
A ∧ TA + 1
2
∫
M3
κH R˚e
A ∧ TA (3.25)
One of our main precepts is that divergences that appear in the bulk are common to all phases. Thus shifting
the values of ζH , κH , etc. by finite counterterms simultaneously in all phases is allowed, but this does not
change the differences in their values between phases. Therefore, we cannot avoid having a torsional response
in one of the two phases. It is this invariant information that is encoded in the covariant anomalies of the
edge theory, and these are the important physical effects.
Fujikawa method
We now take a short detour to derive the covariant Ward identities discussed above from the intrinsic edge
point of view. We will use standard methods that produce the covariant anomalies, and the novelty of
the calculation is that we will produce the torsional contributions to the anomalies. In so doing, we will
5An improvement of the frame current is a current redefinition which makes it symmetric, but does not modify it’s conser-
vation equation.
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encounter divergences associated with the torsional terms. Our context provides these divergences with a
clear interpretation, as the ultraviolet cutoff of the edge theory is determined by the mass gap in the bulk,
and their presence is linked with bulk transport properties.
The chiral fermions localized on a 1+1-d space-time manifold Σ2 coming from the boundary of the manifold
M3 couple to the frame e
a on Σ2. For simplicity, we will assume that the geometry near Σ2 is separable,
with a frame of the form eA = (Ndx, ea). For our purposes, it will also suffice to ignore extrinsic couplings
to the chiral fermions because these do not affect the covariant anomaly computations which are of interest
here.6
Let us quickly review the Fujikawa method for computing covariant anomalies. Our discussion here mainly
follows [36, 37]. The main point of the Fujikawa method is that the variation of the (chiral) fermion measure
under symmetry transformations leads to anomalous Ward identities. For a Dirac fermion Ψ, one defines the
measure as follows: expand Ψ and Ψ¯ in terms of eigenfunctions Φm of a self adjoint operator, conventionally
chosen to be the Dirac operator
/DΦm = λmΦm (3.27)
Ψ =
∑
m
amΦm, Ψ¯ =
∑
n
bnΦ¯n (3.28)
and define the measure as [dΨdΨ] =
∏
m,n dbmdan. However for a left-chiral fermion ψ, the operator
/DL = /D 12 (1−γ5) is not self-adjoint. Thus, ψ must be expanded in terms of eigenfunctions φm of /D
†
L /DL and
ψ¯ must be expanded in terms of eigenfunctions χn of /DL /D†L. Under a symmetry transformation T : ψ →
ψ′ = ψ + δTψ, the measure could transform in general
[dψ′dψ
′
] = e
−i ∫
Σ2
AT [dψdψ] (3.29)
When this happens, the classical Ward identity gets modified by the anomalous correction AT . Let us now
study this in detail for diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transformations.
6The only extrinsic coupling to the chiral states is through a term in the effective action of the form
Sext ' 1
48pi
∫
Σ2
ln(N)R˚ volΣ (3.26)
where R˚ is the Ricci scalar on Σ. This term ensures that while the edge theory is anomalous under a Nieh-Yan-Weyl transfor-
mation of the frame on Σ, there is no anomaly due to a Nieh-Yan-Weyl transformation of the bulk frame.
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Diffeomorphisms
Recall from (1.49) that under a covariant diffeomorphism generated by a vector field ξ, we have
δψ = ∇ξψ (3.30)
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to volume preserving diffeomorphisms. Then to linear order in ξ, it is
easy to check that the measure transforms as
[dψ′dψ
′
] = exp
(
−
∑
m
∫
Σ2
volΣ2 φ¯mξ
i∇iφm +
∑
n
∫
Σ2
volΣ2 χ¯nξ
i∇iχn
)
[dψdψ] (3.31)
Thus the corresponding Ward identity (1.51) gets modified to
i
∫
Σ2
ξa(D∗Ja− ieaT b∧∗Jb− ieaF ∧∗J) =
∑
m
∫
Σ2
volΣ2
(
φ¯mξ
a∇aφm − χ¯nξa∇aχn
)
= −Tr2 γ5ξa∇a (3.32)
Clearly, the trace is ill-defined by itself, and needs to be regulated. Customarily, it is regulated using the
heat-kernel regularization in Euclidean space
− Tr2 γ5ξa∇ae/D
2/Λ2 (3.33)
where Λ the ultraviolet cutoff is taken off to infinity. However for the edge theory we consider, the ultraviolet
cutoff Λ is of order m, the bulk mass gap, since the spectrum of localized edge modes of the bulk Dirac operator
only exists for energies E < |m|. This issue is irrelevant in the torsionless case, because the leading terms
in the anomaly are finite and cutoff independent. However, in the presence of torsion we find a quadratic
divergence in the anomaly if regulated naively. Moreover, the divergent term cannot be removed by a local
counterterm.
The guiding principle in choosing the appropriate regularization must then be bulk-boundary matching —
the non-conservation of charge as manifested in the covariant anomaly must match the influx of charge due
to the parity violating terms in the bulk action. Fortunately, a minor generalization of the results in [37]
readily implies that (in a separable geometry) the flux of the bulk frame current in a given phase into the
edge is given by
−
N∑
i=0
1
2
Cisign(Mi)Tr2 γ
5ξa∇a 1
(1− /D2/M2i )1/2
(3.34)
where Mi are the masses of the bulk fermions, including Pauli-Villars regulators. Notice that this is exactly
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the trace that was obtained in the Fujikawa formalism, albeit in a regulated form. Therefore, it is clear that
we must regulate the Ward identity (3.32) as
i
∫
Σ2
ξa(D ∗ Ja − ieaT b ∧ ∗Jb − ieaF ∧ ∗J) = −∆
N∑
i=0
1
2
Cisign(Mi)Tr2 γ
5ξa∇a 1
(1− /D2/M2i )1/2
(3.35)
with M0 = m the mass gap in the bulk, and Mi for i = 1, · · ·N being the masses of the Pauli-Villars regulator
fermions in the bulk. The symbol ∆ indicates that the anomaly is the difference between the flux from the
non-trivial phase and the flux from the trivial phase.
In order to compute the trace (in Euclidean space), we can rewrite it as
−∆
N∑
i=0
1
2Γ( 12 )
CiMi
∫ ∞

dt t−1/2Tr2 γ5∇ae−t(−/D
2+M2i ) (3.36)
The asymptotic expansion corresponding to this trace in 2 dimensions is given by (see Appendix A)
Tr2 γ
5ξa∇aet /D
2 ' −i
∫
Σ2
ξa
(
1
4pit
Ta +
1
48pi
ea ∧ dR˚− 1
48pi
R˚ Ta + · · ·
)
(3.37)
where the ellipsis denote terms higher order in t (which are unimportant here as they will give higher order
terms suppressed by inverse powers of the cutoff). The integral over t in (3.36) diverges as  → 0 for the
first term above, but the divergence is cancelled by the condition
∑N
i=0 CiMi = 0 on the regulator masses.
Using the expressions for regulated bulk coefficients (2.32, 2.33, 2.34), we get the Ward identity
(D ∗ Ja − ieaT b ∧ ∗Jb − ieaF ∧ ∗J) = ζH Ta + κH (ea ∧ dR˚− R˚ Ta) (3.38)
where ζH and κH are the regulated coefficients in the non-trivial phase. Note that this is exactly what we
found in our analysis in the previous section (see (3.22)).
Local Lorentz transformations
The change in the measure corresponding to Lorentz transformations δψ = 14θabγ
abψ is given by
[dψ′dψ
′
] = exp
(
−1
4
Tr2 θabγ
5γab
)
[dψdψ
′
] (3.39)
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Following the discussion of the diffeomorphism anomaly in the previous section, we regulate the Ward identity
as
i
∫
Σ2
θab e
[a ∧ ∗Jb] = −1
4
∆
N∑
i=0
1
2
Cisign(Mi)Tr2 θabγ
5γab
1
(1− /D2/M2i )1/2
(3.40)
Using the asymptotic expansion in 2 dimensions
Tr2 γ
5γabet /D
2 '
∫
Σ
−iab
(
1
2pit
− 1
24pi
R˚+ · · ·
)
volΣ (3.41)
we find (3.23)
e[a ∧ ∗Jb]cov =
1
2
(
ζH − κHR˚
)
ea ∧ eb (3.42)
So, in summary, it is possible to derive the anomalies of the edge theory from an intrinsic calculation; provided
we use consistent regulators, we find a precise match between the bulk and the boundary computations.
3.2 d = 4 + 1
Let us now turn to the d = 4 + 1 case. Consider then the non-trivial phase labelled by transport coefficients
(σH , ζH , κH , λ) on a 4+1 dimensional manifold M5, separated from the trivial phase by a 3+1 dimensional
interface Σ4 = ∂M5. As before, one model for this system is a 4+1 dimensional Dirac fermion with mass
m < 0 on M5, and m > 0 outside, with some interpolation region, the interface Σ4, which we refer to as
the domain wall. In general, there could be multiple fermions with mass domain walls along Σ4, and their
number decides (σH , ζH , κH , λ). The domain wall hosts 3+1-d chiral fermions, whose anomalies will encode
the differences in (σH , ζH , κH , λ) between opposite sides of the domain wall.
In order to avoid complicating our discussion, we will follow our previous strategy and first explain the
anomaly inflow only focusing on the first two terms in (2.54), and later present the more general result. We
start with the 4+1-d bulk effective action
Sbulk = i
σH
3
∫
M5
A ∧ F ∧ F + i ζH
2
∫
M5
F ∧H (3.43)
where we recall the notation H = eA ∧ TA. The first term is the second (Abelian) Chern-Simons form
and is diffeomorphism and Lorentz invariant, but not U(1) invariant. This gauge non-invariance must be
compensated by the consistent anomaly of the boundary/interface theory. This means that the boundary
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effective action Sbdry cannot be gauge invariant either. In fact, under a U(1) gauge transformation δA = dα,
we must have
δαSbdry = − iσH
3
∫
Σ4
αF ∧ F. (3.44)
in order to cancel the gauge variation of the bulk Chern-Simons term. Interestingly, the second term in
(3.43) is gauge, diffeomorphism, and Lorentz invariant despite its similarity to the first term, and hence we
do not expect it to contribute to consistent anomalies in the boundary. This is an important distinction
between the two terms. Using these constraints, the consistent Ward identities on the boundary are7
d ∗ Jcons = σH
3
F ∧ F (3.45)
D ∗ Jacons − ieaTb ∧ ∗Jbcons − ieaRbc ∧ ∗Jbccons − ieaF ∧ ∗Jcons = −
σH
3
ieaA ∧ F ∧ F (3.46)
D ∗ Jabcons + e[b ∧ ∗Ja]cons = 0 (3.47)
where lower-case Latin indices are local Lorentz indices on the boundary manifold Σ4. The Ward identities
written in terms of consistent currents are clearly not gauge covariant since they depend on gauge-variant
fields like the vector-potential A. To remedy the situation, we must write these in terms of covariant currents.
Consider then, the variation of the bulk response action8
δSbulk =
∫
M5
(
δA ∧ ∗Jbulk + δeA ∧ ∗JAbulk + δωAB ∧ ∗JABbulk
)
+
∫
Σ4
(
δA ∧ ∗j + δea ∧ ∗ja + δωab ∧ ∗jab
)
(3.48)
The conserved Hall currents in the bulk are given by
∗Jbulk = σHF ∧ F + ζH
2
dH (3.49a)
∗JAbulk = ζHF ∧ TA (3.49b)
∗JABbulk = −
ζH
2
F ∧ eA ∧ eB (3.49c)
7Note that the right hand side of equation (3.46) originates from the fact that this Ward identity corresponds to a covariant
diffeomorphism, which involves an ordinary diffeomorphism plus a U(1) and local Lorentz gauge transformation.
8Here we will assume that the boundary values of the variations δeA and δωAB are non-zero only when the Lorentz indices
are those of the boundary. In other words, we are ignoring extrinsic effects here.
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while the induced currents in the boundary are
∗j = 2
3
σHA ∧ F + ζH
2
H (3.50a)
∗ja = ζH
2
F ∧ ea (3.50b)
∗jab = 0. (3.50c)
Define the covariant boundary currents Jcov = Jcons + j, J
a
cov = J
a
cons + j
a, and Jabcov = J
ab
cons + j
ab. Then
the Ward identities written in terms of these are
d ∗ Jcov = σHF ∧ F + ζH
2
dH (3.51)
D ∗ Jacov − ieaTb ∧ ∗Jbcov − ieaRbc ∧ ∗Jbccov − ieaF ∧ ∗Jcov = ζHF ∧ T a (3.52)
D ∗ Jabcov + e[b ∧ ∗Ja]cov = −
ζH
2
F ∧ ea ∧ eb. (3.53)
These are referred to as the covariant anomalies in the boundary theory. Notice that these precisely match
the fluxes of bulk Hall currents (3.49) into Σ4
∆Q = σH
∫
Σ4
F ∧ F + ζH
2
∫
Σ
dH (3.54a)
∆Qa = ζH
∫
Σ4
F ∧ T a (3.54b)
∆Qab = −ζH
∫
Σ4
F ∧ ea ∧ eb. (3.54c)
Thus, the charge, momentum, and spin injected into the edge from the bulk are carried by the covariant
currents Jcov, J
a
cov, and J
ab
cov respectively.
Having described the general idea of anomaly inflow in a simpler setting, we now give the full result for edge
anomalies. Applying the same ideas discussed above to the full effective action (2.54), we get the flux of
bulk charge, stress, and spin currents into the edge
∆Q =
∫
Σ4
(
σHF ∧ F + ζH
2
dH +
κH
2
tr R(−qT ) ∧R(−qT ) + λ
2
d ∗ d ∗ dH
)
(3.55a)
∆Qa =
∫
Σ4
(ζHF ∧ T a + κH ea ∧ dA2 − qTκH A2 ∧ T a + λ d ∗ d ∗ F ∧ T a) (3.55b)
∆Qab = −
∫
Σ4
(
ζH
2
F − qTκH
2
A2 + λ
2
d ∗ d ∗ F
)
∧ ea ∧ eb (3.55c)
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where we have defined
A2 =
(
F ∧R(−qT )ab
)
(ea, eb) =
(
F abR
(−qT )
ab + 2F
a ∧R(−qT )a +R(−qT )F
)
. (3.56)
These are the covariant U(1), diffeomorphism, and Lorentz anomalies of the edge theory in the presence of
curvature. Note the appearance of the dimensionful viscosity term ζH2 dH in the chiral U(1) anomaly. This
might seem problematic given the topological character of the (integrated) chiral anomaly. However, note
that H is a globally well defined 3-form (unlike, for instance A∧ dA), and dH is truly a total derivative. On
compact 4-manifolds then, this term drops out. On the physics side, we are interested in the local anomaly
densities – which is why it is important for us to keep this term. In fact, this term is precisely the Nieh-Yan
term discussed earlier, and it now has a clear meaning in the present context: its coefficient is the difference
of magneto-Hall viscosities across a 3+1-d interface between two different topological phases.
Using the structure of the anomalous terms presented here, we will show in the next chapter the microscopic
origin of a subset of the anomalous currents using spectral-flow type arguments in the Hamiltonian formalism
of the chiral boundary states. This will clarify the physical origin of the terms in which we are most interested,
and will give a nice interpretation for some of the torsional contributions to the anomalous currents.
• • •
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Chapter 4
Spectral flow
In this chapter we will discuss the covariant anomalies of the boundary theory from the point of view of
adiabatic spectral flow of the single-particle Hamiltonian spectrum of the chiral boundary states. In d = 2+1,
we will first review the well-known case of the Hall conductivity and spectral flow induced by U(1) electric
field, and then move on to Hall viscosity. Similarly, in d = 4 + 1 we will review the well-known case of the
Hall conductivity in presence of a background magnetic flux, and then move on to magneto-Hall viscosity,
and the torsional chiral anomaly.
4.1 Hall Conductivity in d = 2 + 1
We consider a gauge field on a spatial cylinder of length L in the x-direction and radius R in the y-direction
A = Eytdy (4.1)
where Ey is a constant. This is equivalent to
F = Eydt ∧ dy (4.2)
∗3F = −Eydx (4.3)
Thus we have a constant electric field in the y-direction which we imagine resulting from the threading of
electromagnetic flux along the cylinder. We can parameterize Ey = − h2piqRT where q is the charge and T is
the time it takes to thread one flux quantum into the hole of the cylinder.
Given the effective action for the bulk charge response Seff [A] =
∫
M
(
1
2σHA ∧ dA
)
, where σH = − q
2
h and A
is the electro-magnetic gauge field, the expectation value for the current is given by J = σH ∗3 F . Thus we
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find the bulk current response to the electric field is
J =
q2
2pi~
~
qRT
dx =
q
2piRT
dx (4.4)
This means there is a constant current density in the x-direction, and over the time T we build up charge
∆Q =
∫ T
0
dt
∫ 2piR
0
dyJx = q. (4.5)
From the point of view of the intrinsic boundary theory, which consists of chiral fermions of one chirality
or the other, this increase in charge is an anomalous process. In 1 + 1, the chiral symmetry is anomalous
d ∗2 J5 = q2pi~F(2), where F(2) is the gauge curvature in 1 + 1. In the present case, this is the pull-back of the
bulk field, which is just F(2) = Eydt∧dy. So the axial charge changes in this process by ∆Q5 =
∫
Σx
d∗2 J5 =
−1. This change occurs as a chiral fermion is pumped from one edge of the cylinder to the other through
the bulk Chern-Simons response.
We can get a simpler pictorial understanding of the anomaly by considering the energy spectrum of the
chiral fermions. The Hamiltonians for the left- and right-handed chiral fermions are
HR = v(p− qA) HL = −v(p− qA) (4.6)
where the vector potential is A = ~tqRT . Substituting this form into Eq. (4.6) we find
HR =
~v
R
(
n− t
T
)
HL = −~v
R
(
n− t
T
)
(4.7)
where n is an integer labeling the discrete momentum modes p = 2pin~2piR . Assuming that T is very large
so that the spectrum changes adiabatically, we find that the spectrum flows as time increases. At a time
t = T , or in fact at any multiple of T, the spectrum returns to its initial configuration, yet the system as
a whole has changed because the state occupation changes. When t = rT for integer r there have been r
flux-quanta threaded into the circle on which the chiral fermions live. For each flux quanta threaded an
electron is transferred from the left movers to the right movers as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Thus we reproduce
our calculations from above by observing the transfer of electrons during the spectral flow process.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Energy spectrum from Eq. (4.6) at time t = 0. Right/left handed fermion spectra are
represented by positively/negatively sloped lines. The filled/empty circles represent occupied/unoccupied
states. (b) Energy spectrum at time t = T where one flux quantum has been threaded through the spatial
ring. The spectrum returns to itself but the state occupation changes. One electron has been added to the
right movers, and one has been removed from the left movers.
4.2 Hall Viscosity in d = 2 + 1
Now we would like to understand the momentum transport due to the Hall viscosity using a spectral-flow
type argument similar to the case of charge transport. On the spatial cylinder of length L in the x-direction
and radius R in the y-direction, consider the co-frame
e0 = dt, e1 = dx, e2 = (1 + h(t))dy (4.8)
where we will parameterize h(t) = bt2piRT where T is a very large time-scale so that the change is adiabatic,
and b has units of length. For simplicity, we will choose the connection ωAB = 0, for which the given frame is
torsional. This configuration represents the threading of torsion flux T 2 = b2piRT dt∧dy, i.e. a dislocation into
the ring with a time-dependent Burgers’ vector tangent to the ring with length bt/T at time t. To calculate
the bulk energy-momentum flow we must introduce a covariant Killing vector field1 ξ = ξa e
a = ∂y. From
our previous discussion of Hall viscosity response, the energy-momentum flux along ξ through a constant x
1We call a vector field ξ covariantly Killing if the co-frame is preserved under a covariant diffeomorphism along ξ, i.e. if
Dξa + iξT
a = 0.
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Figure 4.2: (a)Energy spectra for left (blue) and right (red) handed chiral fermions from Eq. 4.12 at t = 0 (b)
Energy spectra for t > 0 assuming bL = bR = b < 0 which gives an increase to the velocity for both branches
of chiral fermions. Note that when compared to the t = 0 case there are states that were occupied chiral
fermion states that have been pushed past the cut-off scale and the states at p = 0 are unchanged. During
this process no states cross E = 0 and there is not a conventional notion of spectral flow at low-energy. Both
figures have the same momentum discretization spacing, but different velocities which leads to a different
number of states within the cut-off window.
slice Σx is given by
∫
Σx
ξa ∗ Ja =
∫
Σx
ξaT
a = ζH
∫
Σx
(
1 +
bt
2piRT
)
b
2piRT
dt ∧ dy (4.9)
This leads to a transfer of momentum from one edge to the other through the bulk of the cylinder. From
the point of view of the edge chiral fermions localized at x = 0 and x = L, this is an anomalous process. For
instance at x = 0, define the chiral momentum PL(t) =
∫
γt
ξa ∗ Ja, where γt is the spatial circle at time t
and Ja the intrinsic 1+1d frame current on Σx=0. Then the anomalous conservation law (3.19) becomes (in
the absence of U(1) gauge fields)
dPL
dt
= ζH
∫ 2piR
0
(
1 +
bt
2piRT
)
b
2piRT
dy = ζH
(
1 +
bt
2piRT
)
b
T
(4.10)
Let us now understand the anomalous momentum transfer in terms of the spectra of the left and right
handed chiral fermions localized at x = 0 and x = L respectively, with co-frame fields parameterized by bL
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and bR with the Hamiltonians
HR =
~vk
1 + bRt2piRT
(4.11)
HL = − ~vk
1 + bLt2piRT
(4.12)
where v is the chiral fermion velocity and we have assumed the Hamiltonian is acting on translationally
invariant plane-wave states. We show the energy spectra at two different times in Fig. 4.2(a) and (b).
In the figure we have indicated a high-energy cut-off governed by the scale |m|. This scale represents the
energy at which the edge states of a topological insulator merge with bulk states and are no longer localized
on the edge. In fact, for such topological insulators like the lattice Dirac model, the cut-off is exactly the
insulating mass scale |m|. We have assumed that the energy states are filled up to energy E = 0 as indicated
by the filled circles in Fig. 4.2. The range of momenta that is occupied by right (left) movers is between
p ∈ [−mv (1 + bLt2piRT ) , 0] (p ∈ [0, mv (1 + bRt2piRT )]) . The total momenta of the right and movers at time t is
P
(tot)
R =
2piR
2pi~
∫ 0
−mv
(
1+
bRt
2piRT
) pdp = −R~
[
m
v
(
1 +
bRt
2piRT
)]2
P
(tot)
L =
2piR
2pi~
∫ m
v
(
1+
bLt
2piRT
)
0
pdp =
R
~
[
m
v
(
1 +
bLt
2piRT
)]2
(4.13)
As we have seen, the Hall viscosity is related to a stress-energy response and thus to the rate of change of
momentum. We find
P˙
(tot)
R = −
(m
~v
)2(
1 +
bLt
2piRT
)
~bL
2piT
P˙
(tot)
L =
(m
~v
)2(
1 +
bRt
2piRT
)
~bR
2piT
(4.14)
We see that if we choose bL 6= bR then momentum is not conserved at all if we only consider the edge states
and take into account transfers between the edges. Momentum of course is still conserved globally because
the excess/deficient amount of momentum gets trapped on some extra torsional flux that will appear in the
gapped bulk region away from the edges when bL 6= bR. For now we will fix bL = bR = b to avoid this extra
complication.
Comparing equations (4.10) and (4.14), we see that the bulk and boundary momentum transport only
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matches for
ζH =
~
2pi
(m
~v
)2
(4.15)
which is the same result we calculated earlier for the regulated Hall viscosity albeit with all the factors of ~
and velocity (speed of light) added back in.
While at first glance it appears strange that the viscosity depends on the mass, we can clearly see the
reason why this dependence is necessary by examining Fig. 4.2. The effect of threading a torsional flux (i.e.
threading a dislocation) into the loop on which the chiral fermions propagate can be interpreted in one of two
ways. Our choice of torsional flux (i.e. our specific choice of frame) means that if we travel around the loop
at time t = T we enclose a Burgers’ vector that is tangent to the ring of length b. Depending on the sign of b
this implies that the ring looks either shorter or longer than its original length at t = 0. From this perspective
we would think of chiral fermions with a fixed velocity but propagating on a ring with a time-dependent
length (which will re-discretize the momentum modes as a function of time). The other interpretation is
that the length stays fixed at 2piR but the chiral fermions are either traveling faster or slower depending on
the sign of b. This is the interpretation represented in Fig. 4.2 where the velocity of the chiral fermions has
increased at a later time but the momenta retain the original quantization scale. Thus we see that coupling
to the U(1) electromagnetic field causes a translation in the spectrum, but the coupling to torsion causes a
scaling of the spectrum. As a function of time the two chiral branches rotate in opposite directions around
the fixed point where p = 0. This is because p = 0 does not feel any effects of torsion since it is uncharged as
far as torsion is concerned. So the torsional response is given by spectral scaling/rotation instead of spectral
flow/translation. In terms of the discussion we used in the introduction this occurs because each momentum
mode carries a different charge under torsion, while they all carry the same U(1) gauge charge. In fact, the
state at p = 0 does not even see the torsional flux and is unmodified since it carries zero torsional charge.
4.3 Magneto-Hall conductivity in d = 4 + 1
Let us now move on to d = 4 + 1. First we will study the effects of the U(1) second Chern-Simons term that
enters the response action
Sbulk =
σH
3
∫
M5
A ∧ F ∧ F. (4.16)
This term gives rise to the 4+1-d quantum Hall effect in which a charge current is carried through the bulk
in a direction perpendicular to applied electric and magnetic fields. This is reminiscent of the 2+1-d effect
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where a current is generated perpendicular to an applied electric field. Here we have a non-linear topological
response which requires simultaneous electric and magnetic fields. The reason, of course, is well-known: the
bulk current is intertwined with the boundary chiral anomalies which require parallel electric and magnetic
fields on the 3+1-d surface. In 2+1-d the bulk Hall current is also connected with the 1+1-d chiral anomaly
on the edge, but in this case the anomalous current is generated in the presence of an electric field alone.
To simplify our discussion let us consider the spatial geometry to be Σ3 × [0, L], where Σ3 = R × S1 × S1.
We will label the bulk direction by w ∈ [0, L], while the coordinates on Σ3 will be labelled by (x, y, z) with
x being the non-compact direction. The edge states will be localized at w = 0 and w = L. We turn on a
magnetic field B perpendicular to the surface of the (x, y)-cylinder, and an electric field Ez =
2pi
qLzT
(for some
large and positive time scale T and with ~ = 1). This electric field can be generated by slowly threading
magnetic flux through the hole of the (z, w) cylinder. The corresponding gauge field configuration will be
chosen to be
A = Bxdy + Eztdz (4.17)
where the U(1) flux is then given by
F = Bdx ∧ dy + Ezdt ∧ dz. (4.18)
From the bulk Chern-Simons response we have the bulk Hall current
∗ Jbulk = σHF ∧ F = q
3
8pi2
BEzdt ∧ dx ∧ dy ∧ dz. (4.19)
This yields a constant current density through the bulk in the w-direction and leads to a charge transfer
over a time period T of
∆Q =
∫ T
0
∫
Σ3
∗Jbulk = q2BLxLy
2pi
(4.20)
from one edge to the other. Given that the system is in the non-trivial topologically insulating phase, we
have a left-handed chiral fermion localized at w = 0 and a right-handed chiral fermion localized at w = L.
From the boundary point of view, the above charge transfer is an anomalous process, which corresponds to
the U(1) chiral anomaly in the boundary theory
d ∗ Jcov = σHF ∧ F. (4.21)
Indeed, the anomalous charge created or destroyed on a boundary during the above process is precisely equal
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to the charge transferred across the bulk of the insulator by the Hall-current, as expected.
We can develop a more intuitive, microscopic picture of the anomaly from the Hamiltonian energy spectra
of the chiral boundary states during the adiabatic flux threading process. In the presence of the above gauge
field configuration, the low-energy spectrum on the boundary consists of two types of states (see Appendix
B, section B.3): (i) positive and negative energy towers of gapped states
E(`, pz, σ) = ±
{
(pz − qAz)2 + 2|qB|
(
`+
1 + σ
2
)}1/2
, ` = 1, 2, 3 · · · , σ = ±1 (4.22)
and (ii) one gapless branch which depends on the chirality
EL(pz, t) = −sign(qB) (pz − qAz(t)), ER(pz, t) = sign(qB) (pz − qAz(t)) (4.23)
all of which have a degeneracy of N = |qΦB |2pi for every pz, where ΦB = BLxLy is the flux through the surface
of the (x, y)-cylinder. For the purpose of our discussion, it suffices to concentrate on the gapless states. Since
the z-direction is compactified on a circle, we may take pz =
2pin
Lz
(n ∈ Z) and re-write the gapless branches
as
EL(pz, t) = −sign(qB) 2pi
Lz
(
n− t
T
)
, ER(pz, t) = sign(qB)
2pi
Lz
(
n− t
T
)
. (4.24)
Here T is taken to be large, and we assume that the spectrum flows adiabatically as a function of time. We
will put the chemical potential at E = 0 for convenience. If ψ(~x, t) is the boundary-fermion field operator
(with ~x = (x, y, z)) then the net charge may be defined as
Q(t) = q
∫
Σ3
d3~x
1
2
〈vac| [ψ†(~x, t), ψ(~x, t)] |vac〉 = q
2
∑
{|En|≤|m|}
sign(En) (4.25)
where the summation is over all the Hamiltonian eigenstates with |En| ≤ |m|. The sum only includes these
states because at energies beyond the mass gap of the bulk insulator there are no localized chiral modes
on the boundary. During the flux threading, we find that after a period of time t = rT for integral r, the
spectrum returns to itself, but after a translation by r units with respect to the chemical potential. In fact, r
is the number of magnetic flux quanta which have been threaded through the hole of the (w, z)-cylinder. For
each flux quantum that is threaded, N = |qΦB |2pi states cross the chemical potential, and the charge jumps by
Nq - either increasing or decreasing depending on the chirality. Taking into account the factor of sign(qB)
in (4.24), we therefore reproduce precisely the charge transfer in Eq (4.20) due to the U(1) chiral anomaly.
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Figure 4.3: The Hamiltonian energy spectrum for chiral fermions in the presence of a uniform background
magnetic field in the z-direction. The (black) gapped states are higher Landau levels, while the linear
gapless (blue, red) curves are the zeroth Landau levels for left and right handed fermions respectively. We
can consider the left and right handed fermions to exist on opposite boundaries of a cylinder. Once the
energies of the linearly dispersing modes reach ±|m| these states are no longer localized on the boundary
and lose their sense of chirality. (a) Before an electric field is turned on the states are filled to E = 0 on
both boundaries. (b) After an electric field has acted and a single magnetic flux quantum has been threaded
into the cylinder. Spectral flow has modified the level occupations such that one additional level of fermions
appear in the right-handed branch and one level of fermions are missing from the left handed branch.
4.4 Momentum and Charge Transport from Magneto-Hall
Viscosity
In this section, we will consider the momentum and charge transport due to torsion flux. These transport
processes both arise from the term
Sbulk =
ζH
2
∫
M5
F ∧ eA ∧ TA. (4.26)
To simplify the discussion of Hamiltonian spectral flow, we will set qT = 1 throughout this section. We can
determine the momentum current by varying with respect to eA and the charge current by varying with
respect to A. We focus first on the momentum transport by turning on a U(1) magnetic flux and torsion
electric field. To generate the necessary background fields we turn on a U(1) magnetic field through the
(x, y) cylinder using A = Bxdy. We can thread torsion magnetic flux through the hole of the (z, w) cylinder,
represented by the co-frame
e0 = dt, e1 = dx, e2 = dy, e3 = (1 + h(t))dz, e5 = dw (4.27)
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where we take h(t) = btLzT , for some large and positive time-scale T . The time-dependent torsion flux
threading will generate a circulating torsion electric field in the z-direction. For simplicity, we will set the
spin connection2 ωAB = 0. As a result, the above configuration is torsional with the torsion electric field
given by T 3 = bLzT dt∧ dz. The bulk stress current from the term (4.26) in the action, in the presence of our
set background fields, is
∗ J3bulk = ζH F ∧ T 3 = q
m2Bb
4pi2LzT
dt ∧ dz ∧ dx ∧ dy. (4.28)
In order to compute the momentum transferred due to this current over a time-period t, we introduce a
covariant Killing vector field ξAeA = ∂z. Then the rate of momentum transfer from one edge to the other
due to the constant stress-current density is
dP 3
dt
=
∫
Σ3
ξA ∗ JAcov = sign(qB)
m2N
2pi
(
1 +
bt
LzT
)
b
T
(4.29)
where N = |qΦB |2pi =
|qB|LxLy
2pi . From the boundary point of view, this set of background fields gives rise to
the diffeomorphism anomaly
d ∗ (ξAJAcov) = ζH F ∧ ξATA. (4.30)
In order to understand this from the Hamiltonian point of view, it suffices once again to focus on the gapless
boundary state branches for left- and right-handed chiral fermions in the presence of the uniform background
magnetic field:
EL(pz, t) = −sign(qB) pz(
1 + btLzT
) , ER(pz, t) = sign(qB) pz(
1 + btLzT
) (4.31)
with degeneracy of N = |qΦB |2pi for every pz. Note that these Hamiltonian spectra differ from the usual
spectra (for a trivial co-frame field) via a scaling of the momenta (or from another point of view a scaling of
the velocity), on account of the torsional electric field. In analogy with the boundary charge, we define the
boundary momentum by
P 3(t) =
∫
Σ3
d3~x
1
2
〈vac|
[
ψ†(~x, t), Pˆ3ψ(~x, t)
]
|vac〉 = 1
2
∑
{|En|≤|m|}
sign(En)p
z
n (4.32)
2In particular, we are supposing that the curvature RAB vanishes. Consequently, ω
A
B is pure gauge, and we are choosing
it to be zero here.
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Figure 4.4: The Hamiltonian energy spectrum for chiral fermions in the presence of a uniform background
magnetic field in the z-direction. The (black) gapped states are higher Landau levels, while the linear
gapless (blue, red) curves are the zeroth Landau levels for left and right handed fermions respectively. We
can consider the left and right handed fermions to exist on opposite boundaries of a cylinder. Once the
energies of the linearly dispersing modes reach ±|m| these states are no longer localized on the boundary
and lose their sense of chirality. (a) The initial state before the torsion electric field is applied. (b) A later
state after some amount of torsional flux is threaded through the cylinder and the torsion electric field has
had time to act on the system. The spectral rotation/stretching around E = 0 pushes some occupied chiral
modes outside of the topological insulator mass gap which causes them to be lost into the sea of gapped bulk
states. The overall process changes the momentum localized on each edge since each chiral fermion state
lost to the bulk carries momentum that originally was localized on the boundary.
where we recall that the summation is over all Hamiltonian eigenstates with |En| ≤ |m|. Using this, we can
compute the net momentum along ξ on both the edges at a time t
P 3L(t) = −sign(qB)
m2NLz
4pi
(
1 +
bt
LzT
)2
, P 3R(t) = sign(qB)
m2NLz
4pi
(
1 +
bt
LzT
)2
(4.33)
where now we have taken Lz to be large. From here, we get the rate of momentum change
dP 3L
dt
= −sign(qB)m
2N
2pi
(
1 +
bt
LzT
)
b
T
(4.34)
dP 3R
dt
= sign(qB)
m2N
2pi
(
1 +
bt
LzT
)
b
T
. (4.35)
Comparing with Eq (4.29), we find a precise agreement of the momentum transfer rates. Note that in
contrast with the charge anomaly discussed in the previous section, the momentum anomaly in the present
case is generated by a spectral rotation/stretching about E = 0 which pushes some edge states to energies
|E| > |m|, thus causing them to get lost into the sea of gapped bulk states (see figure 4.4).
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We will now look at one final anomalous transport process. Interestingly, because of the mixed dependence
of Sbulk =
ζH
2
∫
M5
F ∧ eA ∧ TA on eA, ωAB and A, we can also generate a charge current with a certain
arrangement of background geometry fields. This is unusual as this type of transport does not occur in
the 2+1-d effective action. Let us turn on a torsion magnetic field T 3 = Cdx ∧ dy on the (x, y) cylinder,
and thread torsion magnetic flux (i.e., a dislocation) through the hole of the (z, w) cylinder to generate the
torsion electric field T 3 = bLzT dt ∧ dz. This can be achieved through the co-frame
e0 = dt, e1 = dx, e2 = dy, e3 =
(
1 +
bt
LzT
)
dz + Cxdy, e4 = dw (4.36)
upon choosing ωAB = 0. From the bulk response action we get the bulk charge current
∗ Jbulk = ζH
2
d(eA ∧ TA) = qm
2
8pi2
bC
LzT
dt ∧ dx ∧ dy ∧ dz. (4.37)
Just like in the case of the 4+1-d quantum Hall effect this gives a constant current density in the w-direction
which transfers charge from one boundary to the other at a rate
dQ
dt
=
qm2bΦT
8pi2T
. (4.38)
From the perspective of the boundary fermions, this current is due to another manifestation of the U(1) chiral
anomaly d ∗ Jcov = ζH2 T a ∧Ta for the chiral boundary states. This is of course the Nieh-Yan contribution to
the (covariant) chiral anomaly, discussed previously.
Let us now explore how the anomaly can be understood microscopically from a Hamiltonian point of view.
Once again, it suffices to focus on the lowest energy part of the spectrum of the chiral fermions in the
background frame field (see Appendix B, section B.3 for a derivation):
EL(t) = −sign(Cpz) pz(
1 + btLzT
) , ER(t) = sign(Cpz) pz(
1 + btLzT
) (4.39)
with degeneracy N(pz, t) =
|pzΦT |
2pi(1+ btLzT )
. From the definition
Q = q
∫
Σ3
d3~x
1
2
〈vac| [ψ†(~x), ψ(~x)] |vac〉 = q
2
∑
{|En|≤|m|}
sign(En) (4.40)
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Figure 4.5: The Hamiltonian energy spectrum for chiral fermions in the presence of a uniform background
torsion magnetic field in the z-direction. The (black) states are higher torsion Landau levels, while the linear
gapless (blue, red) curves are the zeroth Landau levels for left and right handed fermions respectively. We
can consider the left and right handed fermions to exist on opposite boundaries of a cylinder. Once the
energies of the linearly dispersing modes reach ±|m| these states are no longer localized on the boundary
and lose their sense of chirality. Note that something unusual happens here compared to the previous two
figures. In a torsion magnetic field one chirality disperses upward while the other disperses downward. (a)
The Hamiltonian spectrum before the application of a torsion electric field. (b) The spectral modification
induced by an additional torsion electric field along the z direction.
we see that the net left- and right-handed charges at a time t are given by (taking the large Lz limit)
QL = −qLz
2pi
∫ m(1+ btLzT )
0
dpz
ΦT
2pi
pz(
1 + btLzT
) = −qm2ΦTLz
8pi2
(
1 +
bt
LzT
)
(4.41)
QR =
qLz
2pi
∫ m(1+ btLzT )
0
dpz
ΦT
2pi
pz(
1 + btLzT
) = qm2ΦTLz
8pi2
(
1 +
bt
LzT
)
. (4.42)
From here, we find the rates of change of net charge are given by
dQL
dt
= −qm
2bΦT
8pi2T
,
dQR
dt
=
qm2bΦT
8pi2T
(4.43)
which precisely agrees with the previous result in Eq. (4.38).
We see here that the reason that the Nieh-Yan term can contribute to the covariant U(1) anomaly is due
to the structure of the low-energy chiral fermion branches in the presence of a uniform torsional magnetic
field (see Appendix B, section B.3). As a comparison, we know that in the case of a conventional U(1)
magnetic field the low energy states of a single Weyl node become quasi-1D branches that disperse chirally,
i.e., the states coming from a left-handed (right-handed) Weyl node have a positive (negative) group velocity
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(if qB < 0) E = ±vpz. Heuristically, the magnetic field acts to convert a 3+1-d Weyl fermion into a highly
degenerate quasi-1D Weyl fermion at low-energy which only disperses along the direction of the applied
uniform magnetic field. The torsional magnetic field (which for instance can be thought of as a density of
screw dislocations) acts differently. Instead it generates quasi-1D upward dispersing or downward dispersing
branches depending on the chirality of the 3+1-d Weyl node E = ±v|pz|. These branches contain both
left- and right-movers but they have a fixed chirality. For example, for torsional field C > 0 the downward
dispersing branch of the low-energy modes are made up of left-handed modes alone, whereas the upward
dispersing branch contains only right-handed modes. The degeneracy also depends on the value of the
momentum pz as the torsional magnetic field is effectively stronger for larger pz charge. This seems a
bit strange at first, but we can see that the microscopic calculation precisely matches the bulk anomaly
calculation.
With this, we conclude our discussion of parity-odd response and anomalies in free fermion systems on tor-
sional backgrounds. To recapitulate, we have computed the parity-odd effective actions for free fermions on
torsional geometries in d = 2 + 1 and d = 4 + 1 dimensions. We used these effective actions to deduce the
structure of anomalies (in particular, the torsional contributions) in the edge states which live on the bound-
ary between two different bulk phases. We then gave intrinsic, microscopic derivations of these anomalies
by considering spectral flow in torsional backgrounds (and in the case of d = 1 + 1, also using the Fujikawa
method). As explained previously, all of these calculations fit perfectly within the well-known framework
of anomaly inflow, and indeed extend the framework to include torsional contributions. Furthermore, our
condensed-matter-inspired picture provides natural resolutions to some previously ill-understood issues in-
volving UV divergences – any intrinsic calculation of torsional anomalies suffers from UV divergences, which
cannot be cured by intrinsic UV completions. Indeed, our calculations show that it is the bulk which provides
the required UV completion and cures the UV divergences appearing in the torsional anomalies of the edge
theory.
• • •
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Part II
The Exact Renormalization Group
and Higher-Spin AdS/CFT
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Chapter 5
Introduction
The second part of this thesis is dedicated to the AdS/CFT correspondence and its interpretation as a
geometric formulation of the Wilsonian renormalization group, largely based on [38, 39, 40]. In this chapter,
we begin with a lightning review of AdS/CFT and its interpretation in terms of the renormalization group.
This introduction is by no means meant to be complete; instead we will only give sufficient details for the
reader to be able to appreciate the discussion in the following chapters.
5.1 The AdS/CFT correspondence
The AdS/CFT correspondence [41, 42, 43, 44], sometimes also called gauge/gravity duality or holography,
is a deep conjecture about the exact equivalence between two very different types of theories. The CFT
side of the correspondence refers to a Conformal Field Theory (CFT) on a fixed d dimensional spacetime,
with no quantum gravitational degrees of freedom. For the purposes of this thesis, it suffices to restrict the
spacetime in question to be the d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime R1,d−1. In this case, a conformal field
theory is defined as a relativistic quantum field theory which is invariant under the conformal isometries of
R1,d−1, namely diffeomorphisms f : R1,d−1 → R1,d−1 which preserve the metric up to an overall (spacetime
dependent) Weyl factor:
ηµν → gµν = ∂µfλ(x)∂νfσ(x)ηλσ = Ω2(x)ηµν (5.1)
Since the only effect of such diffeomorphisms is to rescale the metric locally, we can give another equivalent
definition for a CFT as a relativistic quantum field theory which satisfies the additional constraint
Tµµ(x) = 0 (5.2)
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where Tµν(x) is the stress tensor (also known as the energy-momentum tensor). The group of conformal
isometries of Minkowski spacetime, henceforth called the conformal group, is SO(2, d).1 The constraints
imposed by conformal symmetry turn out to be quite strong. In fact, conformal symmetry completely
determines the structural form of all the two and three point correlation functions of the theory up to
overall constant coefficients. In fact, the operator content of the theory together with the operator prod-
uct expansion (OPE), which is equivalent to knowing the three-point functions of the theory, in principle
completely determines all the correlation functions of the theory.2 Additionally, in most known examples of
the AdS/CFT correspondence, the CFT has a large number of degrees of freedom (loosely speaking, a large
“central charge”), which we denote as N for vector-like models and N2 for gauge theories; for example, N
could be the number of colors in the gauge group. While the conjecture is independent of N , it is most
tractable and useful in the case where N → ∞. We should note here that in gauge theories, the large N
limit is more precisely taken to be the t’Hooft limit, where we fix λ = g2YMN .
On the other hand, the AdS side of this correspondence refers to a theory of quantum gravity coupled to
other matter and gauge fields, on a d+ 1 dimensional asymptotically Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime. The
metric on AdS spacetime (more precisely, a certain coordinate patch of the spacetime, referred to as the
Poincare patch) is given by
g =
`2AdS
z2
(
dz2 + ηµνdx
µdxν
)
(5.3)
Note that Minkowski spacetime appears as the conformal boundary of AdS, which in the above coordinate
patch corresponds to z → 0. As a sanity check, note that the conformal group of the CFT is realized
in the bulk as the isometry group of AdS. Each primary operator in the CFT corresponds to a dual
field propagating on the bulk AdS spacetime. For example, the stress tensor of the CFT corresponds to
the graviton propagating on AdS, if the CFT has a conserved U(1) current, then the dual bulk field is a
U(1) gauge field etc. Of course, quantum gravity is notoriously difficult to make sense of in terms effective
quantum field theory. In the context of AdS/CFT, the bulk theory is typically a theory of closed superstrings
propagating on AdS spacetime; for instance one of the most well-studied example is the duality between
Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 and N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory on d = 4 Minkowski space.
However, for the most part we will confine our attention to the low-energy effective field theory, or supergravity
description – in simple terms, superstring theories have an infinite tower of excitations, but in the limit where
the string tension 1/α′ is large (in units of the AdS radius `AdS), we can ignore the massive states and focus
on the massless states in the spectrum, the effective field theory description of which is supergravity. In the
1Note that isometry group SO(1, d− 1), also known as the Lorentz group, is a subgroup of the bigger conformal group.
2The structural form of the four and higher-point functions are not determined universally by conformal symmetry, but are
in fact theory dependent. Nevertheless, they can in principle be computed from the operator content and OPE data.
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AdS/CFT correspondence, `2AdS/α
′ in the bulk is typically O(λk) (where λ is the t’Hooft coupling in the
CFT and k is some rational number); so one expects the supergravity approximation to be meaningful in
the λ 1 limit.3 In this sense, the AdS/CFT correspondence relates a strongly coupled, large N CFT to a
weakly coupled, semi-classical gravitational theory on AdS. We say semi-classical, because the gravitational
coupling constant in the bulk is related to the central charge of the CFT as GN ∼ 1N2 for gauge theories
(the analogous coupling constant in the vector model case is proportional to 1N ), and so the N → ∞ limit
corresponds to the semi-classical limit in the dual AdS spacetime.
h(z, x)
h(0)(y)
Figure 5.1: A cartoon picture of Anti-de Sitter space: the shaded region is the conformal boundary, i.e.
Minkowski space, on which the CFT lives. A source h(0)(y) in the boundary turns on the corresponding
bulk field h(z, x) propagating in AdS.
Having described both sides of the correspondence, AdS/CFT provides us with a precise dictionary to
translate from one side to the other. The most important element of this dictionary, which will be relevant
in our context is the computation of correlation functions in the CFT, which corresponds to a very simple
and natural calculation in the bulk. This calculation is easiest to describe in the Euclidean signature for
scalar operators, although the generalization to higher-spins is straightforward for the most part. To this
effect, let O be a scalar, primary operator of dimension ∆ in the CFT, and let us suppose we wish to compute
their correlations functions. We construct the Euclidean generating functional
SCFT [h
(0)] = −lnZCFT [h(0)], ZCFT [h(0)] ∼
∫
[Dφ] exp
(
−S0[φ] +
∫
ddxh(0)(x)O(x)
)
(5.4)
where we have collectively denoted all the fields integrated over in the CFT path-integral as φ, and S0[φ]
is the classical action for the CFT. All connected correlation functions of the operator O can be obtained
3For instance in the type II superstring on AdS5 × S5, the masses of higher-oscillator string modes are of the order m2s ∼
1/α′ = λ1/2/`2AdS , while the Kaluza-Klein modes of fields reduced over S
5 are of order m2KK ∼ 1/`2AdS . In the large λ limit,
all the higher-oscillator string modes decouple.
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from the generating functional SCFT by taking derivatives with respect to the sources h, as usual. Now the
prescription for computing SCFT in the large N limit from the dual AdS theory is as follows: as discussed
above, corresponding to each operator O, there is a bulk field h(z, x) propagating on AdS spacetime. The
linearized equation of motion for the bulk field is completely fixed by SO(2, d) once the dimension ∆ of O
is specified,
∇2h−m2h = 0, m2 = ∆(d−∆) (5.5)
where ∇2 is the Laplace operator on AdS; the full non-linear equation depends on further details such as
the OPE content of the CFT. We are instructed to solve the classical equation of motion for h subject to
the boundary conditions
lim
z→0
h(z, x) ∼ zd−∆h(0)(x) (5.6)
and evaluate the corresponding bulk on-shell action Sbulk,o.s.[h
(0)]. Remarkably, the AdS/CFT dictionary
tells us that
SCFT [h
(0)] = Sbulk,o.s[h
(0)] (5.7)
Equation (5.7) will be the central equation we will focus on in our discussion in the following chapters. Of
course, in practice for the generating functional SCFT to exist, one must impose an ultraviolet cutoff on the
path-integral. In the dual bulk picture, this corresponds to the fact that AdS space has an infinite volume
in the limit z → 0, and thus Sbulk,o.s suffers from an infrared divergence. In order to make sense of this, one
must impose an IR cutoff in the bulk. In most standard treatments, one simply cuts off the bulk spacetime
at z = z0; the cutoff z0 can then be interpreted as a UV cutoff from the CFT point of view; however the
dictionary does not tell us which specific cutoff this corresponds to in the CFT. Another important feature
of the dictionary which will be relevant for our purposes, is that conserved current operators in the CFT
are dual to massless gauge fields in the bulk – for example, a conserved spin-one current Jµ is dual to the
photon Aµ in the bulk, the stress tensor T
µν of the CFT is dual to the graviton hµν in the bulk and so on.
As we will show in Appendix C, the bulk dynamics of these gauge fields is once again entirely fixed by the
conformal invariance of the CFT to linear order (and by the OPE data at higher-orders, although this is
harder to show).
There are of course a vast number of other elements in the AdS/CFT dictionary which allow us to compute,
for instance, expectation values of non-local operators (such as Wilson loops) in the CFT, entanglement
entropies of subregions in the CFT, correlation functions for the thermal state or highly excited states in
the CFT (which correspond to blackhole solutions in the bulk description) etc. It is not possible to go into
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those details here; the interested reader should look up the review [45], and references there-in.
5.2 The Renormalization group
It is widely believed that the AdS/CFT correspondence should be interpreted as a geometrization of the
renormalization group (RG) of quantum field theories. In this picture, scale transformations in the field
theory correspond to movement in the radial direction (parametrized above by the coordinate z); accordingly,
changing the bulk cutoff from z = z0 to z = z0 + δz0 corresponds to lowering the UV cutoff in the quantum
field theory. Given equation (5.7), it is then natural to expect that tracking the bulk on-shell action as a
function of the bulk cutoff z0 is equivalent to computing the Wilsonian effective action for the CFT along
the renormalization group flow. Indeed, starting from a regulated version of equation (5.7), it is possible
to derive the RG equations for the boundary sources from a bulk calculation – this process usually goes
under the name of holographic renormalization. Early papers [46, 47] on this subject noted the relationship
between RG flow and Hamilton-Jacobi theory of the bulk radial evolution. Additional contributions were
made for example by [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] and more recent discussions include [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59].
One of the main goals of this thesis will be to go in the opposite direction – we will start from a well-defined,
UV regulated CFT and try to deduce the dual AdS dynamics from the renormalization group equations of
the CFT. From the perspective of quantum field theory, considerations of the renormalization group usually
begin within the context of perturbation theory, naturally interpreted in terms of deformations away from a
free RG fixed point. Indeed, the ‘exact renormalization group’ (ERG) originally formulated by Polchinski [60]
was constructed within the confines of a path integral over bare elementary fields with (regulated) canonical
kinetic terms corresponding to the free fixed point. The word exact here refers to the fact that one keeps
track of all possible operators which are generated along the RG flow, without truncating to the relevant
and marginal ones (which is typical of most treatments of RG). Both the power and the curse of ERG is
that it is formulated in terms of the free fixed point. One of the hallmarks of the AdS/CFT correspondence
is that the bulk description is simplest, and most useful in a quite opposite limit – it is the strong (t’Hooft)
coupling limit in the CFT where simple geometric constructions in the bulk are possible (as discussed in the
previous section). So on the face of it, one might expect the program of going from the CFT to the bulk in
a meaningful way to be hopeless.
However, there exists a conjectured duality [61, 62, 63] between free vector models in d = 2 + 1 and certain
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types of higher-spin theories on AdS4 (for a preliminary introduction to higher-spin theories, see Appendix
C; more details can be found in for e.g., [64, 65, 66] and the reviews [67, 68]). While the field theory side
in this case is completely under control, the bulk is a far more complicated, and highly non-linear theory
involving fields of arbitrarily high spin. This is to be expected – the weak-coupling limit in the CFT is
expected to correspond to the limit where the higher-spin string states (assuming that there is an underlying
stringy duality) become massless. From the field theory side, the signature of this is that free theories have
a large symmetry structure; for instance, in the free, Bosonic, U(N) vector model, one has an infinite tower
of higher-spin conserved currents of the form:
Jµ1···µs(x) ∼
N∑
m=1
φ∗m∂(µ1 · · · ∂µs)φm (5.8)
In the language introduced in the previous section, this infinite tower of primary operators in the CFT are
dual to a corresponding infinite tower of massless gauge fields hµ1···µs(z, x) propagating on AdS. Of course,
any theory involving an infinite tower of massless fields will inevitably turn out to be highly non-linear (and
possibly non-local). Nevertheless, one might hope that the free vector model provides an accessible testing
ground for the holography/RG correspondence, especially in the large N limit. This is primarily the case
we will work with in the following chapters. The non-linearities will manifest themselves in keeping track
of the infinite tower of primary operators and their descendents along an RG flow, but the Polchinski exact
RG makes this process tractable.
A useful way to think of these vector model/higher-spin dualities can be illustrated by considering 3d
Chern-Simons theories, known to be ‘dual’ to 2d Wess-Zumino-Witten models. In this case, the theory
is topological in the bulk (thus giving rise to a sort of holography long appreciated by condensed matter
theorists (and experimentalists!)). What this means is that the theory does not depend on a bulk metric, and
diffeomorphism invariance is broken only on the boundary through the introduction of boundary terms that
explicitly involve a boundary metric. In particular, it is conjectured that 3d gravity[69, 70] (and higher spin
generalizations[71, 72, 73]) can be thought of in these terms. Here, the dynamical degrees of freedom do not
include a metric in the bulk, but at least a wide class of classical solutions have a geometric interpretation, the
Chern-Simons gauge fields recast in terms of a co-frame and spin connection (or higher spin generalizations
thereof). The equations of motion are first order (i.e., classical solutions are flat connections). In fact, it
is widely believed that a consistent field theoretic formulation of theories with arbitrarily high spins must
be similar in spirit – namely, that it should be formulation in the language of connections and flatness
conditions. As we will see in this work, the picture that emerges from a study of exact RG equations of
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vector models is precisely of this nature.
In the next chapter, we will introduce the bosonic U(N) vector model, and present a framework to deal with
its higher-spin symmetries. Then in chapter 7, we will study the renormalization group flow of this model,
and cast the RG equations in the language of Hamiltonian dynamics. The corresponding equations of motion
will be interpreted as the higher-spin equations of motion. In chapter 8, we will then explicitly evaluate the
on-shell bulk action and show that it reproduces the generating function of connected correlation functions
of the vector model, thus proving equation (5.7). In chapter 9, we will show how to recover the massless
higher-spin gauge fields on AdS and their linearized dynamics from the renormalization group equations of
the vector model. Finally, in chapter 10 we will extend this discussion to include multi-trace interactions in
the vector model, and show that in the large N limit, this merely corresponds to a change in the boundary
conditions on the equations derived previously.
• • •
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Chapter 6
The U(N) vector models
In this section, we introduce the Bosonic U(N) vector model, which consists of N complex scalar fields in
d space-time dimensions (the Fermionic vector model will be introduced in chapter 10). The action at the
free fixed point is given by
S0Bos. = −
∫
ddx φ∗m(x)(x)φm(x) (6.1)
where we have taken the space-time metric to be gµν = ηµν and  = ηµν∂µ∂ν . The index m runs from 1 to
N , and repeated indices implies summation. We are interested in deforming the theory away from the free
fixed point with generic “single-trace” operators1 of the schematic form
φ∗mφ
m, φ∗m∂µφ
m, φ∗m∂µ∂νφ
m, · · · (6.2)
with no prejudice towards the number of derivatives. (As mentioned in the previous chapter, these operators
are representatives of the conserved, higher-spin current operators at the free fixed point – the precise
definition of these operators requires them to be traceless, symmetric and conserved, but these complications
will be irrelevant for our purposes.) In order to do so, it is most convenient to introduce two bi-local sources
B(x, y) and Wµ(x, y), and write the full action for the U(N) model as
Sreg.Bos. = −
∫
x,u,y
φ∗m(x)η
µνDµ(x, u)Dν(u, y)φ
m(y) +
∫
x,y
φ∗m(x)B(x, y)φ
m(y) (6.3)
where we have introduced the new “covariant” derivative
Dµ(x, y) = ∂
(x)
µ δ
d(x, y) +Wµ(x, y) (6.4)
1Restricting to single-trace operators of course is not very general, but it is a consistent truncation of the full set of ERG
equations in which sources for all “multi-trace” operators are included. We will return to this more general system in chapter
10.
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One can easily check that this action sources all possible single-trace operators. We have written the action
in this precise form, because (as we will see shortly) Dµ is a covariant derivative for a background gauge
symmetry. While we will work with arbitrary bi-local sources B and Wµ for the most part, it is convenient
to think in terms of a quasi-local expansion for these in the form
B(x, y) ∼
∞∑
s=0
Ba1···as(x) ∂(x)a1 · · · ∂(x)as δd(x− y) (6.5)
Wµ(x, y) ∼
∞∑
s=0
Wµ
a1···as(x) ∂(x)a1 · · · ∂(x)as δd(x− y) (6.6)
Putting these expressions into the action, we see that they amount to sourcing arbitrary single-trace operators
with any number of derivatives; such operators can be organized into conformal modules, represented by
lowest weight primary operators, which in this case turn out to be the conserved higher-spin currents. It
is clear from equations (6.5) and (6.6) that the above bilocal sources are really “matrices” acting on L2
functions over spacetime, and the bilocal representation is merely convenient notation which makes this
manifest. Given this matrix notation, it is also convenient to introduce the following product and trace on
such bilocal sources:
(f ·g)(x, y) =
∫
u
f(x, u)g(u, y), Tr·(f) =
∫
x
f(x, x) (6.7)
The sources B and Wµ that we have introduced above couple, respectively, to the following bi-local operators
in the CFT
Πˆ(x, y) = φ∗m(y)φ
m(x), Πˆµ(x, y) =
∫
u
(
φ∗m(y)D
µ(x, u)φm(u)−Dµ(y, u)φ∗m(u)φm(x)
)
(6.8)
We will see below that Πˆµ(x, y) can be interpreted as a bi-local current operator, which packages together
the higher-spin currents mentioned previously. There is a minor subtlety in defining U(N) singlet bilocal
operators – since φm(x) is a section of a U(N) vector bundle, the only natural contraction between φ∗m(y)
and φm(x) should involve a U(N) Wilson line. For instance,
Πˆ(x, y) = φ∗m(y)
(
P e
∫ x
y
A(0)
)m
n
φn(x) (6.9)
where A(0) is a background U(N) connection. By not including the Wilson lines explicitly, we are assuming
that the U(N) vector bundle is trivial – this means that A(0) can be taken to be flat, and in particular we
make the choice A(0) = 0. Another way of saying this which is particularly natural in d = 3, is that we can
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introduce a dynamical U(N) gauge field Aµ(x) into the theory, with the Chern-Simons interaction
SCS =
k
4pi
∫
tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A
)
, k =
N
λ
(6.10)
minimally coupled to the vector model in question. Keeping N fixed (but large) and sending λ → 0
corresponds to localizing on a flat connection A
(0)
µ , which in the present case we may take to be pure gauge.
Note that λ here is analogous to the t’Hooft coupling discussed in the previous chapter; we therefore see
that the vector model is the limit of λ→ 0, which is consistent with the existence of higher-spin symmetry.
The (unregulated) generating function (or partition function) is obtained by performing the path integral
Z[B,W ] ∼
∫
[dφdφ∗] e−SBos. (6.11)
The path integration in (6.11) is over the set of all square integrable complex scalar functions over the
space-time R1,d−1, where the measure is conventionally written formally as
[dφdφ∗] =
N∏
m=1
∏
x∈R1,d−1
dφm(x)dφ
∗
m(x) (6.12)
6.1 The U(L2) symmetry
Given the measure in equation (6.12), it is natural to ask what a general linear transformation in function
space would do to the path integral. To that end, consider a general linear bi-local field redefinition
φ(x) 7→
∫
y
L(x, y)φ(y) (6.13)
where L : L2(Rd)→ L2(Rd) is a unitary map of square integrable functions, i.e.
L†·L(x, y) ≡
∫
u
L∗(u, x)L(u, y) = δd(x− y). (6.14)
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We will refer to the group of such transformations as U(L2(Rd)), or simply U(L2) for short.2 If we consider
an infinitesimal version of the above transformation
L(x, y) ' δ(x− y) + (x, y) (6.15)
then the U(L2) condition implies
∗(x, y) + (y, x) = 0 (6.16)
For example, consider an  of the form
(x, y) = iξ(x) δ(x− y) + ξµ(x) ∂(x)µ δ(x− y) + iξµν(x) ∂(x)µ ∂(x)ν δ(x− y) + · · · (6.17)
where ξ, ξµ, ξµν · · · are all real. This satisfies the U(L2) condition provided ∂µξµ = 0, ∂µξµν = 0 and so
on. The first term above is an infinitesimal U(1) gauge transformation (generated by the spin-1 current),
the second term is a volume-preserving diffeomorphism (generated by the spin-2 current), while the rest are
higher-spin transformations (generated by higher-spin currents).
Formally, the measure (6.12) is invariant under U(L2) transformations, i.e. the Jacobian is unity. Coming
to the action (6.3), we obtain
SBos.[L·φ,B,Wµ] = SBos.
[
φ, L−1·B·L, L−1·Wµ·L+ L−1· [∂µ,L]·
]
(6.18)
Thus, we find that Wµ acts like a background gauge field for unitary bi-local field redefinitions, while B
conjugates tensorially. This is the reason the derivative Dµ(x, y) defined previously acts as a covariant
derivative with respect to U(L2) transformations. In the infinitesimal case, the transformation properties of
B and W can be written as
δB = [B, ]· , δWµ = [Dµ, ]· (6.19)
where we have defined the ‘·-bracket’ [f, g]· = f ·g − g·f . Given the formal invariance of the path integral
measure, we obtain the Ward identity
Z[B,Wµ] = Z
[L−1·B·L, L−1·Wµ·L+ L−1· [∂µ,L]·] (6.20)
2Here we are considering such transformations that commute with the U(N); this is appropriate since we are sourcing
U(N)-singlets.
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The infinitesimal version of this Ward identity is given by
Tr·
{
[Dµ, ]· ·
δ
δWµ
+ [, B]· ·
δ
δB
}
Z[B,Wµ] = 0. (6.21)
which directly implies the conservation equation
[Dµ,Π
µ]· + [B,Π]· = 0. (6.22)
where Π and Πµ are vacuum expectation values of corresponding the operators defined previously. The above
equation, evaluated at the fixed point B = Wµ = 0, gives a bilocal conservation equation, which from the
discussion below equation (6.17), is equivalent to the conservation equations for all the higher-spin currents.
In other words, the U(L2) Ward identity is a convenient way to package the higher-spin symmetries of the
free fixed point.
In fact, U(L2) symmetry teaches us a vital lesson about the fixed point – since Wµ behaves like a background
connection under U(L2), the configuration Wµ = 0 is gauge equivalent to the pure-gauge configuration
Wµ = L−1· [∂µ,L]·. Thus, for any flat connection W (0) satisfying
dW (0) +W (0) ∧W (0) = 0 (6.23)
with d = dxµ [∂µ, ]·, the partition function Z[B = 0,W
(0)] describes the free-fixed point. For this reason, we
will find it convenient to pull out a flat piece from the full source W and write it as
W = W (0) + Ŵ (6.24)
Indeed, it is Ŵ and B which represent arbitrary single-trace, tensorial deformations away from the free-fixed
point, and thus parametrize single-trace RG flows away from the free CFT. We will return to this point in
the next chapter.
The group U(L2) does not exhaust the background symmetries of the free bosonic U(N) vector model. We
can further enlarge this group, by considering transformations of the form
L†·L(x, y) ≡
∫
u
L∗(u, x)L(u, y) = Ω2δd(x− y) (6.25)
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where Ω is some positive constant.3 We will call this larger group CU(L2). Let us now think about how
the enlarged symmetry acts on the path-integral. Firstly, in order to continue thinking of the field theory as
living on Minkowski spacetime, we introduce a conformal factor z in the background metric:
ηµν 7→ 1
z2
ηµν , (6.26)
and redefine the sources by rescaling them: Bold = z
d+2Bnew and Wold = z
dWnew.
4 For simplicity, we will
drop the subscript new from here on. With these changes, the action takes the form
SBos.[φ, z,B,W ] = − 1
zd−2
∫
x,y
φ∗m(x)Dµ·Dµ(x, y)φm(y) +
1
zd−2
∫
x,y
φ∗m(x)B(x, y)φ
m(y) (6.27)
Having made these changes, we find straightforwardly
SBos.
[
L·φ, z,B,Wµ
]
= SBos.
[
φ, λ−1z, L−1·B·L, L−1·Wµ·L+ L−1· [∂µ,L]
]
(6.28)
where L is a CU(L2) element satisfying equation (6.25), with Ω = λ d−22 . Once again, we find that the 1-form
Wµ transforms like a gauge field, while the 0-form B conjugates tensorially. Note further, that the conformal
factor z rescales to λ−1z. Thus, we conclude that CU(L2) is a background symmetry of the action up to
a conformal rescaling of the background metric. In terms of the quantum partition function, we have the
Ward identity
Z[z,B,Wµ] = Z[λ
−1z, L−1·B·L, L−1·Wµ·L+ L−1· [∂µ,L]] (6.29)
Since the CU(L2) transformations involve a rescaling of the background metric, we expect them to play an
important role in the renormalization group analysis; we will see this explicitly in the next chapter. We also
remark that the measure of the path integral is, in general, not invariant under these transformations (unless
Ω = 1), but will pick up an overall normalization factor, which one might think of as an anomaly. This can
be absorbed into the source for the identity operator.
We have one more background symmetry to discuss before we move on to the renormalization group. Recall
that we have split the 1-form Wµ into a flat connection and a tensorial piece – see eq. (6.24). With this
3In particular, for diffeomorphism invariance in the dual theory, it might be important to generalize this to the case where
Ω is a function of spacetime; we will however not do this presently.
4These scale factors are put in for the following reason: recall that the sources admit the quasi-local expansions (6.5), (6.6).
These expressions will get modified upon the introduction of the conformal factor z in the metric, as δ(d)(x−y)→ zdδ(d)(x−y).
The scale factors introduced above precisely remove this additional z-dependence. The extra z2 in Bnew ensures that it
transforms tensorially under CU(L2).
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separation, the action becomes
SBos.[φ, z,B,Wµ] = S0 + Sint (6.30)
S0 = − 1
zd−2
∫
x,y,u
φ∗m(x)η
µνD(0)µ (x, u)D
(0)
ν (u, y)φ
m(y) (6.31)
Sint =
1
zd−2
∫
x,y
φ∗m(x)
(
B(x, y)−
{
Ŵµ, D(0)µ
}
·
(x, y)− Ŵµ·Ŵµ(x, y)
)
φm(y) (6.32)
where D
(0)
µ = ∂µ +W
(0)
µ . Since Ŵµ is tensorial, it is possible to redefine B to absorb the terms involving Ŵ
B = B −
{
Ŵµ, D(0)µ
}
·
− Ŵµ·Ŵµ (6.33)
In other words, from a renormalization group point of view, it is redundant to turn on both B and Ŵµ.
Therefore, one can use the above freedom to set Ŵµ = 0 in Sint; we will henceforth do so, and write the
deformation away from the fixed point as
Sint =
1
zd−2
∫
x,y
φ∗m(x)B(x, y)φm(y) (6.34)
Note that this was in fact the starting point of Ref. [74], but the geometrical structure has now been made
manifest. In our discussion of the exact RG equations to follow, were we not to absorb Ŵµ, we would find
that the exact RG equation cannot unambiguously be separated into independent equations for B and Ŵµ.
6.2 Infinite jet bundles
We have seen above that the large symmetry of free field theory, which is best elucidated in the path integral
formulation, has a naturally geometric flavor. In particular, W – which sources a certain bi-local current
operator in the field theory – transforms like a ‘connection’. A natural interpretation for W is that it is a
connection on the infinite jet bundle of the field theory. Said another way, the background U(L2) and CU(L2)
symmetries of free field theory can be characterized as gauge transformations of its infinite jet bundle, and
sourcing all possible single-trace operators is equivalent to picking a connection on (and a section of the
endomorphism bundle of) the infinite jet bundle corresponding to the field theory. For completeness, we will
end this chapter by briefly describing a few details about infinite jet bundles – a much more detailed account
can be found in Appendix C.
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While it is true that the U(L2) and CU(L2) symmetries we have discussed resemble gauge symmetries,
the main problem we must confront in order for such an interpretation to hold, is their non-local nature.
The gauge transformations one usually encounters in physics are local – consider for instance a U(1) gauge
transformation δφ(x) = iα(x)φ(x). In this case, φ is thought of as a section of a vector bundle associated
to a principal U(1) bundle, and the gauge transformation may be thought of as a vertical group action. On
the other hand, a U(L2) transformation
δφm(x) =
∫
y
(x, y)φm(y) (6.35)
depends on the value of φm not merely at one point, but over the entire common support of  and φm. In
other words, the action in (6.35) depends on the value of the φm at a point, and its derivatives at that point
(at least if we subscribe to a quasi-local gauge transformations of the form (6.17)). In order to interpret this
as a gauge transformation then, there is a need to construct a vector bundle whose fibre at each point keeps
track of φm, and its derivatives. In mathematics, this construction is referred to as the infinite jet bundle.
Loosely speaking, the infinite jet bundle is a vector bundle whose fibre at a point p consists of all equivalence
classes of functions (or more generally sections) which have the same derivatives at p. Schematically, an
element Φ of the fibre at p correspondent to the function φ looks like
Φm[φ](p) =
(
φm(x),
∂φm
∂xµ
(p),
∂2φm
∂xµ∂xν
(p), · · ·
)
(6.36)
and is called the jet of φ at p. The space of all jets at a point constitutes the fibre of the infinite jet bundle
at that point. Going back to equation (6.35), we see the action of  on φm can be represented in terms
of a linear and local action on its jet Φm[φ]. This is why we can think of U(L2) transformations as gauge
transformations acting on the infinite jet bundle, satisfying the U(L2) condition. For instance, the gauge
transformation in equation (6.17) written in terms of jets, takes the local matrix-form:
δΦ[φ](x) = E [](x) · Φ[φ](x), E [](x) =

iξ(x) ξν(x) · · ·
i∂µξ(x) iδ
ν
µξ(x) + ∂µξ
ν(x) · · ·
...
...
 (6.37)
Given this interpretation, the 1-form Wµ is naturally identified as a connection 1-form over the infinite
jet bundle, while the 0-form B can be thought of as a section of its endormorphism bundle. Indeed, this
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interpretation fits nicely with our intuition for quasi-local expansions for our bi-local sources5
Wµ(x, y) '
∞∑
s=1
W a1···as−1µ (x)∂
(x)
a1 · · · ∂(x)as−1δd(x− y) (6.38)
B(x, y) '
∞∑
s=1
Ba1···as−1(x)∂(x)a1 · · · ∂(x)as−1δd(x− y), (6.39)
which can be written in a local matrix form similar to equation (6.37), in jet-space. The above quasi-local
expansions basically express the fact that both Wµ and B are valued in (a sub-bundle) of the endomorphism
bundle of the jet bundle.6 In this way, a purely field theoretic exercise of sourcing all possible single-trace
operators leads us to a beautiful geometric framework. More details about the jet-space formulation described
here can be found in Appendix C.
Before we end this chapter, we would like to introduce the notion of a Wilson line. Let w(s;x, y) be a
one-parameter family of bi-local sources; we will encounter such a family in the next chapter, with s playing
the role of the renormalization group flow parameter. We define the Wilson line K (t; t0) corresponding to
this source as the following path ordered exponential:
K (t; t0) = P· exp
(∫ t
t0
ds w(s)
)
(6.40)
= 1 +
∫ t
t0
ds w(s) +
1
2
∫ t
t0
ds1
∫ s1
t0
ds2 w(s1)· w(s2) + 1
2
∫ t
t0
ds2
∫ s2
t0
ds1 w(s2)· w(s1) + · · ·
Note that the path-ordered exponential above is a “·”-exponential, in that all the products involved in
defining it are “·”-products. As usual, the Wilson line defined above satisfies
d
dt
K (t; t0) = w(t)·K (t; t0) (6.41)
These Wilson lines will play an important role in the construction of bulk-to-boundary propagators in
chapter 8. It is also possible to define such Wilson lines for the U(L2) connection introduced above, using
the jet-bundle formulation; we do this in Appendix C.
• • •
5These quasi-local expansions should be regarded as schematic. More precisely, we should think of the bilocal fields as
sourcing all possible quasi-primary operators and their descendants, and hence the expansion is in terms of conformal modules.
6In most physics literature, the connection is thought of as a 1-form valued in the Lie-algebra of the gauge group, W =
Wαµ T
αdxµ. The quasi-local expansions should be thought of in the same spirit, with the differential operators T (s) ' ∂s
(x)
δd(x−
y) playing the role of the Lie-algebra elements.
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Chapter 7
The Exact Renormalization Group
and Holography
In this chapter, we will construct the renormalization group flow for the free bosonic vector model (described
in detail in the previous chapter), perturbed away from the fixed point by the bi-local source B.
7.1 The Renormalization Group
The general principle of Wilsonian renormalization is that the action of a quantum field theory should be
thought of as a function of the energy scale at which it is probed. In simple terms, this amounts to having
cutoff dependent sources (or couplings) – this is because, in say lowering the ultraviolet (UV) cutoff from
M to λM (λ < 1), one is really integrating over the fast modes in the path integral, which consequently
changes the values of the couplings, thus making them cutoff dependent. The remarkable feature of the
Wilson-Polchinski exact renormalization group [60] is the description of renormalization of a QFT action in
terms of a diffusion-like equation, with the cutoff M being the flow parameter.
Alternatively, it is also possible to think of the conformal scale z of the background metric g(0) = z−2η
as parameterizing the RG flow, with fixed UV cutoff. In this version, one lowers the cutoff M 7→ λM
by integrating out fast modes, but then performs a scale transformation g(0) 7→ λ2g(0) (or equivalently
z 7→ λ−1z) to take the cutoff back to M . Naturally, in this case, the conformal factor z acts as the flow
parameter, and the sources may be thought of as z-dependent. From a geometric point of view, this version
of RG is more appealing, and we will adopt it in our discussions below. In the notation introduced in the
previous section, we will then regard the sources, B(z;x, y) and W (0)µ (z;x, y), as one-parameter families of
bilocal sources, with z parametrizing the RG flow.
In order to proceed, we must regulate the path integral – following Polchinski’s formalism [60], we will do so
by introducing a smooth cutoff function K(s) which has the property that K(s)→ 1 for s < 1 and K(s)→ 0
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for s > 1. We thus write the new regulated action as
Sreg.Bos. = −
1
zd−2
∫
~x,~y
φ∗m(~x)K
−1
(
−z2D2(0)/M2
)
D2(0)(~x, ~y)φ
m(~y) +
1
zd−2
∫
~x,~y
φ∗m(~x)B(~x, ~y)φm(~y) (7.1)
where D2(0) = η
µνD
(0)
µ ·D(0)ν , and M is the UV cutoff, which we will regard as fixed.1 The particular choice of
K will not be important in our discussion below – any sufficiently well-behaved cut-off function will do. We
emphasize that the cut-off procedure we utilize preserves the global U(N) symmetry, and this is sufficient
to ensure that the truncation to U(N) invariant, single-trace operators is a consistent truncation.
The regulated path integral is then given by
ZCFT [z;U,B,W (0)] =
∫
[dφdφ∗] e−U−S
reg.
Bos. (7.2)
where U is the source corresponding to the identity operator. For clarity, we now restate the RG program
as a 2-step process:
Step 1: Lower the “cutoff” M → λM (for λ < 1), by integrating out a shell of “fast modes” – this changes
the sources, and we will use the notation U → U˜ , B → B˜ to denote this. The calculation can be efficiently
carried out using Polchinski’s exact RG formalism (see Appendix C for details).
Step 2: Perform a CU(L2) transformation φ→ L·φ to bring M back to its original value, but in the process
changing z → λ−1z – thus, the RG flow is parametrized by z in our description, and not M (M is an
auxiliary parameter in the cut-off function). The CU(L2) transformation additionally acts on the sources,
and as we will see below, leads to a covariantization of the RG equations.
The above two-step process can be succinctly stated in the form of the following equality of partition
functions:
Z[M, z,B,W (0), U ] = Z[λM, z, B˜,W (0), U˜ ] (7.3)
= Z[M,λ−1z,L−1·B˜·L,L−1·W (0)·L+ L−1·dL, U˜ ] (7.4)
where we have assumed there there is no anomalous contribution to U under the CU(L2) transformation.
1Note that this choice of regulator preserves the U(L2) symmetry. We used a slightly different regulator in [38, 39]. The
present choice is somewhat more convenient – the differences are merely notational, and not physical.
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Step 1 Step 2
M → λM g(0) → λ2g(0)(
z → λ−1z)
∼ 1M
∼ 1M
∼ 1λM
ℓ ℓ
λ ℓ
Figure 7.1: In this illustration, we depict the renormalization group flow as a two-step process. In step one,
we coarse-grain by lowering the UV cutoff, while in step two we perform a scale transformation to bring the
cutoff back to its original value, but changing the background metric.
We can parametrize the infinitesimal RG transformation by writing λ = 1− ε, and
L(x, y) = δ(x− y) + ε zW (0)z (x, y) +O(ε2) (7.5)
where we have suggestively denoted the infinitesimal piece of L as W (0)z , to indicate that it should be thought
of as the z-component of the connection; W
(0)
z is merely a book-keeping device which keeps track of the gauge
transformations along the RG flow. Equations (7.3) and (7.4) then give us
W (0)µ (z + εz) = W
(0)
µ (z) + εz
[
D(0)µ ,W
(0)
z
]
·
+O(ε2) (7.6)
B(z + εz) = B(z)− εz
[
W (0)z ,B
]
·
+ εzβ(B) +O(ε2) (7.7)
U(z + εz) = U(z)− iεzN Tr· (∆B·B) (7.8)
where the tensorial beta function β(B) is given by (see Appendix C for details)
β(B) = B·∆B·B. (7.9)
and we have defined
∆B =
2z
M2
K˙
(
− z2D2(0)/M2
)
(7.10)
with K˙(s) = ∂sK(s). We note that ∆B defines a regulated or smeared version of the ·-product between
bi-locals.2
2A convenient choice of regulator which is useful for computations is the exponential cutoff K(s) = e−s. In this case, the
kernel ∆B is proportional to the heat kernel for the operator D
2
(0)
: ∆B = − 2zM2 e
z2
M2
D2(0) . In the limit z → 0, ∆B(z; ~x, ~y) →
− 2z
M2
δd(~x− ~y).
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By continuing the renormalization group flow, we can extend B and W (0) into the entire RG mapping space
R3×R+, where the half-line R+ is parametrized by z. We will often refer to this space as the bulk, for reasons
which will become clear shortly – the RG equations will be interpreted as a dynamical (Hamiltonian) system
on this one-higher dimensional space in the next section. We will also henceforth refer to the extended fields
as B and W(0), to emphasize that they live in the bulk. Note that W(0) is a one-form in the bulk; indeed,
W(0) “grows a leg” in the z-direction, with W(0)z keeping track of the gauge transformations along the RG
flow, as discussed above. Comparing the ε terms on both sides of equations (7.6) and (7.7), we find
z
λ
−1z0
z0
Figure 7.2: The renormalization group equations can be interpreted as a dynamical (Hamiltonian) system
on a one-higher dimensional space.
∂zW(0)µ − ∂µW(0)z +
[
W(0)z ,W(0)µ
]
·
= 0 (7.11)
∂zB +
[
W(0)z ,B
]
·
= β(B) (7.12)
Therefore, the renormalization group equations turn out to be gauge-covariant equations in the bulk. Given
that W(0)µ is also flat in the transverse directions (by construction; see equation (6.23)), the first of these
equations can be promoted to
F (0) ≡ dW(0) +W(0) ∧W(0) = 0 (7.13)
where d = dxµ [∂µ, ·] + dz∂z is the bulk exterior derivative. Equation (7.12) can similarly be promoted to a
full-fledged one-form equation in the bulk
D(0)B ≡ dB +
[
W(0),B
]
·
= β(B) (7.14)
The z-component of the one-form β(B) = β
(B)
µ dxµ + β(B)dz is given by equation (7.9); the transverse
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components on the other hand get determined by the Bianchi identity3
D(0)β(B) ≡ dβ(B) +
[
W(0),β(B)
]
·
= 0 (7.15)
Thus, the renormalization group equations for single-trace perturbations away from the free fixed point
organize themselves into covariant equations, with the beta function playing the role of “curvature”. In
the following section, we will argue that these can be naturally interpreted as (one-half of the) equations of
motion describing the holographic dual of free field theory. It might be surprising that the equations we have
derived above are remarkably simple, as compared to the Vasiliev higher spin equations. We emphasize that
the equations are exact and form a consistent closed system. We have been able to establish these simple
equations precisely because we have not insisted on locality. This is an essential aspect of free field theories.
We can similarly write down the Callan-Symanzik equations for Π(x, y) following the two step RG prescrip-
tion outlined above. We find (see Appendix C.3 for details)
Π(z + εz;x, y) = Π(z;x, y)− zε
[
W (0)z ,Π
]
·
+ iεzN∆B + εzTr·γ(x, y;u, v)·Π(v, u) (7.16)
where we have introduced the notation
γ(x, y;u, v) = −δβ
(B)(u, v)
δB(y, x) (7.17)
Note that Π(x, y) transforms tensorially under CU(L2); we may extend it to a bulk adjoint-valued zero form
P(x, y). Comparing ε terms on both sides of equation (7.16), we arrive at
D(0)z P ≡ ∂zP +
[
W(0)z ,P
]
·
= iN∆B + Tr γ(x, y;u, v)·P(v, u) (7.18)
In the next section, we will see that B and P can be treated as canonically conjugate variables, and the
equations (7.14) and (7.18) can be interpreted as Hamiltonian equations of motion.
Notably, equation (7.13) implies that theW(0) is a flat connection in the bulk – this is where AdS comes into
the picture. In higher-spin theories, geometry is not manifest in the usual sense, i.e. there is no meaningful
way to talk about metrics, and the corresponding curvature etc. Instead, the AdS geometry appears in the
3The Bianchi identity is derived by acting on equation (7.14) with D(0), and using the fact that W(0) is flat.
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form of a flat, g = o(2, d)-valued connection one form,
W(0)AdS = −
dz
z
D +
dxµ
z
Pµ (7.19)
which is in fact the Maurer-Cartan form for O(2, d). This is also familiar from, for example, the Chern-
Simons formulation of gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions, and is in fact a generalization of this story to higher
dimensions. By picking out an h = o(1, d) subalgebra inside g, one identifies the corresponding h-valued part
of W(0) as the AdS spin connection, while the remaining g/h-valued piece is identified as the AdS co-frame.
The fact that the isometry group of AdSd+1 is precisely the conformal group O(2, d) of R1,d−1 is, in this
language, manifested in the fact that there exists a subalgebra isomorphic to o(2, d) inside the set of all
gauge transformations which preserve W(0)AdS . It is therefore natural to interpret the flat U(L2) connection
which emerges in the bulk at the free fixed point, as the AdS connection.
Finally, we state the infinitesimal version of the RG “Ward identities” (7.3) and (7.4) explicitly
− ∂
∂z
Z = Tr
{([
B,W (0)z
]
·
+ β(B)
)
· δ
δB +
[
D(0)µ ,W
(0)
z
]
·
· δ
δW
(0)
µ
}
Z +NTr (∆B·B)Z (7.20)
where by ∂∂zZ we mean the partial derivative with respect to z keeping all the sources fixed. As we will see
in the next section, this identity can be interpreted as the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (z being the parameter
for “radial evolution”), and plays a very crucial role in making contact with holography.
7.2 Holography via Hamilton-Jacobi theory
In the previous section, we have seen how the renormalization group organizes field theory data in the one-
higher dimensional RG mapping space. In this setup, the sources and the corresponding vacuum expectation
values for single-trace deformations away from the fixed point turn into fields living in the bulk, with
their dynamics governed by renormalization group equations. However, in order to ascribe a holographic
interpretation to this, we must go further and show that all the correlation functions of the field theory can
be reproduced from the bulk theory. The first step towards this, of course, is to construct the bulk action.
The defining property of holography is contained in the following equation (which is equivalent to equation
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(5.7) adapted to the present case)
Z[, w(0)µ , b
(0)] = e−SHJ [,w
(0)
µ ,b
(0)] (7.21)
where SHJ is the Hamilton-Jacobi functional for the bulk theory; i.e., the bulk action evaluated on-shell,
with the boundary conditions B() = b(0) andW(0)() = w(0). Said another way, the generating functional of
the CFT is a wavefunctional (defined on a constant z =  hypersurface) from the bulk point of view in radial
quantization. Therefore, while we might not have access directly to the bulk action, the field theory gives
us the Hamilton-Jacobi functional instead. As is well-known from Hamilton-Jacobi theory, the (connected)
boundary expectation value
Π =
δSHJ
δb(0)
(7.22)
can be thought of as the boundary value of the momentum conjugate to B in the bulk. Thus, we see a bulk
phase space picture emerging, with B and P forming a canonical pair. The canonical 1-form (of which the
symplectic 2-form is the exterior derivative) is given by
θ = Tr· P·δB (7.23)
The crucial observation is that the RG Ward identity (7.20) takes the form of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
∂
∂z
SHJ = −Hbulk (7.24)
with the bulk Hamiltonian given by
Hbulk = Tr·
{([
B,W(0)z
]
·
+ β(B)z
)
·P +
[
D(0)µ ,W(0)z
]
·
·Pµ
}
−N Tr· (∆B·B) . (7.25)
It is straightforward to check that the Hamilton equations of motion which follow from the above are precisely
the RG equations (7.11), (7.12) and the Callan-Symanzik equations (7.18). Furthermore, we note that W(0)z
is a Lagrange multiplier, which enforces the U(L2) Ward identity. In addition to the above “dynamical”
terms in the Hamiltonian, we may also introduce constraint terms, which enforce the transverse components
(i.e., the dxµ components) of equations (7.13), (7.14)
Hconstr. = Tr
{(
D(0)µ B− β(B)µ
)
·Qµ + F (0)µν ·Qµν
}
(7.26)
where Qµ and Qµν are Lagrange multipliers. Note that the Hamiltonian is linear in momenta, and as
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such there is no distinction between phase space and configuration space formalisms. Nevertheless, we may
construct a “phase space action” (of the type “pq˙ − H”, reminiscent of BF theories in condensed matter
physics) given by
Sbulk =
∫ 
∞
dz Tr·
{
PI ·
(
D(0)I B− β(B)I
)
+ PIJ ·F (0)IJ +N ∆B·B
}
(7.27)
where we have collected together P,Qµ into PI , etc. It is worthwhile noting that the first variation of this
action reproduces all the RG and Callan-Symanzik equations. In the gauge where the Lagrange multipliers
Qµ and Qµν are set to zero, we obtain the action for B:
Sbulk[B,P] =
∫ 
∞
dz Tr·
{
P·
(
D(0)z B−B·∆B·B
)
−N ∆B·B
}
(7.28)
As we will see in this next chapter, this action reproduces all the correlation functions of the boundary
theory, in the form of Witten diagrams, thus making the holographic correspondence further manifest. We
will conclude this chapter by noting that the above action is strikingly reminiscent of Chern Simons theory;
in fact we can make this more manifest if we define the new field B˜ as P = ∆B·B˜·∆B , and the new bilocal
product ∗ and trace Tr∗ as
(f ∗ g) = f ·∆B·g, Tr∗f = Tr· (∆B·f) (7.29)
In terms of these quantities, the action takes the form
Sbulk[B, B˜] =
∫ 
∞
dz Tr∗
(
B˜ ∗ D(0)z B− B˜ ∗B ∗B
)
+N
∫ 
∞
dz Tr∗ (B) (7.30)
which as we noted above, is reminiscent of a non-commutative version of Chern-Simons theory, which appears
in Witten’s construction of open string field theory. It is indeed an interesting question whether this can be
made more precise. Additionally, our discussion of higher-spin equations of motion is similar in spirit to the
Vasiliev higher-spin theories, although the precise details appear very different (see Appendix C for some
further comments) – we leave these questions for future exploration.
• • •
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Chapter 8
Correlation functions and Witten
diagrams
In this chapter, we will show that the bulk action derived from the exact renormalization group in the
previous chapter, precisely reproduces all the correlation functions of the free vector model in terms of Witten
diagrams. In order to compute the field theory correlation functions, we follow the standard prescription,
i.e., we compute the bulk action on-shell, and extract the boundary generating functional from it, as per
equation (7.21). Note that on-shell, the only non-trivial contribution comes from the last term
Sbulk,o.s = −N
∫ ∞

dzTr∗B = −N
∫ ∞

dz Tr· (∆B·B) (8.1)
where the additional minus sign comes from flipping the limits of integration. We remark that this term
may be traced back to the RG flow of the source corresponding to the identity operator (7.8). Since the
field B above is a solution to the bulk equation of motion D(0)B = β(B), what we should do is solve this
equation (along with the Callan-Symanzik equation), and substitute back into the action. But before we do
that, we need to set up boundary conditions. Since we have two equations at hand, we need two boundary
conditions. In the present context, one boundary condition presents itself naturally – we fix the value of B
at the boundary z = :
B(;x, y) = b(0)(x, y) (8.2)
From the field theory point of view, b(0) clearly has the interpretation of fixing the source at the ultraviolet
cutoff. For the other boundary condition, we fix P in the infra-red:
lim
z→∞ P(z;x, y) = 0 (8.3)
This condition is of course consistent with the Hamilton-Jacobi structure (and the canonical 1-form (7.23)),
and is akin to the interior boundary condition one encounters regularly in holography.1
1For the variational principle to be well defined, we must either fix B on the boundary, or set P = 0 on the boundary, and
thus the boundary conditions we have chosen are consistent with the variational principle without any additional boundary
terms.
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The equations at hand are non-linear; it is convenient (and perhaps physically more instructive) to solve
them iteratively. Consequently, we introduce a formal organizing parameter λ, writing
B = λB(1) + λ
2B(2) + · · · (8.4)
P = P(0) + λP(1) + λP(2) + · · · (8.5)
and we will solve the equations of motion order by order in λ; the reader may regard the parameter λ ∼ 1N in
a suitable normalization. Let us focus on the B equation first. In fact, it suffices to focus on the z-component
of the equation of motion, as the remaining components are automatically enforced by the Bianchi identity
(7.15). Then, we have
[
D(0)z ,B(1)
]
·
= 0 (8.6)[
D(0)z ,B(2)
]
·
= B(1)·∆B·B(1) (8.7)[
D(0)z ,B(3)
]
·
= B(2)·∆B·B(1) + B(1)·∆B·B(2) (8.8)
...
We immediately see that the system of equations can be solved sequentially, with the solution of one equation
(and all before it) determining the right-hand side of the next. The first equation (8.6) is homogeneous and
has the solution
B(1)(z;x, y) =
∫
x′,y′
K(z;x, x′)b(0)(x′, y′)K−1(z; y′, y) (8.9)
where we have defined the boundary-to-bulk Wilson line
K(z) =P· exp
(
−
∫ z

dz′ W(0)z (z′)
)
(8.10)
satisfying the equation
∂zK(z) +W(0)z (z)·K(z) = 0 (8.11)
This Wilson line should be interpreted in the terms we described in Section 6.2 above. As usual, we will
surreptitiously write equation (8.9) as
B(1)(z) = K(z)·b(0)·K−1(z) (8.12)
in favor of compact notation. What we have done above, is to recognize that conjugating by K (i.e., pulling
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back from a bulk point to the boundary) effectively converts the covariant derivative in (8.6) to ∂z. Since
W (0) is flat by its equation of motion, K is independent of the path connecting the endpoints. At this order,
the on-shell action is simply
S
(1)
bulk,o.s. = −N
∫ ∞

dz Tr ∆B·B(1) = −N
∫ ∞

dz Tr
(
K−1·∆B·K·b(0)
)
(8.13)
It is convenient at this point to define the Wilsonian Green function for the boundary field theory
g(z;x, y) =
∫ z

dz′ H(z′;x, y) =
∫ z

dz′
(
K−1·∆B·K
)
(z′;x, y) (8.14)
where
H(z) ≡ K−1(z)·∆B(z)·K(z) = ∂zg(z) (8.15)
and furthermore we will denote
g(0)(x, y) ≡ g(∞;x, y), (8.16)
which is in fact closely related to the free elementary field propagator of the boundary theory. To see this,
note from the result (8.13) (or equivalently by solving the Callan-Symanzik equation at the zeroth order
D(0)P(0) = iN∆B , subject to the boundary condition eq. (8.3)), that
P(0)(;x, y) ≡ 〈φ∗m(y)φm(x)〉CFT =
δSbulk,o.s.
δb(0)(y, x)
∣∣∣
b(0)=0
= −N
∫ ∞

dz H(z;x, y) = −N g(0)(x, y) (8.17)
where the subscript CFT means the correlation function at the free-fixed point. Thus we find that the linear
term in the on-shell action can be written entirely in terms of boundary quantities
S
(1)
bulk,o.s. = −N Tr g(0)·b(0). (8.18)
The above computation can be represented in terms of a Witten diagram as in Fig. 8.1.
Proceeding to second order, we solve equation (8.7) with B(1) given by equation (8.12)
[
D(0)z ,B(2)
]
·
= Φ(2)(z) ≡ K(z)·b(0)·K−1(z)·∆B(z)·K(z)·b(0)·K−1(z) (8.19)
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Figure 8.1: The Witten diagram representation for the boundary one-point function P(0)(x, y). The arrows indicate
radial orientation, while the turn-around in the bulk represents an insertion of ∆B .
More generally, at any given order, we can always write
[
D(0)z ,B(k)
]
·
= Φ(k)(z) (8.20)
where Φ(k) is the inhomogenous term at the corresponding order. To solve this, we first conjugate by K to
reduce the covariant derivative to an ordinary derivative
K−1(z)·
[
D(0)z ,B(k)
]
·
(z)·K(z) = ∂z
(
K−1(z)·B(k)(z)·K(z)
)
(8.21)
and so we obtain
∂z
(
K−1(z)·B(k)(z)·K(z)
)
= K−1(z)·Φ(k)(z)·K(z) (8.22)
Taking without loss of generality the boundary condition to be B(k)() = 0, ∀k ≥ 2 (since eq. (8.2) has
been satisfied at first order in α), the above equation can be easily solved
B(k)(z) = K(z)·
[∫ ∞

dz′ Θ(z − z′) K−1(z′)·Φ(k)(z′)·K(z′)
]
·K−1(z) (8.23)
We can recognize here the ingoing bulk-to-bulk Wilson line
G(z; z′) = Θ(z − z′) K(z)·K−1(z′) = Θ(z − z′)P· exp
(
−
∫ z
z′
duW(0)z (u)
)
(8.24)
and the outgoing bulk-to-bulk Wilson line
G−1(z′; z) = Θ(z − z′) K(z′)·K−1(z) = Θ(z − z′)P· exp
(
−
∫ z′
z
duW(0)z (u)
)
(8.25)
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viz
B(k)(z) =
∫ ∞

dz′ G(z; z′)·Φ(k)(z′)·G−1(z′; z) (8.26)
Collecting everything together, we get the integral equation
B(z) = K(z)·b(0)·K−1(z) +
∫ ∞

dz′ G(z; z′)·β(B)[B](z′)·G−1(z′; z) (8.27)
Returning to the second order calculation, we have
B(2) =
∫ z

dz′ K(z)·b(0)·K−1(z′)·∆B(z′)·K(z′)·b(0)·K−1(z) (8.28)
and thus, the on-shell action at second order is given by
S
(2)
bulk,o.s = −N
∫ ∞

dz
∫ z

dz′ Tr
(
K−1(z)·∆B(z)·K(z)·b(0)·K−1(z′)·∆B(z′)·K(z′)·b(0)
)
(8.29)
= −N
∫ ∞

dz
∫ z

dz′ Tr
(
H(z)·b(0)·H(z′)·b(0)
)
(8.30)
We can once again represent this in terms of a Witten diagram as in Figure 2. Using equation (8.14), the
b(0)
b(0)
Figure 8.2: The Witten diagram representing the second order term S(2)o.s in the bulk on-shell action. The b(0)s are
boundary insertions of the ultraviolet bi-local source b(0).
z-integrations can be straightforwardly performed
S
(2)
bulk,o.s = −N
∫ ∞

dz
∫ z

dz′ Tr
(
H(z)·b(0)·∂z′g(z′)·b(0)
)
(8.31)
= −N
∫ ∞

dzTr
(
∂zg(z)·b(0)·g(z)·b(0)
)
(8.32)
= −N
2
∫ ∞

dz ∂zTr
(
g(z)·b(0)·g(z)·b(0)
)
(8.33)
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which integrates to
S
(2)
bulk,o.s = −
N
2
Tr
(
g(0)·b(0)·g(0)·b(0)
)
. (8.34)
This result reproduces the correct two-point functions of the free field theory.
This procedure can be followed to arbitrary order. One finds the kth-order term has the form
S
(k)
bulk,o.s. = −N
∫ ∞

dz1
∫ z1

dz2...
∫ zk−1

dzk Tr
(
H(z1)·b(0)·H(z2)·b(0)·...·H(zk)·b(0) + permutations
)
(8.35)
The permutations include all of the distinct orderings of {H(z2), ...,H(zk)}. Proceeding with the z-integrals
as before, we find the on-shell action at this order is given by
S
(k)
bulk,o.s. = −
N
k
Tr
(
g(0)·b(0)
)k
(8.36)
As an example, the Witten diagram for the three point function is shown in Fig. 3.
b(0)
b(0)
b(0)
Figure 8.3: The Witten diagram for the bulk on-shell action at third order.
Collecting equations (8.18), (8.34), (8.36), we note that the on-shell action
Sbulk,o.s. = −N
(
Tr
(
g(0)·b(0)
)
+
1
2
Tr
(
g(0)·b(0)·g(0)·b(0)
)
+
1
3
Tr
(
g(0)·b(0)·g(0)·b(0)·g(0)·b(0)
)
+ · · ·
)
(8.37)
precisely reproduces the boundary generating functional
Z[b(0)]/Z[0] = e
−Sbulk,o.s. = det−N
(
1− g(0)·b(0)
)
(8.38)
Thus we conclude that the holographic formulation correctly reproduces all of the correlation functions of
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the boundary field theory.
Several comments are in order at this point. First, we have seen that a ‘double-line notation’ naturally
emerges for the Witten diagrams, essentially due to the bi-locality of the bulk field B. However, because the
connectionW(0) is flat, the corresponding Wilson lines can follow any path.2 Second, the ‘bulk vertex’ is non-
local. Each of these properties is a manifestation of unbroken higher spin symmetry at the free fixed point.
Third, the above computation strengthens our claim that the action (7.27) describes the holographic dual
to the free bosonic vector model. It is only because the field theory in this case is completely under control,
that we could construct the bulk holographic description by hand, and then check that we can go back and
forth between the bulk and boundary descriptions. Finally, note from (8.38) that our holographic description
reproduced the ratio of partition functions Z[b(0)]/Z[0]. Z[0] is the domain of holographic renormalization.
The divergences as → 0 contained in Z[0] can be cancelled by local boundary counterterms.
• • •
2If the region between Wilson lines were filled in (as it would be in the presence of a dynamical U(N) gauge field in the field
theory) to obtain ‘open string worldsheets’, the string tension would be zero.
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Chapter 9
Higher Spin Fronsdal equations
So far we have constructed the bulk dynamics from the renormalization group, and shown that it reproduces
all the correlation functions of the boundary CFT within the framework of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
However, our bulk theory is expressed abstractly in terms of connections on certain infinite jet-bundles;
it is not clear how the traditional fields such as the photon, graviton etc., presumably propagating on an
emergent AdS spacetime, are described by these equations. In this chapter, we will show how these fields are
contained in our equations, to linear order in the 1/N expansion. Since we expect our theory to contain an
infinite tower of massless gauge fields, we will see not merely the spin-one photon and the spin-two graviton,
but also massless higher-spin gauge fields of all integer spins. Since we’re working at leading order in 1/N ,
the bulk fields should be non-interacting, free fields – the corresponding equations of motion are known as
Fronsdal equations. Interestingly, Vasiliev theories of higher-spin gravity also reduce to Fronsdal equations
at the linearized order – therefore our discussion in this chapter will prove the equivalence between our
equations of motion and Vasiliev theory at this order.
We first begin with a brief review of the Fronsdal equations of motion in AdS, and then proceed to show
that the bulk equations of motion derived previously contain these dynamical equations within them.
9.1 The Fronsdal Equations
The Fronsdal higher spin theory in AdS space is described by symmetric tensors hI1...In which satisfy the
double-tracelessness conditions ϕ′′I5...In ≡ gI1I2gI3I4ϕI1...In = 0. Here the bulk coordinate indices run over
the boundary coordinate indices µ = 0, 1, ..., d− 1 and the radial direction z, i.e., I = (µ, z). The equations
of motion are explicitly
∇I∇IϕI1...In − n∇I∇(I1ϕI2...In)I + 12n(n− 1)∇(I1∇I2ϕI3...In)II − 2(n− 1)(n+ d− 2)ϕI1...In = 0 (9.1)
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where the indices I1, · · · In should be taken to be symmetrized as indicated by parentheses. These equations
are invariant under the gauge transformations
δΛϕI1...In = ∇(I1ΛI2...In) (9.2)
where ∇ is the AdSd+1 covariant derivative and the symmetric gauge parameters ΛI2...In satisfy the single-
tracelessness conditions gI2I3ΛI2...In ≡ Λ′I4...In = 0. For n = 1, equation (9.1) is the familiar Maxwell’s
equation, while for n = 2 it is the linearized Einstein’s equation.
Such a presentation of the higher spin equations is inconvenient in the present context. We wish to isolate
specific (lowest weight) representations of O(2, d); such representations are given by irreducible spin-s rep-
resentations of SO(1, d − 1). We can accomplish this by appropriately fixing the gauge invariance. Many
different choices of gauge have been considered in the literature, but the appropriate one here is the “Coulomb
gauge”1
ϕz...z︸︷︷︸
m
µ1...µs = 0, ∂
µϕµµ1...µs = 0 ∀m > 0,∀s (9.3)
In addition, in order to have an irreducible SO(1, d− 1) representation, we require ϕµµµ1...µs−2 = 0. In this
gauge, the equations of motion reduce to
[
z2∂2z + (2s− d+ 1)z∂z + s(s− d) + (2− s)(s+ d− 2) + z2(~x)
]
ϕµ1...µs(z, ~x) = 0 (9.4)
where (~x) = ηµν~∂µ~∂ν .2 It is illuminating to obtain equation (9.4) directly from the AdS/CFT point of view,
as a statement about the matching of quadratic Casimirs between the bulk and boundary representations [75].
Starting from the CFT, consider a local, symmetric, traceless, spin s, quasi-primary operator Oˆa1...as(0) of
dimension ∆ in the boundary CFT (where ak = 0, · · · d−1 are boundary indices). Such an operator satisfies
(by definition)
[
Ka, Oˆa1...as(0)
]
= 0 (9.5)[
Mab, Oˆa1...as(0)
]
= Σab(Oˆa1...as(0)) = −isηa(a1Oˆa2...as)b(0) + isηb(a1Oˆa2...as)a(0) (9.6)[
D, Oˆa1...as(0)
]
= −i∆Oˆa1...as(0) (9.7)
1The terminology “gauge” is somewhat incorrect in this context – what is being said really, is that the fields with z-indices
ϕz···zµ1···µk are non-dynamical, in the sense that they do not contribute to the symplectic structure.
2In this section, we will often use the notation ~x to denote coordinates in the boundary spacetime directions.
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where Σab is the appropriate spin matrix. The quadratic Casimir of the conformal group is given by
C
O(2,d)
2 = −D2 +
1
2
MabM
ab − 1
2
{Pa,Ka} (9.8)
From equations (9.5) and (9.8), we find straightforwardly3
[
C
O(2,d)
2 , Oˆa1...as(~x)
]
=
(
−∆(d−∆) + s(s+ d− 2)
)
Oˆa1...as(~x) (9.9)
Now the corresponding bulk field ϕa1···as of course must have the same value for the Casimir, as it transforms
in the corresponding dual AdS representation. We note that O(2, d) is represented as the isometry algebra
on AdS:
[D,ϕa1...as(z, ~x)] = i~x
a [Pa, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)] + iz∂zϕa1...as(z, ~x)
[Mab, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)] = i~xa [Pb, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)]− i~xb [Pa, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)] + Σab(ϕa1...as)(z, ~x)
[Ka, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)] = −i(2~xa~xb − (~x2 + z2)δba) [Pb, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)]− i2~xaz∂zϕa1...as(z, ~x)
− 2~xbΣab(ϕa1...as)(z, ~x)
[Pa, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)] = i
~∂aϕa1...as(z, ~x)
In this bulk representation, we then have
[
C
O(2,d)
2 , ϕa1...as(z, ~x)
]
= z2∂2zϕa1...as(z, ~x)) + (−d+ 1)z∂zϕa1...as(z, ~x)
+s(s+ d− 2)ϕa1...as(z, ~x)− z2 [P a, [Pa, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)]] (9.10)
But from the CFT calculation, we know that C
O(2,d)
2 = −∆(d−∆) + s(s+ d− 2); therefore, requiring that
the two Casimirs agree gives us
z2∂2zϕa1...as(z, ~x) + (−d+ 1)z∂zϕa1...as(z, ~x) + ∆(d−∆)ϕa1...as(z, ~x) + z2 [P a, [Pa, ϕa1...as(z, ~x)]] = 0 (9.11)
To compare this with equation (9.4), we simply note that in the bulk representation, the a, b, ... indices must
be interpreted as those corresponding to a local frame, as it is in that case that O(1, d−1) acts in the simple
fashion stated. Converting to coordinate indices, ϕa1...as(z, ~x) becomes z
sϕµ1...µs(z, ~x). Inserting this in the
3This result is independent of the spacetime location ~x of the operator, because the quadratic Casimir commutes with
translations. Equivalently, every element of the conformal module of course shares the same value of the Casimir.
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above equation gives
[
z2∂2z + (2s− d+ 1)z∂z + s(s− d) + ∆(d−∆) + z2(~x)
]
ϕµ1...µs(z, ~x) = 0 (9.12)
In the case when the boundary operator is in a short representation, i.e., Oˆa1···as is a conserved current, we
have ∆ = s+ d− 2, and so this becomes
[
z2∂2z + (2s− d+ 1)z∂z + s(s− d) + (2− s)(s+ d− 2) + z2(~x)
]
ϕµ1...µs(z, ~x) = 0 (9.13)
in agreement with (9.4). So we conclude that indeed the linearized higher spin equations simply state the
value of the Casimir of the appropriate conformal module. Consequently, it must be that the bulk equations
of motion derived from RG previously contain the Fronsdal equations. In the rest of the chapter, we proceed
to show this explicitly.
9.2 From Wilson-Polchinski to Fronsdal
Let us now embark on our main goal in this chapter, that of reproducing the AdS-Fronsdal equations from
the Wilson-Polchinksi exact renormalization group equations:
D(0)z B = B·∆B·B (9.14)
D(0)z P = iN∆B − P·B·∆B −∆B·B·P (9.15)
In particular, we want to study the above equations upon linearizing about the background
B = 0, P = P(0) (9.16)
where P(0) satisfies D(0)z P(0) = iN∆B . Clearly, this background is a solution of the equations (9.14) and
(9.15), albeit the trivial one which corresponds to the unperturbed boundary CFT. We introduce an auxiliary
expansion parameter λ and write
B(z; ~x, ~y) = λ b1(z; ~x, ~y) +O(λ
2), P(z; ~x, ~y) = P(0)(z; ~x, ~y) + λ p1(z; ~x, ~y) +O(λ2) (9.17)
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This is where large N plays an important role because such an expansion exists in practice only at large N ,
with 1/N providing the expansion parameter. At linear order in λ, we thus obtain the equations
D(0)z b1 = 0 (9.18)
D(0)z p1 = −P(0)·b1·∆B −∆B·b1·P(0) (9.19)
Also recall, that these equations were written for the “new” fields defined below equation (6.26). We now
revert back to the “old” fields by restoring the appropriate powers of z:
bnew1 =
1
zd+2
bold1 , p
new
1 =
1
zd−2
pold1
With this replacement, we get
D(0)z bold1 =
(d+ 2)
z
bold1 (9.20)
D(0)z pold1 =
d− 2
z
pold1 −
1
z4
(
P(0)·bold1 ·∆B + ∆B·bold1 ·P(0)
)
(9.21)
In the rest of the section, we will restrict our attention to the case of odd boundary dimension d, with brief
comments about even d towards the end.
Spin-zero
For simplicity, let us practice with the spin s = 0 case first, before moving on to the arbitrary spin case.
In other words, we turn on bulk fields which are dual to the s = 0 operator J (0)(~x) =: φ∗mφ
m : (~x) in the
boundary field theory. To that effect, we take4
bold1 (z; ~x, ~y) = φ(z, ~x)
(
zdδd(~x− ~y)
)
(9.22)
pi(z, ~x) =
1
N
lim
~x→~y
pold1 (z; ~x, ~y) =
1
N
〈J (0)〉1(z, ~x) (9.23)
The above projection onto local fields is consistent only because we are working at the linearized level, where
the different spins are decoupled in the bulk (as we will see explicitly below). Note that the operator J (0)(~x)
4Here the bulk field φ(z, ~x) should not be confused with the elementary scalar φm(~x) of the boundary field theory.
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above is “normal ordered” with respect to the free CFT, meaning
J (0)(~x) = lim
~y→~x
(
φ∗m(~x)φ
m(~y)− 〈φ∗m(~x)φm(~y)〉CFT
)
(9.24)
and the subscript 〈J (0)〉1 in equation (9.23) stands for linearized order in α. The linearized equations of
motion (9.20), (9.21) become
z∂zφ(z, ~x) = ∆− φ(z, ~x) (9.25)
z∂zpi(z, ~x) = ∆+pi(z, ~x)− z2ν+1
∫
~u
1
N
(
P(0)(z; ~x, ~u)∆B(z; ~u, ~x) + ∆B(z; ~x, ~u)P(0)(z; ~u, ~x)
)
φ(z, ~u) (9.26)
where we have defined
∆+ = d− 2, ∆− = 2, ∆+ −∆− = 2ν (9.27)
To simplify the notation somewhat, we rewrite the above equations in the compact form
z∂zφ(z, ~x) = ∆− φ(z, ~x) (9.28)
z∂zpi(z, ~x) = ∆+pi(z, ~x) +
z2ν
2
∫
dd~u G˙(0,0)(z; ~x, ~u)φ(z, ~u) (9.29)
where the meaning of G˙(0,0) will become clear shortly. These equations of motion come from the linearized
action
S
(2)
bulk =
∫ ∞

dzdd~x
zd+1
(
pi(z, ~x)z∂zφ(z, ~x)−∆−pi(z, ~x)φ(z, ~x) +
∫
dd~y
z2ν
4
φ(z, ~x)G˙(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y)φ(z, ~y)
)
(9.30)
A convenient way to keep track of the boundary condition on φ(z, ~x) at z =  is to add the boundary term
Sbdry =
1
d
∫
dd~x pi(, ~x)
(
φ(, ~x)− ∆−φ(0)(~x)
)
(9.31)
to the action. Our aim now is to show that equations (9.28), (9.29) are completely equivalent to the Fronsdal
equation for spin s = 0.
There are two main obstacles we must confront: (i) The pi equation of motion seems non-local, due to the
presence of the bilocal kernel G˙(0,0), and it is not clear how to go from our non-local equations of motion to
the local Fronsdal equations. (ii) A second confusing property of the above action (and the corresponding
Hamiltonian) is the absence of a pi2 term. Naively, this gives the impression of a lack of any interesting
dynamics. Another manifestation of this problem is that the field φ seems to satisfy an ultra-local first order
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equation, which is obviously not true of the usual bulk fields in AdS/CFT.
To resolve these issues, we must remember that we’re in a phase space formulation – φ and pi are coordinates
on the bulk phase space, with the symplectic structure5
Ω(z) =
∫
dd~x
zd
δφ(z, ~x) ∧ δpi(z, ~x) (9.32)
In the specific symplectic frame coordinatized by φ and pi, φ(z, ~x) is fixed through (9.28) by its boundary
value, and pi(z, ~x) contains all of the information about the renormalized 2-point function of the current.
Indeed, it is straightforward to see from equations (9.26) and (9.29) that if we define
G(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y) =
2i
N
〈
J (0)(~x)J (0)(~y)
〉
CFT,Mink
(z) (9.33)
then
G˙(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y) =
2i
N
z∂z
〈
J (0)(~x)J (0)(~y)
〉
CFT,Mink
(z), (9.34)
where the correlator is defined in the regulated CFT on Minkowski space, with the cut-off procedure described
in section 2 (see appendix C for more details).
An essential feature of the phase space formulation is that we have the freedom to perform canonical (sym-
plectic) transformations, which are field redefinitions (i.e., coordinate transformations on phase space) which
leave the symplectic 2-form unchanged. Consider for instance, a general linear transformation on phase space
φ = A·ϕ+B·$
pi = C·ϕ+D·$ (9.35)
for general bi-local kernels A,B,C,D. The requirement that the symplectic 2-form be preserved, namely
∫
dd~x
zd
δφ(z, ~x) ∧ δpi(z, ~x) =
∫
dd~x
zd
δϕ(z, ~x) ∧ δ$(z, ~x) (9.36)
leads to the constraints
AT ·C = CT ·A, DT ·B = BT ·D (9.37)
AT ·D − CT ·B = 1 (9.38)
5We use bold symbols δφ, δpi etc. to denote differential 1-forms on the phase space.
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For simplicity (and because this suffices for our purpose), we will restrict our attention to the case where
A,B,C,D are symmetric, and translationally and rotationally invariant. In this case, the constraints (9.37)
are automatically satisfied, and we only have to satisfy the constraint (9.38).
To avoid unnecessary complications, we begin by choosing a simpler canonical transformation6
φ(z, ~x) = ϕ(z, ~x) +
2δ
z2ν
∫
~y
G˙−1(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y)$(z, ~y)
pi(z, ~x) = $(z, ~x) (9.39)
for some constant δ to be fixed later. This ansatz clearly satisfies all of the constraints (because G˙−1(0,0) is a
symmetric kernel), and is therefore a canonical transformation. We will presently show that for a specific
choice of δ, the field ϕ satisfies the spin-zero AdSd+1 Fronsdal equation, up to higher-derivative corrections
(i.e., up to O(z4~∂4) terms). We will later show that these higher derivative terms can in fact be systematically
eliminated by a more sophisticated choice of the canonical transformation, but we postpone that discussion
to section 9.2.
Substituting equation (9.39) into (9.30), the action in terms of the new fields becomes
S
(2)
bulk =
∫
dz
z
( 1
zd
$· (z∂zϕ− (∆− − δ)ϕ) + 2δ
zd
$·z∂z
(
z−2νG˙−1(0,0)·$
)
− (2∆− − δ)δ
zd+2ν
$·G˙−1(0,0)·$ +
1
4zd−2ν
ϕ·G˙(0,0)·ϕ
)
(9.40)
where we have switched to the ·-product notation for convenience. Let us focus on the second term above:
2nd term = −4νδ
∫
dz
z
1
zd+2ν
$·G˙−1(0,0)·$ + 2δ
∫
dz
z
1
zd+2ν
$·z∂z
(
G˙−1(0,0)·$
)
= −4νδ
∫
dz
z
1
zd+2ν
$·G˙−1(0,0)·$ + 2δ
∫
dz
1
zd+2ν
$·
(
∂z(G˙
−1
(0,0))·$ + G˙−1(0,0)·∂z$
)
= δ(d− 2ν)
∫
dz
z
1
zd+2ν
$·G˙−1(0,0)·$ + δ
∫
dz
z
1
zd+2ν
$·z∂z(G˙−1(0,0))·$
− δ
d+2ν
$·G˙−1(0,0)·$
∣∣∣
z=
(9.41)
where in the last line we have integrated by parts with respect to z. Putting everything together, we get the
6A similar transformation also appeared in [58], although higher-derivative corrections were not under control in that case.
We also note that in the quantum RG formulation of [58], canonical transformations are simply changes of integration variables
in the bulk path-integral, which leave the measure invariant.
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bulk action
S
(2)
bulk =
∫
dz
zd+1
(
$·z∂zϕ− (∆− − δ)$·ϕ+ 1
z2ν
$·
[
δ2G˙−1(0,0) + δz∂z(G˙
−1
(0,0))
]
·$+ 1
4z−2ν
ϕ·G˙(0,0)·ϕ
)
(9.42)
Evidently, the new action has a $2 term in it, as opposed to the previous version. Of course, the integration
by parts we have performed above also produces a new boundary term
δSbdry = − δ
zd+2ν
$·G˙−1(0,0)·$
∣∣∣
z=
(9.43)
This boundary term has a clear interpretation from the bulk point of view – it is the generating function for
the canonical transformation. From the boundary point of view, it appears to be a multi-trace deformation.
We will return to the boundary terms shortly.
In order to proceed, we need to examine the various bi-local kernels appearing in the above equations. The
kernel G˙(0,0) admits an asymptotic expansion of the form (see Appendix C)
G˙(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y) = − C
z2ν
(
1 + αz2(~x) + · · ·
)
δd(~x− ~y) (9.44)
G˙−1(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y) = −
z2ν
C
(
1− αz2(~x) + · · ·
)
δd(~x− ~y) (9.45)
where α > 0 and C are (dimensionful) constants, which are evaluated in the Appendix. While the numerical
values of these constants are irrelevant, the positivity of α is important in the present discussion for the
bulk metric to have the correct signature. The ellipsis above indicate higher-derivative terms, which we will
address in Section 9.2, because presently our aim is to obtain a two-derivative action. An intuitive way to
understand the above expansions is as follows: in any CFT, the two point function of a given operator is
universally determined by conformal invariance. Ambiguities which arise upon introducing a regulator come
in the form of local counterterms – equations (9.44) and (9.45) parametrize precisely such counterterms.
The $2 term in the action simplifies to
1
C
∫
dzdd~x
zd+1
$(z, ~x)
(
− δ(δ + 2ν) + αδ(δ + 2ν + 2)z2(~x) + · · ·
)
$(z, ~x) (9.46)
where again the ellipsis indicates higher-derivative terms. To see that the action (9.42) gives rise to the
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spin-zero AdSd+1-Fronsdal equation, we write down the equations of motion:
z∂zϕ− (∆− − δ)ϕ = 2δ
C
(
(2ν + δ)$ − α(2ν + δ + 2)z2~x$ + ...
)
(9.47)
−z∂z$ + (∆+ + δ)$ = C
2
(
ϕ+ αz2(~x)ϕ+ · · ·
)
(9.48)
Combining these two equations into a second order differential equation, we get (up to O(z4~∂4) terms)
z∂z(z∂zϕ)− dz∂zϕ+ ∆−∆+ϕ− 2αδz2(~x)ϕ = −4αδ(2ν + δ + 2)
C
z2~x$ + · · · (9.49)
We see that the right-hand side of (9.49) can be removed (and thus is of order z4~∂4) with the choice
δ = −(2ν + 2). (Equivalently, the second term on the right hand side of (9.47) drops out with this choice
of δ.) Further, by rescaling the ~x coordinates, we can set the coefficient −2αδ = 2α(2ν + 2) > 0 of the (~x)
term to one. We thus recognize the above equation as the Fronsdal equation for spin s = 0
z∂z(z∂zϕ)− dz∂zϕ+ ∆−∆+ϕ+ z2(~x)ϕ = 0 (9.50)
up to higher order corrections. As expected, the scalar mass is given by
(mL)2 = −∆−∆+
Note that the particular value for δ is picked out by the requirement that the spurious term on the right
hand side of equation (9.49) cancels out. Since δ was the parameter in the symplectic transformation (9.39),
we see here the first indication that a symplectic transformation is capable of removing spurious higher order
terms, and we will see shortly that this can be done systematically to all orders.
At the level of the action, we obtain
S
(2)
bulk =
∫
dzdd~x
zd+1
(
$z∂zϕ− d$ϕ− 2(2 + 2ν)
C
$2 − C
4
(
ϕ2 + αz2ϕ(~x)ϕ
)
+ · · ·
)
(9.51)
Solving for the $ equation of motion, and plugging it back into the action straightforwardly gives the action
(once again up to higher derivative terms)7
S
(2)
bulk = k
∫
dzdd~x
zd+1
(
z∂zϕ z∂zϕ− z2ϕ (~x)ϕ+ (mL)2ϕϕ
)
+ · · · (9.52)
7We also generate an extra boundary term which can be removed by a boundary counterterm, as a part of holographic
renormalization.
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where k is some dimensionful constant.
Having established the bulk action and equations of motion, now let us turn our attention to the boundary
terms. Combining equations (9.31) and (9.43), we find that the boundary action is given by
Sbdry =
1
d
∫
dd~x $(, ~x)
(
ϕ(, ~x)− ∆−φ(0)(~x)
)
− δ
Cd
∫
dd~x $(, ~x)
(
1 +O(2)
)
$(, ~x) (9.53)
This gives rise to the boundary condition
ϕ− 2δ
C
$ = ∆−φ(0)
(
1 +O(2)
)
(9.54)
which upon using the $ equation of motion gives
(z∂z −∆+)ϕ = 2∆−φ(0)
(
1 +O(2)
)
(9.55)
As usual, as a consequence of the equation of motion (9.49), ϕ behaves asymptotically as
ϕ(z, ~x) = z∆+ϕ(+)(~x)
(
1 +O(z2)
)
+ z∆−ϕ(−)(~x)
(
1 +O(z2)
)
(9.56)
and the above boundary condition then becomes
ϕ(−)(~x) = −1
ν
φ(0)(~x) (9.57)
which is the appropriate boundary condition up to a trivial rescaling. For instance in d = 2 + 1, we have
thus correctly found that the bulk field comes with the “alternate quantization” as expected.
Having warmed up with the spin-zero case, we now generalize the discussion at two levels – in the next
section, we repeat the above exercise for general spin, which will allow us to reproduce the spin-s Fronsdal
equation in AdSd+1 (once again up to O(z
4~∂4) corrections). Then in section 9.2, we revisit the higher
derivative corrections we have been neglecting, and show how to eliminate them systematically. This will
complete our argument that the bulk equations obtained from RG are canonically equivalent to AdS Fronsdal
equations.
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Higher spins
Moving onto the higher-spin case, we now want to recover the Fronsdal equation for arbitrary spin. As we
will show, the computation proceeds in essentially the same way as the s = 0 case. Going back to the RG
equations (9.20) and (9.21), we now wish to turn on bulk fields which are related to the conserved, symmetric
and traceless spin-s current in the boundary field theory schematically denoted
J
(s)
µ1···µs(~x) = : φ
∗
m fµ1···µs(
←−
∂ ,
−→
∂ )φm : (~x)
where fµ1···µs(~u,~v) is a homogenous, symmetric polynomial of order s in ~u and ~v, which is symmetric and
traceless in all of its indices. To this end, we choose
bold1 (z; ~x, ~y) = z
sφµ1···µs(z, ~x)f
µ1···µs(~∂(x), ~∂(y))
(
zdδd(~x− ~y)
)
(9.58)
piµ1···µs(z, ~x) =
1
N
lim
~x→~y
z−s fµ1···µs(~∂(x), ~∂(y))pold1 (z; ~x, ~y) =
1
N
〈Jµ1···µs(s) 〉1(z, ~x) (9.59)
When the current Jµ1···µs(s) is conserved in the boundary theory, it is clear that the boundary value φ
(0)
µ1···µs
of the source φµ1···µs is defined only modulo the gauge transformation
δφ
(0)
µ1···µs(~x) = ~∂(µ1
(0)
µ2···µs)(~x) (9.60)
This is of course a manifestation of the U(L2) gauge symmetry at the linearized level. Furthermore, since
J(s) is traceless, only the traceless part of the boundary source is relevant. We can use these considerations
to our advantage by making the gauge choice
~∂µφ
(0)
µµ2···µs = 0, η
µ1µ2φ
(0)
µ1···µs = 0 (9.61)
For brevity, we introduce the notation µ
s
≡ µ1 · · ·µs. The equations of motion (9.20), (9.21) in the present
case are given by
z∂zφµ
s
(~x) = ∆− φµ
s
(~x) (9.62)
z∂zpi
µ
s(~x) = ∆+pi
µ
s(~x) +
z2ν
2
∫
dd~u G˙
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z, ~x, ~u)φνs(~u) (9.63)
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where
∆+ = d− 2 + s, ∆− = 2− s, 2ν = ∆+ −∆− = d− 4 + 2s (9.64)
The kernel in eq. (9.63) can be identified with
G
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~x, ~y) =
2i
N
〈
Jµ1···µs(s) (~x)J
ν1···νs
(s) (~y)
〉
CFT,Mink
(z) (9.65)
G˙
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~x, ~y) = z∂zG
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~x, ~y) (9.66)
where the correlator is defined in the regulated CFT on Minkowski space. To avoid cluttering the notation,
we will drop the subscript (s, s) on these kernels henceforth.
Remarkably, the equations of motion are compatible with the gauge choice on the boundary, which implies
that we can take the bulk fields (or more precisely, on-shell bulk fields) to satisfy the same gauge conditions
~∂µφµµ2···µs = 0 = ~∂µpi
µµ2···µs , ηµ1µ2φµ1···µs = 0 = ηµ1µ2pi
µ1···µs (9.67)
This choice of (on-shell) gauge is once again the higher-spin Coulomb gauge (described previously) at the
level of RG. The above equations of motion come from the action
S
(2)
bulk =
∫
dzdd~x
zd+1
(
piµs(z, ~x)z∂zφµ
s
(z, ~x)−∆−piµs(z, ~x)φµ
s
(z, ~x) +
z2ν
4
φµ
s
(z, ~x)G˙µs,νs(z; ~x, ~y)φνs(z, ~y)
)
(9.68)
along with the boundary action
Sbdry =
1
d
∫
dd~x piµs(, ~x)
(
φµ
s
(, ~x)− ∆−φ(0)µ
s
(~x)
)
(9.69)
Let us pause briefly to explain why the higher-spin Coulomb gauge simplifies the analysis significantly. As
before, the kernel G˙µs,νs admits an asymptotic expansion, which in general is complicated because of the
index structure. But precisely in this gauge (9.67), we see from the action above that the index structures
become irrelevant; the only part of the kernels which survive in the action take the generic form
G˙µs,νs(~x, ~y) = −Csz−2ν
(
1 + αsz
2(~x) + · · ·
)
η〈µ1〈ν1 · · · ηµs〉νs〉 δd(~x− ~y) (9.70)
G˙−1µ
s
,νs
(~x, ~y) = −z
2ν
Cs
(
1− αsz2(~x) + · · ·
)
η〈µ1〈ν1 · · · ηµs〉νs〉 δd(~x− ~y) (9.71)
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where αs > 0 and Cs are (dimensionful) constants (see Appendix C).
8 The notation 〈µ1 · · ·µs〉 denotes the
symmetrized traceless combination, and the ellipsis above indicate higher-derivative terms.
Moving on, we now perform the canonical transformation
φµ
s
(z, ~x) = ϕµ
s
(z, ~x) +
2δ
z2ν
∫
~y
G˙−1µ
s
,νs
(z; ~x, ~y)$νs(z, ~y)
piµs(z, ~x) = $µs(z, ~x) (9.72)
for some constant δ to be fixed later. This canonical transformation preserves the higher-spin Coulomb
gauge condition ~∂µϕµµ2···µs = 0, η
µ1µ2ϕµ1···µs = 0, as can be easily checked.
In terms of the new fields, the action becomes
S
(2)
bulk =
∫
dz
zd+1
(
$µs ·z∂zϕµ
s
− (∆− − δ)$µs ·ϕµ
s
+
1
z2ν
$µs ·
[
δ2G˙−1µ
s
,νs
+ δz∂zG˙
−1
µ
s
,νs
]
·$νs
+
1
4z−2ν
ϕµ
s
·G˙µs,νs ·ϕνs
)
(9.73)
Sbdry =
1
d
∫
dd~x $µs(x)
(
ϕµ
s
(~x)− ∆−φ(0)µ
s
(~x)
)
− δ
d+2ν
$µs ·G˙−1µ
s
,νs
·$νs
∣∣∣
z=
(9.74)
Substituting equations (9.70) and (9.71) into the above action, we find that the $2 term in the action
becomes
1
Cs
∫
dzdd~x
zd+1
$µs(z, ~x)
(
− δ(δ + 2ν) + αsδ(δ + 2ν + 2)z2(~x) + · · ·
)
$µ
s
(z, ~x) (9.75)
As in the s = 0 case above, choosing δ = −(2ν + 2) will ensure that the $(~x)$ term drops out, and the
full bulk action then becomes
S
(2)
bulk =
∫
dzdd~x
zd+1
(
$µsz∂zϕµ
s
− (d+ s) $µsϕµ
s
− 1
Cs
2(∆+ + s) $
µ
s$µ
s
− Cs
4
ϕµ
s
(
1 + αsz
2(~x)
)
ϕµs
)
+ · · · (9.76)
The equations of motion for this action are now
z∂zϕµ
s
− (d+ s) ϕµ
s
=
2
Cs
2(∆+ + s)$µ
s
+ · · · (9.77)
−z∂z$µs − s$µs = Cs
2
(
1 + αs
z2
M2
(~x)
)
ϕµs + · · · (9.78)
8While in the present discussion αs > 0 is required for the bulk metric to have the correct signature, one could imagine
having a cut-off function where this condition is not satisfied. The more general argument of the next subsection will show that
this condition (namely αs > 0) is not actually necessary – it is merely an artifact of the simple-minded canonical transformation
we have chosen here.
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Combining these two equations into a second order differential equation, we get (up to higher derivative
terms)
z∂z
(
z∂zϕµ
s
)
− d z∂zϕµ
s
+ `2sz
2(~x)ϕµ
s
− s(s+ d)ϕµ
s
+ 2(∆+ + s)ϕµ
s
= 0 (9.79)
where `2s =
2(∆++s)αs
M2 is a positive constant. As before, `s can be set equal to one, by rescaling the boundary
coordinate ~x. Finally, in order to put the above equation in the standard Fronsdal form, we redefine
ϕµ
s
= zsϕ̂µ
s
(9.80)
We note that this is not an arbitrary redefinition, but corresponds to going from frame indices to coordinate
indices. Having done so, the above equation in terms of ϕ̂µ
s
becomes
z∂z
(
z∂zϕ̂µ
s
)
+ (2s− d) z∂zϕ̂µ
s
+ z2(~x)ϕ̂µ
s
+ [s(s− d) + ∆+∆−] ϕ̂µ
s
= 0 (9.81)
which is precisely the Fronsdal equation in the higher-spin Coulomb gauge (see equation (9.4)). It is worth
pointing out that in the special case s = 1 this is the familiar Maxwell’s equation in AdS space written
in Coulomb gauge, and the Hamiltonian obtained from equation (9.76) can be cast in the form ~E2 + ~B2.
Similarly, in the case s = 2 the above equation is the Einstein’s equation linearized about AdS space, in the
s = 2 Coulomb gauge.
Finally, we revisit the boundary action
Sbdry =
1
d
∫
dd~x $µs(, ~x)
(
ϕµ
s
(, ~x)− ∆−φ(0)µ
s
(~x)
)
− δ
Csd
∫
dd~x $µs(, ~x)
(
1 +O(2)
)
$µ
s
(, ~x) (9.82)
which gives us the boundary condition
ϕµ
s
− 2δ
Cs
$µ
s
= ∆−φ(0)µ
s
(
1 +O(2)
)
(9.83)
Using δ = −2ν − 2 = −(∆+ + s) and the equation of motion (9.77), we get
z∂zϕµ
s
−∆+ϕµ
s
= 2∆−φ(0)µ
s
(
1 +O(2)
)
(9.84)
Equation (9.79) implies the asymptotics
lim
z→0
ϕµ
s
(z, ~x) ∼ ϕ(+)µ
s
(~x)z∆+
(
1 +O(z2)
)
+ ϕ(−)µ
s
(~x)z∆−
(
1 +O(z2)
)
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Therefore, the boundary condition becomes
ϕ(−)µ
s
= −1
ν
φ(0)µ
s
(9.85)
or equivalently ϕ̂µ
s
∼ − z2−2sν φ(0)µs , which is indeed the correct boundary condition up to a trivial rescaling.
Higher order terms
So far we have demonstrated that the linearized bulk equations obtained from RG are canonically equivalent
to AdSd+1 Fronsdal equations, up to O(z
4~∂4) terms. These higher derivative terms are only an artifact
of choosing a simple canonical transformation. Indeed, it is possible to construct a more general canonical
transformation such that the higher derivative terms are completely eliminated, as we will now show. For
notational simplicity, we revert back to the spin zero case; all the arguments carry through straightforwardly
in the general spin case. So consider once again a general linear canonical transformation
φ = A·ϕ+B·$ (9.86)
pi = C·ϕ+D·$ (9.87)
where we take all the matrices A,B,C,D to be symmetric as well as translationally and rotationally invariant.
The requirement that this be a canonical transformation gives us one constraint
A·D − C·B = 1 (9.88)
where 1 of course is the delta function δd(~x−~y). The original bulk action (9.30) in terms of the new variables
is given by
S
(2)
bulk =
∫
dz
zd+1
{
$·z∂zϕ−$·
(
(C˙ −∆+C)·B −D·(A˙−∆−A)− z
2ν
2
B·G˙·A
)
·ϕ
− 1
2
ϕ·
(
C˙·A− C·A˙− 2ν(C·A)− z
2ν
2
A·G˙·A
)
·ϕ (9.89)
− 1
2
$·
(
D˙·B −D·B˙ − 2ν(D·B)− z
2ν
2
B·G˙·B
)
·$
}
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with additional boundary terms coming from the integrations by parts we have performed above
δSbdry =
1
2d
(
ϕ·(C·A)·ϕ+$·(D·B)·$ + 2ϕ·(C·B)$
)
(9.90)
Here A˙ = z∂zA, and recall the definitions
∆+ = d− 2, ∆− = 2, 2ν = ∆+ −∆−
relevant to s = 0. Remember that our aim here is to map this action on to the Klein-Gordon action in
(9.51), with no higher-derivative corrections surviving. So this gives us three more constraints:
(C˙ −∆+C)·B −D·(A˙−∆−A)− z
2ν
2
B·G˙·A = d 1 (9.91)
C˙·A− C·A˙− 2ν(C·A)− z
2ν
2
A·G˙·A = C
2
(
1 + αz2(~x)
)
1 (9.92)
D˙·B −D·B˙ − 2ν(D·B)− z
2ν
2
B·G˙·B = 4(2 + 2ν)
C
1 (9.93)
Together with the symplectic constraint A·D − C·B = 1, we now have four constraints and four unknown
kernels — so we can try to solve for them order by order in an asymptotic expansion in powers of z2(~x). Of
course, we have already found the solution to these constraints up to second order in derivatives previously,
so we might as well retain the previous solution up to two derivatives. We parametrize the higher derivatives
as follows:
A = δd(~x− ~y) +
(
αA2 z
42(~x) + αA3 z63(~x) + · · ·
)
δd(~x− ~y) (9.94)
B = −2(2 + 2ν)
(
1
αG0
− α
G
1
(αG0 )
2
z2(~x)
)
δd(~x− ~y) +
(
αB2 z
42(~x) + αB3 z63(~x) + · · ·
)
δd(~x− ~y) (9.95)
C =
(
αC2 z
42(~x) + αC3 z63(~x) + · · ·
)
δd(~x− ~y) (9.96)
D = δd(~x− ~y) +
(
αD2 z
42(~x) + αD3 z63(~x) + · · ·
)
δd(~x− ~y) (9.97)
where α(i) = (αAi , α
B
i , α
C
i , α
D
i ) for i ≥ 2 are coefficients to be determined from the constraints. We have also
introduced the convenient notation
G˙(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y) = z
−2ν
(
αG0 + α
G
1 z
2(~x) + · · ·
)
δd(~x− ~y) (9.98)
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with αG0 6= 0. Note that we have taken the expansions for A,B,C,D to be polynomial in z2(~x). While this
is correct in odd dimensions, in general one needs to include logarithmic terms in even dimensions. In order
to avoid such complications, we have restricted our attention to odd dimensions in this chapter; the same
arguments should go through in even dimensions with logarithmic terms properly taken into account.
The game now is to determine the coefficients α(i). Let us describe this process in general. Let’s say we
have determined the coefficients to the (r − 1)th order in the above expansion. At the rth order (r ≥ 2),
we now have four variables αAr , · · ·αDr to determine, from the four constraints (9.88, 9.91–9.93) listed above.
Plugging our expansions (9.94–9.98) into the constraints, we get four constraint equations on the coefficients
α(r) = (αAr , α
B
r , α
C
r , α
D
r ):
1. Symplectic contraint:
αAr + α
D
r +
2(2 + 2ν)
αG0
αCr = f
(r)
1 (9.99)
2. $ϕ constraint:
2(2 + 2ν)
αG0
(2r −∆+)αCr + (2r − 2−∆+)αAr −∆−αDr +
αG0
2
αBr = f
(r)
2 (9.100)
3. ϕ2 constraint:
(2r − 2ν)αCr − αG0 αAr = f (r)3 (9.101)
4. $2 constraint:
− 2(2 + 2ν)
αG0
(2r − 2ν)αDr − (2r − 2ν − 4)αBr = f (r)4 (9.102)
where on the right hand side we have functions f (r) = (f
(r)
1 , · · · , f (r)4 ) of all the previously determined
coefficients and {αGj }, i.e., f (r) = f (r)(α(0), · · · ,α(r−1); {αGj }). So the general structure of these equations
for any r is given by
M (r) ·α(r) = f (r) (9.103)
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where
M (r) =

1 0 2(2+2ν)
αG0
1
(2r − 2−∆+) α
G
0
2
2(2+2ν)
αG0
(2r −∆+) −∆−
−αG0 0 (2r − 2ν) 0
0 −(2r − 2ν − 4) 0 − 2(2+2ν)
αG0
(2r − 2ν)
 (9.104)
and α(r) = (αAr , α
B
r , α
C
r , α
D
r ), f
(r) = (f
(r)
1 , · · · , f (r)4 ) are defined above. The above matrix has the determi-
nant
det M (r) = −8r(r − ν)(r + ν) (9.105)
We see that the determinant is non-zero for generic r > 0, except at the pathological levels r = |ν|, where
the determinant vanishes. However, r is an integer, while for d odd, ν is always half-integral – hence there
are no pathologies for any r > 0 when d is odd. Consequently, det M (r) 6= 0 for any r > 0, which means that
we can solve equation (9.103) to obtain α(r). By induction on r, we can thus determine all the coefficients
of the kernels A,B,C,D uniquely, and determine the canonical transformation at any desired order in
the asymptotic expansion. While we demonstrated this in the case of s = 0 above, the same calculation
generalizes straightforwardly for general spin with the same conclusion. This completes our proof of the
statement that in all odd dimensions, the RG equations are canonically equivalent to the bulk Fronsdal
equations.
A few comments are in order: firstly, if we naively carry over all the above expressions to d even, then it
might seem that the program fails at r = |ν|. This indicates that the asymptotic form of the expansions
for A,B,C,D we have considered above is incomplete for d even – we must also include terms logarithmic
in z2~∂2. Having done so, the arguments we have presented above will go through for even dimensions as
well, but we will not repeat the details here. Secondly, our discussion does not crucially depend on the
choice of the cut-off function K(s) – as long as G˙ has an expansion of the form (9.98), all the arguments
go through. Of course, the detailed form of the canonical transformation would depend on the choice of the
cut-off function. From this point of view, we conclude that the various different choices of cut-off functions in
the boundary correspond to different choices of a canonical-frame in the bulk. Finally, we note that although
we have shown the existence of the canonical transformation to all orders in the expansion in powers of z2~∂2,
these expansions are still somewhat formal, i.e., we do not have any handle on the convergence of the series
we have found for A,B,C,D.
• • •
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Chapter 10
Multi-trace Interactions
In our discussion so far, we have focussed on the holographic dual of the free fixed point deformed by single-
trace operators. In this chapter, we will include multi-trace deformations on the CFT side. In the large N
limit, we will show that the effect of multi-trace deformations simply amounts to a change in the boundary
conditions. Since this discussion is easiest to formulate in the fermionic vector model, we will take this
opportunity to first recall our construction in the fermion case.
10.1 Fermionic U(N) vector model
To be concrete, we will work with the free fermionic U(N) vector model on d = 2 + 1 Minkowski spacetime,
but we expect our discussion to generalize to higher dimensions (and to the Bosonic case as well). The free
Dirac theory has a path-integral definition, in terms of elementary Dirac fields ψm(~x), ~x ∈ R1,2
SDirac =
∫
d3~x ψ¯m(~x)γ
µ~∂µψ
m(~x) (10.1)
All the single-trace operators in this theory can be conveniently packaged into the two bi-local operators
O(~x, ~y) = ψ¯m(~x)ψm(~y), Oµ(~x, ~y) = ψ¯m(~x)γµψm(~y) (10.2)
Corresponding to these operators, we may introduce in the action, the following source terms:
Vfree[O,Oµ] = U +
∫
~x,~y
(
B(~x, ~y)O(~y, ~x) +Wµ(~x, ~y)Oµ(~y, ~x)
)
(10.3)
Here we have also introduced a field U which sources the identity operator to keep track of the overall
normalization. We note that any ambiguity (such as normal ordering) in the definition of the operators
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O(~x, ~y),Oµ(~x, ~y) that are being sourced by A and Wµ can be absorbed into U . We write the corresponding
(unregulated) generating function (or partition function) as
Zfree[B,W ] = e
−Sfree[B,Wµ] =
∫
[DψDψ¯] e−SDirac−Vfree[O,O
µ] (10.4)
where Sfree is the generating function for connected correlators. The subscript free is meant to distinguish
this generating function from the one involving multi-trace deformations (to be introduced shortly). Note
that the source Wµ combines with ~∂µ in the kinetic term to form the “covariant” derivative
Dµ(~x, ~y) = ~∂
(x)
µ δ
3(~x− ~y) +Wµ(~x, ~y) (10.5)
The term covariant here is again used in the context of U(L2) ,which we will discuss shortly. Given the
bi-local nature of our sources and operators, it is convenient to introduce the following “·-product” (following
the Bosonic version)
(f ·g)(~x, ~y) =
∫
d3~u f(~x, ~u)g(~u, ~y) (10.6)
and the trace
Tr (f) =
∫
d3~x f(~x, ~x) (10.7)
Background symmetries
As the reader may have anticipated by now, the free Dirac theory has a U(L2) background symmetry [38, 39]
ψ′m(~x) =
∫
~y
L(~x, ~y)ψm(~y), L†·L(~x, ~y) = δd(~x− ~y) (10.8)
under which the path-integral measure is formally invariant, and the sources Wµ and B transform like a
connection and an adjoint-valued field respectively:
W ′µ = L−1·Wµ·L+ L−1· [∂µ,L]· , B′ = L−1·B·L (10.9)
Given these transformation properties, the derivative operator Dµ introduced in equation (10.5) transforms
covariantly under U(L2). The above discussion can be naturally formulated in terms of the geometry of
infinite jet bundles (see Appendix C for details), but we will not have the need for this formalism in the
present chapter.
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An important consequence of the above symmetry is that the free fixed point can be reached by setting
B = 0 and Wµ = W
(0)
µ , with W
(0)
µ any flat connection
dW (0) +W (0) ∧W (0) = 0 (10.10)
where d = dxµ [∂µ, ·]· is the exterior derivative. For this reason, we will henceforth pull out a flat piece from
the full source W and write it as (see also equations (10.13) and (10.14) below)
W = W (0) + Ŵ (10.11)
Indeed, it is Ŵ and B which parametrize arbitrary single-trace, tensorial deformations away from the free-
fixed point, and thus single-trace RG flows away from the free CFT.
In addition to U(L2), we also have a background Weyl symmetry, which together with U(L2) we refer to
as CU(L2). In order to make this explicit, we introduce a conformal factor z in the background metric
ηµν 7→ z−2ηµν , and redefine the sources by rescaling them:
Bold = z
d+1Bnew, Wold = z
dWnew (10.12)
where of course d = 3. For simplicity, we will drop the subscripts new presently, and resurrect them when
required. With these changes, the kinetic term and the source terms take the form
SDirac[ψ] =
1
zd−1
∫
~x,~u,~y
ψ¯m(~x)γ
µD(0)µ (~x, ~y)ψ
m(~y) (10.13)
Vfree[O,Oµ] = 1
zd−1
∫
~x,~y
B(~x, ~y)O(~y, ~x) + 1
zd−1
∫
~x,~y
Ŵµ(~x, ~y)Oµ(~y, ~x) (10.14)
where we have now absorbed the flat piece W (0) of the full connection into the kinetic term, by defining
D(0)µ =
~∂(x)µ δ
d(~x− ~y) +W (0)µ (~x, ~y)
It is clear now that the action is invariant under
ψm(~x) 7→ λ d−12 ψm(~x), z → λ z (10.15)
where λ is a constant (i.e. spacetime independent) scale factor. More generally, we could consider arbitrary
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Weyl transformations by making λ ~x-dependent, but we will not do so here. As before, we note that µ ∝ 1/z
will end up being the effective “renormalization scale”.
Renormalization group & holography
Of course, equation (10.4) needs regularization in order to render the path integral convergent. Following
our discussion in the Bosonic case, we will once again regulate the kinetic term in the action by introducing
a smooth cutoff function K(s) which has the property that K(s)→ 1 for s < 1 and K(s)→ 0 for s > 1. We
thus write the new regulated kinetic term as
Sreg.Dirac = −
1
zd−1
∫
~x,~y
ψ¯m(~x)K
−1
(
−z2D2(0)/M2
)
γµD(0)µ (~x, ~y)ψ
m(~y) (10.16)
whereD2(0) = η
µνD
(0)
µ ·D(0)ν , andM is an auxiliary cutoff scale. Note that this choice of regulator preserves the
U(L2) symmetry, while ostensibly breaking the dilatation symmetry. The regulated path integral becomes
Zfree[z;B, Ŵ ] = e
−Sfree[z;B,Ŵ ] =
∫ [
Dψ¯Dψ
]
e−S
reg.
Dirac−Vfree[O,Oµ] (10.17)
It is clear from the path integral that as we tune z from  to ∞, the effective cutoff for the field theory
decreases from ΛUV =
M
 to zero. What we’re interested in computing, of course, is the path integral at
z = , in the limit → 0. From the Wilsonian point of view, this process of lowering the cutoff is interpreted
as progressively integrating out fast modes. The partition function Zfree must therefore remain unchanged
under this process, and the effect of integrating out modes can be accounted for by making the source B
and Ŵ z-dependent. We will label the resulting fields B(z; ~x, ~y) and Ŵ(z; ~x, ~y) respectively, to indicate that
they live in the one-higher dimensional bulk space. The boundary values of these fields at z =  (or in RG
terms, the bare values) will be denoted by b(0) and ŵ
(0)
µ respectively. Similarly, the vevs
〈O〉 = δSfree
δB
, 〈Oµ〉 = δSfree
δWµ
(10.18)
also evolve into bulk fields which we denote as P(z; ~x, ~y) and Pµ(z; ~x, ~y) respectively. In fact, (B,P), and
(Ŵµ,Pµ) form canonically conjugate coordinates on the bulk phase space. Finally, along the RG trajectory,
we also have the freedom to perform arbitrary U(L2) gauge transformations, and as a result, the connection
W (0) also evolves into a flat connection in the bulk, which we label W(0) (the z-component of which keeps
track of the gauge transformations along RG). The RG evolution equations for the above fields are most
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conveniently obtained using Polchinki’s formulation of the exact renormalization group [60]. These are most
compactly written by introducing the fields
A = B + γµŴµ, P = P + γµPµ (10.19)
In these terms, the renormalization group equations are given by (the details are identical to the Bosonic
case, which can be found in Appendix C)
F (0) = dW(0) +W(0) ∧·W(0) = 0 (10.20)
D(0)z A = ∂zA+
[
W(0)z ,A
]
·
= A·∆F ·A (10.21)
D(0)z P = ∂zP +
[
W(0)z ,P
]
·
= iN∆F − P ·A·∆F −∆F ·A·P (10.22)
where d = dz∂z + d~x
µ [∂µ, ·]· is the bulk exterior derivative, and we have used the convenient notation
∆F = − 2z
M2
γµD(0)µ ·K˙
(
z2D2(0)/M
2
)
(10.23)
with K˙(s) = ∂sK(s). Most importantly, the above equations are in fact the Hamilton’s equations of motion
for the bulk Hamiltonian
Hfree[A,P ] = Tr P ·
([
A,W(0)z
]
·
+A·∆F ·A
)
−NTr ∆F ·A (10.24)
which in fact, satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi relation
Hfree = −∂Sfree
∂z
(10.25)
Note that the trace Tr now includes trace over the Clifford indices, and an additional factor of half for
convenience. This is the central observation which leads to a holographic interpretation of the renormalization
group equations. We can use the above Hamiltonian, to construct a bulk “action”
Sbulk =
∫ 
∞
dz Tr
(
P ·
(
D(0)z A−A·∆F ·A
)
+N∆F ·A
)
(10.26)
The boundary conditions
A(; ~x, ~y) = b(0)(~x, ~y) + γµŵ(0)µ (~x, ~y), (10.27)
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can be implemented by adding to the bulk action, boundary terms at z = :
Sbdry =
(
Tr (P ·A)− Vfree
)
z=
= Tr
(
P ·
(
A− b(0) − γµŵ(0)µ
))
z=
(10.28)
Solving the bulk equations of motion with respect to the boundary conditions (10.27) and
lim
z→∞P (z; ~x, ~y) = 0 (10.29)
one obtains the bulk action on-shell. Once again, it turns out that the on-shell action organizes itself in
terms of a Witten-diagram expansion, and indeed, precisely reproduces the generating function of connected
correlators in the boundary field theory
Sbulk,o.s[; b
(0), ŵ(0)µ ] = Sfree[; b
(0), ŵ(0)µ ] (10.30)
which is precisely the statement of holographic duality. The detailed derivation for these statements in the
Bosonic case has already appeared in previous chapters, so we do not repeat it here. Note that Sbdry drops
out of the above equation, because it is zero on-shell; this will change however in the interacting version.
This concludes our introduction to the holographic dual of the free, Dirac U(N) vector model. Our main
aim in the following sections is to deduce the holographic dual to the above theory with generic multi-trace
deformations turned on. In particular, this will allow us to understand the holography of the critical vector
model.
10.2 Multi-trace Interactions in Vector Models
In the previous section, we considered the holographic representation of the generating functional of free
vector models with single-trace operators turned on. Vector models perturbed by local double-trace defor-
mations (particularly those involving spin zero or one currents) are well understood at large N , and are
known to possess non-trivial critical points. Here, we are interested in the more general case of vector mod-
els with arbitrary multi-trace interactions, i.e. interaction terms constructed as products of the single-trace,
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bi-local operators O(~x, ~y) = ψ¯m(~x)ψm(~y) and Oµ(~x, ~y) = ψ¯m(~x)γµψm(~y):
Vint[
{
A
(k)
µ1···µs
}
,
1
N
O, 1
N
Oµ] =
∞∑
k=0
k∑
s=0
1
k!k(d−1)
∫
{~xk,~yk}
A
(k)
µ1···µs(~x1, ~y1; · · · ; ~xk, ~yk) (10.31)
× 1
N
O(~x1, ~y1) · · · 1
N
O(~xk−s, ~yk−s) 1
N
Oµ1(~xk−s+1, ~yk−s+1) · · · 1
N
Oµs(~xk, ~yk)
where the powers of N have been appropriately chosen for the large-N limit to exist. Although such
deformations go well beyond what is known from field theory analyses, within our formalism there is no
particular advantage to be gained by simplifying further. The corresponding path integral, which we denote
with the subscript int, is given by
Zint[;
{
A
(k)
µ1···µs
}
] = e−Sint[;{A
(k)
µ1···µs}] =
∫
[DψDψ¯]e−S
reg.
Dirac−NVint[{A(k)µ1···µs},O,Oµ] (10.32)
Note that we specify the multi-trace interactions above at z = : from the field theory point of view,
this has the interpretation of specifying the bare values of the various couplings. Of course, A(0) = U ,
while A(1) = b(0) and A
(1)
µ = ŵ
(0)
µ source single-trace operators, and the rest are multi-trace sources. The
interactions (10.31) might seem like a drastic generalization from free field theory. But from the bulk point
of view (as we will see from various different angles), they merely lead, at leading order in 1/N , to a different
choice of boundary conditions, which of course, is known to be the correct picture [76].
In order to proceed, we use the Hubbard-Stratanovich trick — we introduce four auxiliary bi-local fields
λ(~x, ~y), ρ(~x, ~y), λµ(~x, ~y), ρ
µ(~x, ~y) (10.33)
and write the above path integral as
Zint =
∫
[Dψ¯DψDλDρDλµDρ
µ]e−S
reg
Dirac−Tr λ·(O−Nρ)−Tr λµ·(Oµ−Nρµ)−NVint[{A(k)µ1···µs},ρ,ρµ] (10.34)
where (schematically)
Vint[{A(k)µ1···µs}, ρ, ρµ] =
∞∑
k=0
k∑
s=0
1
k!k(d−1)
∫
{xk,yk}
A
(k)
µ1···µs ρ · · · ρ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−s
ρµ1 · · · ρµs (10.35)
Since path integrals over bi-local fields are perhaps not familiar, we pause momentarily to define them here.
To do so, we introduce an orthonormal basis of functions χα(~x), a basis for L2(R1,d−1). Then, any bi-local
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field λ(~x, ~y) can be written in terms of these as
λ(~x, ~y) =
∑
α,β
λαβ χα(~x)χ
∗
β(~y)
where λαβ are C-valued. Thus, we can regard the path integral over λ(~x, ~y) to be defined as
∫
[Dλ] =
∏
α,β
∫
C
dRe λαβ dIm λαβ .
With this definition, it is a straightforward exercise to check the validity of equation (10.34). Moving on, we
can now perform the ψ, ψ¯ integrations in (10.34) and rewrite this path integral in terms of the generating
functional for the original free CFT (defined in equation (10.17))
Zint[, {A(k)µ1···µs}] =
∫
[DλDρDλµDρ
µ] e−Sfree[;λ,λµ]+NTr λ·ρ+NTr λµ·ρ
µ−NVint[{A(k)µ1···µs},ρ,ρµ]. (10.36)
We will now try to deduce and analyze the holographic representation of Zint given in the above equation.
We will do this in two steps – we first deal with the case N →∞, where the answer is easiest to state. Then
in step two we connect this with the Wilsonian RG flow for the multi-trace couplings {A(k)µ1···µs} (at N =∞).
1. Saddle point evaluation at N =∞: Since all the terms in the exponential in the above path-integral
are proportional to N , in the N →∞ limit, the path integral localizes on the solutions to the Euler-Lagrange
equations with respect to λ, λµ, ρ, ρ
µ, the saddle point equations (gap equations):
λ∗ =
δVint
δρ∗
, λ∗,µ =
δVint
δρµ∗
(10.37)
ρ∗ =
1
N
δSfree
δλ∗
, ρµ∗ =
1
N
δSfree
δλ∗,µ
(10.38)
Of course, from the bulk point of view, λ∗, λ∗;µ, ρ∗, ρ
µ
∗ are boundary values of bulk fields, and so the above
saddle point equations lead to a generalized set of boundary conditions. Substitution into (10.36) gives
Sint[; {A(k)µ1···µs}] = So.s.bulk[;λ∗, λ∗,µ]−NTr λ∗·ρ∗ −NTr λ∗,µ·ρµ∗ +NVint[{A(k)µ1···µs}, ρ∗, ρµ∗ ] (10.39)
where we have used equation (10.30). From equation (10.39), it is obvious that the difference between
the holographic dual of the free vector model and the interacting vector model, at large N , boils down to
boundary terms. Indeed, all the additional terms in (10.39), as well as the modified boundary conditions,
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can be accounted for simply, by replacing the boundary action in (10.28) by
S˜bdry =
(
Tr P ·A−NVint[{A(k)µ1···µs},P,Pµ]
)
z=
(10.40)
The role of these generalized boundary terms, is to implement the generalized boundary conditions1
A() = N
δVint
δP ()
(10.41)
which from the field theory point of view correspond to the saddle point equations (10.37). Indeed, these are
precisely the multi-trace boundary conditions described in [76]. Thus, we conclude that in the N →∞ limit,
the bulk equations of motion and the bulk action dual to the interacting vector model are precisely the same
as that of the free vector model, the only difference being that we must use the modified boundary conditions
(10.41).
2. Renormalization group at N = ∞: As we lower the cut-off from z =  to z = ∞, the multi-trace
sources {A(k)µ1···µs} flow with z. Indeed, the Polchinski exact RG equation
1
N
z∂zVint =
δVint
δψ¯m
·∆F ·δVint
δψm
− i
N
Tr ∆F · δ
2Vint
δψ¯mδψm
(10.42)
in this case gives us an infinite set of flow equations for {A(k)µ1···µs}. This might seem to imply that all the
multi-trace sources A
(k)
µ1···µs become dynamical fields in the bulk holographic description. However, as should
be clear by now, this is incorrect. A simple way to see this in the N →∞ limit is to realize that the vevs of all
the multi-trace operators factorize into products of vevs of single-trace operators. Consequently, if we regard
multi-trace sources to be dynamical, then the purported symplectic structure would be degenerate. So, at
least in this limit, the multi-trace sources do not become dynamical in the bulk – it is only the single-trace
sources which become dynamical bulk fields.
However, there is a puzzle here: if the multi-trace sources do not become dynamical in the bulk, then is it
possible to deduce their renormalization group flow (namely equation (10.42)) from our bulk holographic
equations? In particular, there are infinitely many multi-trace sources, while there are only four bulk
equations for single-trace sources and vevs. The answer to this puzzle turns out to be in the affirmative,
and remarkably simple. If A(z) and P (z) satisfy the bulk equations of motion with boundary conditions
1Here we have defined δ
δP
= δ
δP + γ
µ δ
δPµ .
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(10.41), then define a one-parameter family of functions Vint(z) which satisfies
A(z) = N
δVint(z)
δP (z)
(10.43)
We claim that the running sources {A(k)µ1···µs(z)} can be read off from Vint(z) by simply expanding it in a
power series in P and reading off the coefficients, i.e.
Vint(z) =
∞∑
k=0
k∑
s=0
1
Nkk!zk(d−1)
∫
{xk,yk}
A
(k)
µ1···µs(z) P(z) · · · P(z) Pµ1(z) · · · Pµs(z) (10.44)
Let us now show that this is indeed the case. Differentiating equation (10.43) with respect to z, we obtain
(we use minimal notation to avoid cluttering up the equations)
z
dA
dz
= N
δ
δP
z∂zVint +Nz
dP
dz
δ2Vint
δP 2
(10.45)
Using the Hamiltonian equations of motion, we get
δHfree
δP
= N
δ
δP
z∂zVint −N δHfree
δA
δ2Vint
δP 2
(10.46)
Rearranging the above equation gives the following flow equation for Vint:
z∂zVint =
1
N
Hfree[N δVint
δP
,P ] + V0 (10.47)
where the P -independent term V0 is basically the overall normalization of the path integral, and might be
ignored. In order to obtain the RG flow of multi-trace couplings, we need only solve this equation. As a
check, note that using the explicit form of the Hamiltonian from equation (10.24), we get
1
N
z∂zVint = − 1
N
Tr P ·
[
W(0)z ,
δVint
δP
]
·
+ Tr P ·δVint
δP
·∆F ·δVint
δP
− iTr ∆F ·δVint
δP
(10.48)
This equation is precisely the covariantized version of the Polchinski exact RG equation (10.42) for the Dirac
theory in the large-N limit.2 In this way, the bulk theory reproduces all the infinitely many RG equations
for the multi-trace couplings from the bulk equations of motion. Interestingly, although we have derived
equation (10.47) in the specific example of the free fermion CFT, the above arguments go through more
2This is because, while acting on Vint, we have
δ
δψm(~x)
=
∫
~y
ψ¯m(~y)
δ
δP (~x, ~y)
,
δ
δψ¯m(~x)
=
∫
~y
ψm(~y)
δ
δP (~y, ~x)
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generally for any CFT with a holographic dual. Consider a CFT with a set of “single-trace operators”,
which we collectively label O, and let A and P be the corresponding bulk sources and their conjugate
momenta. Let H[A,P ] be the bulk Hamiltonian. Then the Wilsonian effective action for multi-trace sources
satisfies the flow equation [56]
z∂zVint = H
[
δVint
δP
,P
]
In this context, we might regard the above equation as a generalized Polchinski equation.
This concludes our discussion of the exact renormalization group and its interpretation as a dual holographic
theory (in the Hamiltonian framework). To summarize, we considered the Bosonic and Fermionic U(N)
vector models close to their free fixed points, with single-trace deformations turned on. We formulated
these theories by recasting the single-trace deformations in terms of a background U(L2) connection and an
adjoint-valued 0-form, which are closely related to the geometry of infinite jet bundles. The renormalization
group equations for these sources were written as U(L2) covariant, geometric equations of motion. Including
the RG flow of the vevs of the corresponding operators, RG was formulated in terms of a Hamiltonian
system of equations on a one-higher dimensional bulk spacetime. The bulk on-shell action was evaluated
explicitly, and shown to reproduce all the correlation functions of the boundary CFT, consistent with the
holographic dictionary. Furthermore, the linearized bulk equations of motion were shown to contain the
Fronsdal equations of motion on AdS space, thus proving the equivalence of our equations with Vasiliev
higher spin equations at the linearized level. Finally, it was argued that turning on multi-trace deformations
in the CFT corresponds to a different choice of boundary conditions in the limit N → ∞, which is again
consistent with the known AdS/CFT dictionary. Our construction provides a concrete boundary to bulk
realization of the AdS/CFT correspondence as a geometrization of the renormalization group, in addition
to a new (potentially more accessible) formulation of higher spin theories on AdS.
• • •
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Appendix A
Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics
In this appendix, we present a detailed review of Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics (SQM) on manifolds
with torsion and curvature, and use it to compute asymptotic expansions involving the heat kernel of the
Dirac operator on such manifolds.
A.1 Classical N = 1 SQM
We start with the Lagrangian
Lmin =
1
2
gij(x)
dxi
dt
dxj
dt
+
i
2
gij(x)ψ
i
(
dψi
dt
+
dxk
dt
Γjklψ
l
)
(A.1)
where the quantity
(
dψi
dt +
dxk
dt Γ
j
klψ
l
)
is simply the covariant derivative of ψj along x˙k, and will henceforth
be denoted by ∇tψj . It is worthwhile noting that the Lagrangian can also be written equivalently as
Lmin =
1
2
gij(x)x˙
ix˙j +
i
2
ηabψ
a
(
ψ˙b + x˙kωk
b
cψ
c
)
(A.2)
where we have introduced the new variables ψa = eai ψ
i, and ω is the connection for local Lorentz transfor-
mations. The ψa’s are to be treated as the canonical variables, and therefore the correct canonical momenta
are
pi = gij x˙
j +
i
2
ηabψ
aωi
b
cψ
c, pia = − i
2
ψa (A.3)
We are interested in constructing a torsionful Lagrangian L invariant under the following supersymmetry
transformation:
δxi = iηψi, δψi = −ηx˙i (A.4)
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or in terms of the ψa’s
δxi = iηeiaψ
a, δψa = −ηeai x˙i − iηeicωiadψcψd +
i
2
ηT abcψ
bψc (A.5)
N = 1 Superspace
We construct the superfield corresponding to (xi, ψi) as Xi = xi+θψi. The differential representation of the
supersymmetry generator Q on superfields is given by Q = (−∂θ+iθ∂t) with Q2 = −i∂t, and δX = −iηQ X.
It is easy to check that a supersymmetry covariant derivative is given by D = (∂θ + iθ∂t), with {Q,D} = 0,
andD2 = i∂t. It is evident from the above constructions, that for any function f(X) = ft(x
i, ψi)+θfθ(x
i, ψi),
one can obtain a supersymmetry invariant by constructing
L =
∫
dθf(X), δL = −η∂tft (A.6)
For example, if we take f(X) = − 12ηijDXi(i∂tXj) = − 12ηijDXiD2Xj , we get the supersymmetric la-
grangian in flat space, Lflat =
1
2 x˙
ix˙i +
i
2ψ
iψ˙i. More generally, it is easy to see that for
f(X) = −1
2
gij(X)DX
iD2Xj , L(0) =
1
2
gij x˙
ix˙j +
i
2
ψi∇ˆtψj (A.7)
which is the supersymmetric Lagrangian in curved space without torsion. Here,∇ˆ stands for Levi-Civita
connection. From equation ( A.6), we get
δL(0) = −η∂tft = iη
2
d
dt
(gijψ
ix˙j). (A.8)
It is also worth noting that if we consider the superfield Df(X) = fθ + iθ∂tft, and construct a similar
supersymmetry-invariant out of it, we find that iδft = −ηfθ+C, where C is some time-independent constant.
Thus in most cases, we find that supersymmetry closed constructions are also supersymmetry exact. For
instance, in the example of curved torsionless spacetime considered above, we conclude that
δ
(
1
2
gijψ
ix˙j
)
= −η
(
1
2
gij x˙
ix˙j +
i
2
ψi∇ˆtψj
)
(A.9)
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Torsion terms
Let Cijk be the torsion tensor, while Ωijk =
1
2 (Cijk−Cjki +Ckij) is the contorsion tensor. We now attempt
to add torsion terms:
L(1A) =
1
2
Ωijk(X)DX
iDXjDXk|θ = i
2
Ωijk
(
x˙iψjψk − x˙jψiψk + x˙kψiψj)+ 1
2
∂mΩijkψ
mψiψjψk
=
i
2
Ωijk
(
2x˙iψjψk − x˙jψiψk)+ 1
4
∂mCijkψ
mψiψjψk
=
i
2
Ωijk
(
2x˙iψjψk − x˙jψiψk)+ 1
2
Nmijkψ
mψiψjψk (A.10)
where Nmijk is defined as (T
a∧Ta−Rab∧ea∧eb) = Nmijkdxm∧dxi∧dxj∧dxk. In the last line we have used
∂mCijk = gil(∂mC
l
jk + Γ
l
mpC
p
jk) + ΓlmiC
l
jk, along with the Bianchi identity for torsion DT
a = Rab ∧ eb.
Using the fact that Ωijkx˙
iψjψk = Ωijkx˙
jψiψk + Cijkx˙
kψiψj we can write L(1) as
L(1A) =
i
2
Ωijkx˙
jψiψk + iCijkx˙
kψiψj +
1
2
Nmijkψ
mψiψjψk (A.11)
It is curious to note that there is one more way of writing the above action, which is
L(1A) =
i
2
Ωijk
(
x˙iψjψk − x˙jψiψk + x˙kψiψj)+ 1
2
Nmijkψ
mψiψjψk
= − i
2
Ωijkx˙
jψiψk +
i
2
(Ωijk − Ωikj)x˙iψjψk + 1
2
Nmijkψ
mψiψjψk
= − i
2
Ωijkx˙
jψiψk +
i
2
Cijkx˙
iψjψk +
1
2
Nmijkψ
mψiψjψk (A.12)
The different ways of writing this term are simply different ways of packaging Ωijk - the equivalence can be
easily checked. The supersymmetry variation is given by
δL(1A) = −η d
dt
(
1
2
Ωijk(X)DX
iDXjDXk|t
)
= −η
2
d
dt
(Ωijkψ
iψjψk) (A.13)
We notice that the first term in L(1A) is the minimal coupling term. We will henceforth stick to the second
version of L(1A) in equation A.12, because the contractions are more natural1 If we take the full Lagrangian
to be L = L(0) − L(1A), we get
L =
1
2
gij x˙
ix˙j +
i
2
ψi∇tψj − i
2
Cijkx˙
iψjψk − 1
2
Nmijkψ
mψiψjψk (A.14)
1In fact, it is this version which gives the correct Dirac operator as we will see in a short while.
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where now ∇ stands for the full connection. The supersymmetry variation is given by
δL = η
d
dt
(
i
2
gijψ
ix˙j +
1
2
Ωijkψ
iψjψk
)
(A.15)
We also remind ourselves from our discussion of SUSY closed implies SUSY exact, that we have
δ
(
i
2
gijψ
ix˙j +
1
2
Ωijkψ
iψjψk
)
= −iηL (A.16)
Hamiltonian
We now compute the classical Hamiltonian for this theory. We have the bosonic momentum pi = x˙i +
i
2ωi,abψ
ab − i2Ci,abψab, and the fermionic momentum ρa = − i2ψa. The Hamiltonian is given by
H = gijpix˙j + η
abψ˙aρb − L
=
1
2
gij x˙ix˙j +
1
2
Nabcdψ
aψbψcψd
=
1
2
gijpiipij +
i
2
ψaψbCkabpii −
1
4
Rab,cdψ
aψbψcψd (A.17)
where pii = pi − i2ωi,abψaψb.
Yang-Mills
In order to add Yang-Mills (internal) gauge degrees to the theory, we introduce new superfields NM = ηM +
θDM and N¯M = η¯M+θD¯M , with the superspace action SYM = −
∫
dtdθ N¯M (DN
M+iDXiAαi (X)T
αM
NN
N ).
In component language, we get (we suppress the vector index)
SYM =
∫
dt iη¯(η˙ + ix˙kAαkT
αη)− iη¯ψkAαkTαD + iη¯ψjψk∂jAαkTαη − (D¯D + iD¯ψiAαi Tαη) (A.18)
We can eliminate the auxiliary field D by using the equations of motion D = −iψiAαi Tαη and D¯ =
−iη¯ψiAαi Tα to get
SYM =
∫
dt iη¯(
d
dt
η + x˙kAαkT
αη) +
i
2
η¯ψjψkFαjkT
αη (A.19)
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We can add SYM to the action derived before. Now the full hamiltonian gets modified to
H =
1
2
gijpiipij +
i
2
ψaψbCkabpii −
1
4
Rab,cdψ
aψbψcψd − i
2
η¯ψjψkFαjkT
αη (A.20)
where now pii = pi − i2ωi,abψaψb + η¯Aαi Tαη.
Supercharge
We can calculate the supercharge from here as
ηQ = δxipi + δψ
apia −
(
i
2
ηgijψ
j x˙i +
η
2
Ωijkψ
iψjψk
)
= iηψaeiapi +
1
2
ηeicψ
cωˆi,adψ
aψd − η
2
Ωabcψ
aψbψc (A.21)
Upon quantization, we must replace pi → −i∂i, and ψa → 1√2γa. The first two terms give us the Dirac
operator with the Levi-Civita connection, while the last term can be simplified as
η
2
Ωabcγ
aγbγc = −η
2
Ωabcγ
bγaγc + ηΩaacγ
c
= −η
2
Ωabcγ
bγac + ηΩaacγ
c
= −η
2
Ωabcγ
bac
Thus the supercharge upon quantization becomes
ηQ =
η√
2
(
/DLC +
1
4
Ωabcγ
bac
)
=
η√
2
/D (A.22)
where the subscript LC stands for Levi-Civita. So we learn that ignoring ordering ambiguities of quantum
mechanics, the torsional Dirac operator can be realized as the supersymmetry charge corresponding to this
model. We now deal with the operator ordering issues.
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A.2 Quantum N = 1 SQM
In order to calculate anomalies, we need to work with R = − 12e1/2 /D
2
e−1/2 as our regulator, where /D =
γaeia(∂i +
1
4ωi,bcγ
bc +Bi + iAi) and e = det(e
a
i ). A standard Weitzenbock calculation yields
/D2 = gijD(Γ)i Dj −
1
2
γijCkijDk + 1
2
γijBij +
1
8
γijγabRab,ij +
i
2
γabFab (A.23)
Using this, we write our regulator in the form
R = −1
2
e1/2
(
gijD(Γ)i Dj −
1
2
γijCkijDk + 1
2
γijBij +
1
8
γijγabRab,ij +
i
2
γabFab
)
e−1/2
= −1
2
e−1/2
(DiegijDj − 2eBjDj) e−1/2 − 1
2
e1/2
(
−1
2
γijCkijDk + 1
2
γijBij +
1
8
γijγabRab,ij +
i
2
γabFab
)
e−1/2
= −1
2
e−1/2
(
Dieg
ijDj + (∂i(eB
i)− eBiBi)
)
e−1/2 − 1
2
e1/2
(
−1
2
γijCkijDk + 1
2
γijBij
+
1
8
γijγabRab,ij +
i
2
γabFab
)
e−1/2 (A.24)
where Di = ∂i+
1
4ωi,abγ
ab+ iAαi T
α. Now in the quantum theory, we can make the replacements pˆi = −i~∂i,
ψˆa = 1√
2
γa and Tα = cˆ∗M (Tα)
M
N cˆ
N . We denote pˆii = pˆi − i~2 ωi,abψˆaψˆb + ~Aαi cˆ∗Tαcˆ. From now on, we will
drop the hats on the operators, with the understanding that until we Weyl order the expression and put it
inside a path integral, the pi’s, ψ
a’s and c’s are operators. The regulator becomes
~2R = 1
2
e−1/2
(
piieg
ijpij
)
e−1/2 +
i~
2
e1/2ψaψbCkabpike
−1/2 − ~
2
4
ψcψdψaψbRab,cd − i~
2
2
ψaψbFαabc
∗Tαc
− 1
2
(
~2ψaψbBab + ~2(e−1∂i(eBi)−BiBi)− ~2ψaψbCkabBk
)
(A.25)
Next, we Weyl order the terms in the first line; terms in the second line are already Weyl ordered. Note that
the internal fields will not be Weyl ordered. Let us first look at 12e
−1/2piiegijpije−1/2. We have
1
2
e−1/2piegijpje−1/2 =
1
2
pig
ijpj +
~2
4
∂i(g
ij∂j ln(e)) +
~2
8
gij∂iln(e)∂j ln(e) (A.26)
=
1
2
(pig
ijpj)S +
~2
8
∂i∂jg
ij +
~2
4
∂i(g
ij∂j ln(e)) +
~2
8
gij∂iln(e)∂j ln(e)
A quick calculation gives us
1
2
e−1/2piegijpje−1/2 =
1
2
(pig
ijpj)S − ~
2
8
Rˆ+
~2
8
ΓˆijkΓˆ
j
ilg
kl (A.27)
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where the hats indicate Levi-Civita connection. Similarly, Weyl ordering the four fermion term gives us
1
2
e−1/2(
i~
2
ωi,abψ
aψb)egij(
i~
2
ωj,cdψ
cψd)e−1/2 = −~
2
8
gijωi,cdωi,ab(ψ
cψdψaψb)A +
~2
16
gijωi,cdω
cd
j (A.28)
The two-fermion term gives no additional counterterms and can be written in the Weyl ordered form as
− i~4 {pi, gijωj,abψab}. Now we move on to the second term - i~2 e1/2ψaψbCkabpike−1/2. We observe that
i~
2
e1/2ψaψbCkabpke
−1/2 =
i~
2
(ψabCkabpk)S − ~
2
4
ψab(∂kC
k
ab + Γ
m
mkC
k
ab + 2BkC
k
ab) (A.29)
~2
4
ψabCkabωk,cdψ
cd =
~2
4
Ckabωk,cd(ψ
aψbψcψd)A +
~2
8
ωk,abC
k
ba +
~2
2
Ckabωk,bcψ
ac (A.30)
The curvature term can be written as
− ~
2
4
Rab,cdψ
cψdψaψb = −~
2
4
Rab,cd(ψ
cψdψaψb)A +
~2
8
R− ~
2
2
Rab,adψ
bd (A.31)
Thus the regulator after Weyl ordering becomes
~2R =
(
1
2
gijpiipij +
i~
2
ψaψbCkabpik − ~
2
4
Rab,cdψ
aψbψcψd − i~
2
2
ψaψbFαabc
∗Tαc
)
W
+ counterterms
(A.32)
We observe that the Weyl ordered piece of the regulator is essentially the Hamiltonian for N=1 Supersym-
metric quantum mechanics derived previously. We now focus on the counterterms.
Counterterms
Let us consider
Rab,cd = Rˆab,cd + (DcΩd,ab −DdΩc,ab) + Ωe,abT ecd − (Ωc,aeΩd,eb − Ωd,aeΩc,eb) (A.33)
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We can use this to see that
Rab,adψ
bd = Rˆab,adψ
bd + (DaΩd,ab −DdΩa,ab)ψbd + Ωe,abT eadψbd − (Ωa,aeΩd,eb − Ωd,aeΩa,eb)ψbd
=
1
2
DaTa,dbψ
bd + (2DdBbψ
bd +BeTe,db)ψ
bd + Ωe,abT
e
adψ
bd + Ωd,aeΩa,ebψ
bd
=
1
2
DaTa,dbψ
bd +Bdbψ
bd +
1
2
(Ta,eb + Tb,ae)T
e
adψ
bd − 1
4
(Ta,de + Te,ad)Tb,aeψ
bd
=
1
2
DaTa,dbψ
bd +Bdbψ
bd +
1
2
Ta,ebT
e
adψ
bd (A.34)
This yields
− ~
2
2
Rab,adψ
bd =
~2
2
(
1
2
DaTa,bd +Bbd − 1
2
Ta,ebT
e
ad
)
ψbd (A.35)
Thus the ψab counterterms all cancel out. In order to compute the remaining counterterms, we notice that
~2
8
R =
~2
8
Rˆ+
~2
2
(DaB
a +BaB
a) +
~2
8
Ωe,abT
e
ab +
~2
8
Ωb,aeΩa,eb
=
~2
8
Rˆ+
~2
2
(e−1∂i(eBi)−BiBi) + ~
2
16
Ta,ebTe,ab +
~2
32
Te,abTe,ab (A.36)
The ψ independent counterterms reduce to
~2
8
ΓˆijkΓˆ
j
ilg
kl +
~2
16
gijωi,cdω
cd
j +
~2
8
Ωb,aeΩa,eb − ~
2
8
ωˆk,abC
k
ab (A.37)
We henceforth denote all the counterterms by Lct. It should be noted that this can be rearranged to put it
in the form
Lct =
~2
8
ΓˆijkΓˆ
j
ilg
kl +
~2
16
ωˆi,cdωˆ
cd
i +
~2
16
ωˆe,ab(Ta,eb + Te,ba + Tb,ae)− ~
2
32
(Tb,ae + Ta,eb + Te,ba)Ωb,ae
=
~2
8
ΓˆijkΓˆ
j
ilg
kl +
~2
16
ωˆi,cdωˆ
cd
i +
3~2
16
ωˆe,abT[a,eb] − 3~
2
32
T[b,ae]Ω[b,ae]
=
~2
8
ΓˆijkΓˆ
j
ilg
kl +
~2
16
Wi,cdW
cd
i −
3~2
8
Ω[b,ae]Ω[b,ae] (A.38)
where Wi,ab = ωˆi,ab + 3Ω[i,ab]. Notice that the counterterms only see the totally anti-symmetric part of
torsion. In fact, we could have kept only the totally antisymmetric part of torsion to begin with, and we
would’ve gotten the same answer much faster - this is again a consequence of the fact that the Dirac operator
only sees the totally anti-symmetric part of torsion. Finally, we conclude that the regulator can be written
in the form
~2R =
(
1
2
gijpiipij +
i~
2
ψaψbCkabpik − ~
2
4
Rab,cdψ
aψbψcψd
)
W
+ Lct (A.39)
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where the counterterms are given in two equivalent forms in Eqs A.37, A.38.
A.3 Dirac index and the chiral anomaly
Our first aim is to compute the chiral anomaly in a torsional background using supersymmetric quantum
mechanics. We will mostly follow the treatment of Boer et. al. in this calculation. Using standard arguments
which we don’t repeat here, we have
ind /D = Tr γ5e
1
2β~e
1/2 /D2e−1/2 = Tr γ5e−β~R (A.40)
where 2(β~)−1 = Λ2, Λ being the ultraviolet cutoff. From our previous discussion on SQM, we can write
this as
ind /D = Tr (−1)F e− β~ (H+Lct) (A.41)
where H is the classical Hamiltonian for N = 1 SQM. Again, from standard arguments this can be written
as
ind /D =
∫
PBC
[dxi(τ)dψj(τ)]e−
1
~
∫ 0
−β dτLE (A.42)
where
LE =
1
2
gij x˙
ix˙j +
~
2
gijψ
i∇τψj − ~
2
Cijkx˙
iψjψk +
~2
2
Nmijkψ
mψiψjψk
+ ~η¯(η˙ + x˙kAαkTαη)−
i~2
2
η¯ψjψkFαjkT
αη + Lct (A.43)
is the Euclidean version of Eq A.14 (now with the counterterms added), obtained by the rotation τ = it
- the dots in the above equation now obviously refer to derivatives with respect to τ . The symbol PBC
stands for periodic boundary conditions 2. We also have to add to the Lagrangian certain ghost fields
which enter as a consequence of a careful time-slicing analysis of the path integral. The ghost Lagrangian is
Lg =
1
2gijb
icj + 12gija
iaj , where bi, ci are real anti-commuting ghosts while ai is a real commuting ghost.
Finally, we redefine the time coordinate as s = β−1τ , and rescale the fermion fields ψ = 1√
β~ψ
′, and dropping
2In Euclidean superspace, we have Q = −∂θ − θ∂τ , Q2 = ∂τ , D = ∂θ − θ∂τ , D2 = −∂τ and DXi = ψi − θx˙i. The classical
part of the above Lagrangian can be written as LE =
∫
dθ
(
1
2
gij(X)DX
iD2Xj + 1
2
Ωijk(X)DX
iDXjDXk
)
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the primes for convenience, we have the action
−1
~
S = − 1
~β
∫ 0
−1
ds
(
1
2
gij(x˙
ix˙j + bicj + aiaj) +
1
2
ηabψ
a∇sψb − 1
2
Ciabx˙
iψaψb +
1
2
Nabcdψ
aψbψcψd
)
−
∫ 0
−1
ds
(
η¯(η˙ + x˙kAαkT
αη)− i
2
η¯ψjψkFαjkT
αη
)
− ~β
∫ 0
−1
ds Lct (A.44)
where Lct =
1
8 Γˆ
i
jkΓˆ
j
ilg
kl + 116Wi,cdW
cd
i − 38Ω[b,ae]Ω[b,ae]. We now expand the fields as xi(s) = xi0 +
√
β~qi(s)
and ψa(s) = ψa0 +
√
β~ζa(s)3 about the classical solutions of the free action, which we take to be S0 =
− ∫ 0−1 ds ( 12gij(x0)(q˙iq˙j + bicj + aiaj) + 12ηabζaζ˙b). We have also scaled the ghost fields by a factor of √β~.
Let us now define Hi,ab = Ω[i,ab]. We will find it convenient to work with the modified connection one-form
Wi,ab = ωˆi,ab + 3Hi,ab, so all our expressions will involve these new quantities henceforth. The interaction
terms are
−1
~
Sint =
∫ 0
−1
ds (−β~
4
∂k∂lgij(x0)(x0)q
kql + · · · )(q˙iq˙j + bicj + aiaj)− β~
∫ 0
−1
Lct
−
∫ 0
−1
ds
1
2
√
β~
q˙i
(
Wi,ab(x0) +
√
β~qk∂kWi,ab(x0) +
1
2
β~qkqm∂k∂mWi,ab(x0) + · · ·
)
×
(
ψa0ψ
b
0 + 2
√
β~ζaψb0 + β~ζaζb
)
−
∫ 0
−1
ds
1
2β~
(
N˜abcd(x0) +
√
β~qi∂iN˜abcd(x0) +
1
2
β~qiqj∂i∂jN˜abcd(x0) + · · ·
)
×
(
ψa0ψ
b
0ψ
c
0ψ
d
0 + 4
√
β~ζaψb0ψc0ψd0 + 6β~ζaζbψc0ψd0 + 4(β~)3/2ζaζbζcψd0 + (β~)2ζaζbζcζd
)
−
√
β~
∫ 0
−1
ds q˙kη¯(Aαk +
√
β~∂jAkqj + · · · )Tαη
+
∫ 0
−1
ds
i
2
η¯(ψa0ψ
b
0 + 2
√
β~ζaψb0 + β~ζaζb)(Fαab +
√
β~∂kFαabqk + β~∂j∂kFαabqjqk)Tαη(A.45)
where N˜abcd = N[abcd]. In order to simplify the interaction terms, we will chose Riemann normal coordinates
about the point x0 and chose a frame such that the modified connection Wi,ab(x0) = 0.
Perturbative evaluation
We now evaluate the Dirac index in perturbation theory in d = 4, with β~ as the coupling constant (in the
weak coupling limit). The same computation can be repeated in higher dimensions, but we do not present
all the details here.
3The factor of
√
β~ makes it easier to keep track of the Feynman diagrams we need to compute.
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We first state all the propagators
〈qi(t)qj(s)〉 = −gij(x0)∆(t− s) (A.46a)
〈ai(t)aj(s)〉 = +gij(x0)δ(t− s) (A.46b)
〈bi(t)cj(s)〉 = −2gij(x0)δ(t− s) (A.46c)
〈ζa(t)ζb(s)〉 = 1
2
δab(t− s)− (t− s) (A.46d)
where ∆(t− s) = t(s+ 1)θ(t− s) + s(t+ 1)θ(s− t).
Let us perform the computation order by order - we’ll mainly be interested in the results at β~−1 and β~0
order. At β~−1, we have only one non-trivial diagram
− 1
2β~
N˜abcdψ
a
0ψ
b
0ψ
c
0ψ
d〈1〉 (A.47)
There are many terms at β~0, and we will list the terms (ignoring gauge internal gauge fields for the moment)
below:
1
8
∫ 0
−1
dtds N˜abcd(x0)∂k∂lgij(x0)〈qkql(q˙iq˙j + bicj + aiaj)〉ψabcd0 =
1
48
Rˆ(x0)N˜abcd(x0)ψ
abcd
0 (A.48)
In the above, we have used the normal coordinates formula ∂2(kl)gij =
2
3Ri(k,l)j .
4
− 1
4
∫ 0
−1
dt ∂i∂jN˜abcdψ
abcd
0 〈qi(t)qj(t)〉 = −
1
24
gij(x0)∂i∂jNabcd(x0)ψ
abcd
0 (A.49)
∫ 0
−1
dsdt 4N˜abcdN˜efghψ
hbcd
0 〈ζa(t)ζe(s)ζf (s)ζg(s)〉 = 0 (A.50)
∫ 0
−1
dtds 2N˜abcd∂kWi,ef 〈q˙i(s)qk(s)ζa(t)ζe(s)〉ψfbcd0 =
1
6
δaegikN˜abcd∂kWi,efψ
fbcd
0 (A.51)
9
2
∫
dtds N˜abcdN˜efgh〈ζa(t)ζb(t)ζe(s)ζf (s)〉ψcdgh0 = −
3
4
N˜abcdN˜abghψ
cdgh
0 (A.52)
1
8
∫ 0
−1
dsdt ∂kWi,ab∂lWj,cd〈q˙i(t)q˙j(s)qk(t)ql(s)〉ψabcd0 =
1
96
(gklgij − gkjgil)∂kWi,ab∂lWj,cdψabcd0 (A.53)
− 1
4
∫ 0
−1
dtds FabFcd〈η¯(t)η(t)η¯(s)η(s)〉ψabcd0 (A.54)
4The more general formula (see [?]) is gij(x0 + y) = gij(x0) +
1
3
Ri(k,l)jy
kyl + 1
6
∇mRi(k,l)jykylym + · · ·.
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There is only one counterterm diagram
− 3
16
∫ 0
−1
dtds N˜abcdHe,fgHe,fgψ
abcd
0 = −
3
16
N˜abcdHe,fgHe,fgψ
abcd
0 (A.55)
Putting everything together, and adding the appropriate normalization factor we get
ind( /D) =
1
8pi2β~
abcdNabcd +
1
4pi2
abcd
(
1
48
Rˆ(x0)N˜abcd(x0)− 1
24
gij(x0)∂i∂jNabcd(x0)
+
1
96
(gklgij − gkjgil)∂kWi,ab∂lWj,cd − 3
16
N˜abcdHe,fgHe,fg − 3
4
NmnabNmncd
)
(A.56)
Let us now make an important observation - let R(c)µν,λσ be the curvature corresponding to the connection
ωˆi,ab+ cHi,ab, written in coordinate indices. We have (it is understood that all of the quantities in the below
equation are antisymmetric in µ, ν and λ, σ)
R(c)µνλσ − R(−c)λσ,µν = 2c
(
DˆλHσ,µν + DˆµHν,λσ
)
= 2c(∂λHσ,µν − ∂µHσ,λν) (A.57)
We see that this combination is totally anti-symmetric in all it’s indices, and is in fact proportional to the
Nieh Yan tensor. We thus conclude that
R(c)µνλσ − R(−c)λσ,µν = −4cN[µνλσ] (A.58)
Further, since all our calculations are in a special choice of frame, we are allowed to replace ∂iWj,ab with
1
2R
(3)
ab,ij . Therefore, we will covariantize our answers by making the replacement ∂iWj,ab → 12 (R(−3)ij,ab −
12Nabij). This immdietly gives
ind( /D) =
∫
M
1
8pi2β~
(T a ∧ Ta −Rab ∧ ea ∧ eb) + 1
192pi2
(
R(−3)ab ∧ R(−3)ba + 2dd†(T a ∧ Ta −Rab ∧ ea ∧ eb)
)
(A.59)
where we have used R(−3) = Rˆ − 9Ha,bcHa,bc, and d† = ∗d∗. Finally, we notice that the last term is the
derivative of an invariantly defined form; we will drop such terms. Also, we haven’t considered the Yang-Mills
gauge fields in the above computation, but one can include them easily. Adding back a U(1) gauge field
gives us
ind( /D) =
∫
M
1
8pi2β~
(T a ∧ Ta −Rab ∧ ea ∧ eb) + 1
192pi2
R(−3)ab ∧ R(−3)ba +
1
8pi2
F ∧ F (A.60)
In the general non-Abelian case, the result is simply modified by the Chern class 18pi2 Tr F ∧ F .
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A.4 Diffeomorphism anomaly
The diffeomorphism anomaly due to coupling of chiral fermions to gravity is given by
A[vi] = Tr (γ5viDie−β~R) (A.61)
Similar to the case of the chiral anomaly, we can write this in terms of a Euclidean path integral as
A[vi] =
∫
PBC
[dxi(τ)dψj(τ)]vi(−x˙i + 1
2
Cijkψ
jψk)e−
∫ β
0
dτLE (A.62)
Since the operator insertions are already Weyl ordered, there are no additional Weyl ordering contributions.
We simply exponentiate the insertions, because we are interested in terms first order in v. The additional
terms are
−1
~
Sdiff = − 1
β~
∫ 0
−1
ds vi
(
x˙i − β~
2
Ciabψ
aψb
)
=
∫ 0
−1
ds
{
−q˙i
(
qk∂kvi +
1
2!
√
β~∂2klviqkql +
1
3!
β~∂3klmviqkqlqm + · · ·
)
+
1
2β~
(vab +
√
β~qk∂kvab +
1
2
β~qkql∂2klvab + · · · )(ψa0ψb0 + 2
√
β~ζaψb0 + β~ζaζb)
}
(A.63)
Perturbative evaluation
Once again, we present a sample calculation of the diffeomorphism anomaly in d = 2, although we expect
the technique to go through in higher dimensions as well. In two dimensions, the computation is greatly
simplified by the fact that Hi,ab = 0. So the Lagrangian is effectively torsion-free. The only contribution to
torsion comes from the operator insertions. Once again, let us perturbatively compute the diffeomorphism
anomaly - this time, we chose Riemann normal coordinates, and the frame is chosen such that ωˆi,ab(x0) = 0.
At order (β~)−1, we have only one diagram
1
2β~
viC
i
abψ
a
0ψ
b
0 (A.64)
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Let us now list the diagrams at order (β~)0:
∫ 0
−1
∫
dtds
1
2
〈q˙i(t)qk(t)q˙j(s)ql(s)〉∂kωˆi,ab∂lvjψab0 =
1
24
(gijgkl − gilgjk)∂kωˆi,ab∂lvjψab0 (A.65)
− 1
8
∫ 0
−1
dtds viC
i
ab∂k∂lgij〈qkql(q˙iq˙j + aiaj + bicj)〉ψab0 = −
1
48
RˆviC
i
abψ
ab
0 (A.66)
− 1
4
∫ 0
−1
dt ∂k∂m(viC
i
ab)〈qk(t)qm(t)〉ψab0 = −
1
24
gkm∂k∂m(viC
i
ab)ψ
ab
0 (A.67)
∫ 0
−1
dtds viC
i
ab∂kWj,cd〈ζa(t)ζc(s)q˙j(s)qk(s)〉 = 0 (A.68)
Putting all the terms together and covariantizing, we get
A[v] =
∫
M
d2x
√
g
−iab
2pi
(
1
2β~
viC
i
ab +
1
24
Rˆij,ab(∂ivj)− 1
48
RˆviC
i
ab
)
(A.69)
Using the special properties of Riemann curvature in 2 dimensions, we write this in differential form notation
as
A[v] =
∫
M
−iva
(
1
2piβ~
T a +
1
48pi
ea ∧ dRˆ− 1
48pi
RˆT a
)
(A.70)
We have ignored the term dd†(vaT a) in the above expression, because it is a total derivative.
A.5 Trace anomaly
Here the trace that we are interested in is
A[σ] = Tr σe−β~R (A.71)
Note that the absence of γ5 = (−1)F means that the fermions have anti-periodic boundary conditions. This
makes computations harder at higher orders in β~. We will restrict ourselves to two-loop calculations, which
are the relevant ones in two dimensions. In fact, the same computation carries over to higher dimensions
(unlike in the case of the previous calculations), and so we will compute the two-loop coefficient in arbitrary
dimension.
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We will expand xi(t) = xi0 +
√
β~qi(t) and ψi(t) =
√
β~ξi(t). As before, the free action is
S0 = −
∫ 0
−1
ds
(
1
2
gij(x0)(q˙
iq˙j + bicj + aiaj) +
1
2
ηabζ
aζ˙b
)
. (A.72)
The interaction terms are now given by
−1
~
Sint =
∫ 0
−1
ds (
−β~
4
∂k∂lgij(x0)(x0)q
kql + · · · )(q˙iq˙j + bicj + aiaj)− β~
∫ 0
−1
Lct
−
∫ 0
−1
ds
1
2
√
β~
q˙i
(√
β~qk∂kWi,ab(x0) +
1
2
β~qkqm∂k∂mWi,ab(x0) + · · ·
)
β~ζaζb
−
∫ 0
−1
ds
1
2β~
(
N˜abcd(x0) +
√
β~qi∂iN˜abcd(x0) +
1
2
β~qiqj∂i∂jN˜abcd(x0) + · · ·
)
(β~)2ζaζbζcζd
−
√
β~
∫ 0
−1
ds q˙kη¯(Aαk +
√
β~∂jAkqj + · · · )Tαη
+
∫ 0
−1
ds
i
2
η¯(β~ζaζb)(Fαab +
√
β~∂kFαabqk + β~∂j∂kFαabqjqk + · · · )Tαη (A.73)
At zero-loops, the trace is given by
2[d/2]
(2piβ~)d/2
∫
ddx0
√
g(x0)σ(x0) (A.74)
At the next order in β~ we have the diagram
− β~
4
∫ 0
−1
ds ∂k∂lgij〈qk(s)ql(s)(q˙i(s)q˙j(s) + · · · )〉 = −β~ Rˆ
24
(A.75)
where · · · represents ghost terms. Additionally, we have the counterterm diagramβ~ 38Ha,bcHa,bc. These two
combine to give us
β~
(
− Rˆ
24
+
3
8
Ha,bcHa,bc
)
= −β~ 1
24
R(−3) (A.76)
So, the trace anomaly becomes
A[σ] = 2
[d/2]
(2piβ~)d/2
∫
ddx0
√
g(x0)σ(x0)
(
1− β~
24
R(−3) +O((β~)2)
)
(A.77)
For d = 2, this reduces to
Tr et /D
2
=
∫
d2x0
√
g(x0)
(
1
2pit
− Rˆ
24pi
+ · · ·
)
(A.78)
and for d = 3 we get
Tr et /D
2
=
∫
d3x0
√
g(x0)
2
(4pit)3/2
(
1− R
(−3)
12
t+ · · ·
)
(A.79)
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This concludes our review of SQM and its applications.
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Appendix B
Supplement to Part I
In this appendix, we will present some more supplementary material relevant to the discussion in part I of
this thesis.
B.1 Divergences in higher dimensions
In this section, we discuss the torsional divergences in anomaly polynomials in arbitrary dimensions, and
their Pauli-Villar’s regularization. As we noted in Section 2, divergences of the anomaly polynomials in
d = 4n and d = 4n+ 2 are the same. Therefore, to study the cancellation of divergences, it suffices to focus
on the anomaly polynomials in d = 4n. We have dealt with the case of n = 1 explicitly in section 2, so we
now take n > 1. Now in d = 4n, we have the asymptotic expansion
Tr4nΓ
4n+1es/D
2
4n ' 1
sn
∞∑
k=0
bks
k =
1
sn
n∑
k=0
bks
k +O(s) (B.1)
where the bk are 4n-form polynomials made out of curvature, torsion, and their covariant derivatives (see
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.49)). For instance, in d = 4n we have b0 ∝
∫
M4n
(dH)n, while in d = 4n + 2 we have
b0 ∝
∫
M4n+2
F ∧ (dH)n.1 As before, we will not consider O(s) terms because these lead to 1/m corrections
in the anomaly polynomial. The un-regulated anomaly polynomial thus takes the form
P(0)(m) = lim
→0
i
√
pim
n∑
k=0
Γ(−n+ 1
2
+ k,m2) bk (B.2)
where
Γ(α,m
2) =
∫ ∞

sα−1e−sm
2
(B.3)
1The explicit form of bk is difficult to compute in arbitrary dimension in the presence of torsion.
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with  = 1Λ2 . Therefore, the UV divergences of the anomaly polynomial in d = 4n are contained in
{
mΓ(−n+ 1
2
+ k,m2)
}
, 0 ≤ k < n (B.4)
where  = 1Λ2 . Let us examine these integrals schematically:
mΓ(−n+ 1
2
+ k,m2) = a
(k)
0 mΛ
2n−2k−1 + a(k)1 m
3Λ2n−3−2k + · · · a(k)n−k−1m2n−1−2kΛ + a(k)n−ksign(m)m2n−2k
(B.5)
where the a
(k)
` are finite numerical coefficients. As before, we introduce Pauli-Villar’s regulator fermions
with masses MI and parities CI , where I = 1, 2 · · ·N . For convenience, we label the original low-energy
fermion as I = 0 with M0 = m and C0 = 1. From equation (B.5), it is amply clear that to cancel all the UV
divergences, we must require
N∑
I=0
CIMI = 0,
N∑
I=0
CIM
3
I = 0, · · · ,
N∑
I=0
CIM
2n−1
I = 0. (B.6)
Additionally, we must also check the finiteness of the remaining Λ-independent coefficients
α0 =
N∑
I=0
a(0)n CIsign(MI)M
2n
I , α1 =
N∑
I=0
a
(1)
n−1CIsign(MI)M
2n−2
I , · · · , αn =
N∑
I=0
a
(n)
0 CIsign(MI) (B.7)
in both the topological and trivial phases, where we note that a
(k)
n−k = Γ˜(−n + k + 12 ), where Γ˜ stands for
analytic continuation of the Gamma function. Having done so, the regulated anomaly polynomial is
P(m) =
n∑
k=0
αk(m) bk. (B.8)
In order to see that the constraints in (B.6) can be satisfied, and that the coefficients {αk} are finite, we go
back to the lattice Dirac model in d = 4n− 1. We will work with the lattice Hamiltonian
H =
∑
~k
c†~k
{
m+ µbw
(
4n− 2−
4n−2∑
µ=1
cos(kµ)
)
γ4n−1 + vF
4n−2∑
µ=1
sin(kµ)γ
µ
}
c~k. (B.9)
The Hamiltonian has 24n−2 Dirac points - the one at ~k = (0, 0, · · · , 0) will be labelled by I = 0 and
interpreted as the low-energy Dirac fermion, while the other fermions will be labelled by I from 1 to 4n− 2
and interpreted as Pauli-Villar’s regulator fermions. The fermions have a degenracy of NI =
(
4n− 2
I
)
,
parities CI = (−1)I , and masses MI = (m + 2Iµbw). Now in this model, all of the UV constraints (B.6)
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translate to
4n−2∑
I=0
CINI = 0,
4n−2∑
I=0
CINII = 0,
4n−2∑
I=0
CINII
2 = 0 · · · ,
4n−2∑
I=0
CINII
2n−1 = 0. (B.10)
These constraints are obviously satisfied on account of the following identity
4n−2∑
I=0
(
4n− 2
I
)
(−1)IIk =
(
x
∂
∂x
)k
(1− x)4n−2
∣∣∣∣∣
x=1
= 0, ∀ 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n− 1. (B.11)
Moving on to the finiteness of the coefficients (B.7), we have to deal with these separately for m < 0 and
m > 0. For m > 0, these are all zero (for n > 1) as a result of identity (B.11). On the other hand for m < 0,
we get
αk = −2m2n−2kΓ˜
(
−n+ k + 1
2
)
. (B.12)
This proves that the parity-odd fermion effective action for the lattice Dirac model is finite in arbitrary
dimension even in presence of torsion, provided we take into account the contributions from spectator
fermions.
B.2 Hall viscosity for Lattice Dirac fermions from Berry
connection
The Hamiltonian for lattice Dirac fermions is usually written as
HLD =
∑
mx,my
{(
c†mx+1,myσxcmx,my − c†mx,myσxcmx+1,my
)
+
(
c†mx,my+1σycmx,my − c†mx,myσycmx,my+1
)
−
(
c†mx+1,myσzcmx,my + c
†
mx,myσzcmx+1,my
)
−
(
c†mx,my+1σzcmx,my + c
†
mx,myσzcmx,my+1
)
+ (2−m)c†mx,myσzcmx,my
}
(B.13)
We will interprete mx,my as the lattice coordinates, with a fixed integral spacing (i.e. we set the lattice
constant to one). Now usually, the matrices σµ = (σx, σy, σz) are taken to be the Pauli matrices. In the
more general case, we replace these with
σµ =
∑
a=1,2
eµaσ
a (B.14)
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where the σa are Pauli matrices. We will take the coefficients eµa to be constant, but importantly, we will
take eza = δ
z
3– this means no mixing between time and space directions. This is why the sum in the above
equation runs over the spatial directions only. With this, the lattice Hamiltonian becomes
HLD =
∑
mx,my
{(
c†mx+1,mye
x
aσ
acmx,my − c†mx,myexaσacmx+1,my
)
+
(
c†mx,my+1e
y
aσ
acmx,my − c†mx,myeyaσacmx,my+1
)
−
(
c†mx+1,myσ
3cmx,my + c
†
mx,myσ
3cmx+1,my
)
−
(
c†mx,my+1σ
3cmx,my + c
†
mx,myσ
3cmx,my+1
)
+ (2−m)c†mx,myσ3cmx,my
}
(B.15)
In the continuum limit, if we regard
cmx+1,my = cmx,my + ∂xcmx,my + · · · (B.16)
cmx,my+1 = cmx,my + ∂ycmx,my + · · · (B.17)
then the Hamiltonian becomes (up to total derivatives)
Hcont. =
∑
i=1,2
∫
d2x
(
∂ic
†(x, y)eiaσ
ac(x, y)− c†(x, y)eiaσa∂ic(x, y)−mc†(x, y)σ3c(x, y)
)
(B.18)
which is the correct continuum limit, provided we interpret eia as the spatial frame. More generally, we could
take eia to be functions of the lattice coordinates, but we will not do so here.
We now switch to momentum space
cmx,my =
∑
px,py
eipxmx+ipymycpx,py (B.19)
The Hamiltonian in momentum space becomes
HLD =
∑
px,py
c†px,py
(
sin(px)e
x
aσ
a + sin(py)e
y
aσ
a + (2−m− cos(px)− cos(py))σ3
)
cpx,py (B.20)
Note that px, py are momentum coordinates, dual to the lattice coordinates; consequently their periodicity
is fixed to be 2pi once and for all, irrespective of any lattice deformations. Any effect of lattice deformations
is encoded only in eia. Clearly, the above Hamiltonian approaches the continuum Dirac Hamiltonian as
px, py → 0.
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We now specialize to the case
ex1 =
√
τ2, e
x
2 = −
τ1√
τ2
, ey2 =
1√
τ2
(B.21)
In this set up, the parameter space is the τ -space, with a torus (coordinatized by px, py) sitting at each τ ,
with the corresponding τ dependent metric:
g−1 =
1
τ2
(|τ |2dp2x − 2τ1dpxdpy + dp2y) . (B.22)
The Hamiltonian becomes
HLD =
∑
px,py
c†px,py
{√
τ2σ
1 sin(px) +
1√
τ2
σ2
(
sin(py)− τ1 sin(px)
)
+
(
2−m− cos(px)− cos(py)
)
σ3
}
cpx,py .
(B.23)
Clearly, this Hamiltonian takes the familiar form2
H =
3∑
a=1
ca(R)σ
a (B.24)
We read off the coefficients ca
c1(pi, τ) =
√
τ2 sin(px) (B.25)
c2(pi, τ) =
1√
τ2
(
sin(py)− τ1 sin(px)
)
(B.26)
c3(pi, τ) = 2−m− cos(px)− cos(py) (B.27)
Hamiltonians of this form are known to have the Berry curvature
F =
1
(c21 + c
2
2 + c
2
3)
3/2
(
c1 dc2 ∧ dc3 + c2 dc3 ∧ dc1 + c3 dc1 ∧ dc2
)
(B.28)
We can now straightforwardly pull back the above 2-form on to our parameter space:
F =
1
|c|3
{
−
(
cos(px) + cos(py)− (2−m) cos(px) cos(py)
)
dpx ∧ dpy
+
1
τ2
(
(2−m− cos(px)− cos(py)) sin2(px)
)
dτ1 ∧ dτ2
+ sin(px)
(
1 + cos(px) (−2 +m+ cos(py))
)
dτ1 ∧ dpx + · · · (B.29)
where we do not write the remaining terms because they’re quite complicated, and not required in our
2The common notation is daσa, but we use ca so that there is no confusion between exterior derivatives and the coefficients
da.
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discussion. In the px, py → 0 limit (continuum limit), F reduces to
lim
p→0
F |τ=i = m
(m2 + p2x + p
2
y)
3/2
dpx ∧ dpy − mp
2
x
(m2 + p2x + p
2
y)
3/2
dτ1 ∧ dτ2 + · · · (B.30)
We only show the result at τ = i, but it is not very hard to compute the curvature at generic τ . It is now
a straightforward exercise to show that the first term above, when integrated over the Brillouin zone gives
the Hall conductivity (which needs further regularization using Pauli-Villar’s regulators). Importantly, the
second term gives the Berry curvature in the τ -space at τ = i; upon averaging over the entire Brillouin zone
(and suitable regularization) one finds precisely the coefficient ζH computed in chapter 2:
ζ
(0)
h =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
dpxdpy
√
g Fττ¯ (B.31)
In fact, the above integral can be performed numerically (without going to the continuum limit), and we show
the result in the following figure. We note however, that ζH as computed using (B.31) is not a topological
-10 -5 5 10
-4
-2
2
4
Figure B.1: The Hall viscosity as a function of m at τ = i.
invariant. One can define a topological invariant by integrating F over the fundamental domain in τ -space,
but we will leave this to future investigation.
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B.3 Energy Spectra for 3+1-d Weyl Fermions
U(1) Magnetic Field
Let us consider the energy spectra of isolated Weyl fermions in the presence of a uniform U(1) magnetic
field. This result is well-known but we recount it here to compare it with the case of the torsional magnetic
field. We take the spatial geometry to be Σ3 = R× S1 × S1, parametrized by xi = (x1, x2, x3) respectively.
The U(1) gauge field is taken to be A = f(x)dy. We chose the Weyl basis for gamma matrices
γ0 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γi =
(
0 −σi
σi 0
)
, γ5 =
(
−1 0
0 1
)
. (B.32)
With this, the Dirac equation for the left and right modes ψL =
1−γ5
2 ψL, ψR =
1+γ5
2 ψR becomes
i
(
∂0 − σi(∂i + iqAi)
)
ψR = 0, i
(
∂0 + σ
i(∂i + iqAi)
)
ψL = 0. (B.33)
Let us now concentrate on the left handed modes, and we will drop the L subscript from here on. If ψ is a
zero mode of ∂0 +σ
i(∂i + iqAi), then so is (∂0−σi(∂i + iqAi))ψ (because the Ai are time independent), and
hence we try to solve the second order equation3
(
∂20 − σi(∂i + iqAi)σj(∂j + iqAj)
)
ψ = 0. (B.34)
Using σiσj = δij + iijkσk and the fact that p2, p3 are good quantum numbers, we find that energy eigen-
functions must satisfy (
−∂21 + (p2 + qA2)2 + p23 +
q
2
ijkFijσ
k
)
ψ = E2ψ. (B.35)
Now let us consider the special case of a uniform magnetic field. Choose A = Bx1dx2 corresponding to a
uniform magnetic field B parallel to x3. Substituting into Eq. B.35 we find
(
−∂21 + (qB)2
(
x1 +
p2
qB
)2
+ p23 + qBσ
3
)
ψ = E2ψ (B.36)
3Eventually, we should be careful to discard solutions of (∂0 − σi(∂i + iqAi))ψ = 0
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Epz
|m|
−|m|
Figure B.2: An illustration of the energy spectrum for a left-handed Weyl fermion in the presence of a
uniform background U(1) magnetic field. The linear dispersing mode is the zeroth Landau level and the
gapped modes are higher Landau levels (or bulk states). We have drawn a mass cut-off ±|m| to represent the
energy at which the low-energy chiral modes begin to couple with the bulk modes in the gapped topological
insulator and lose their chirality and boundary localization properties.
which is the simple harmonic oscillator equation with frequency |qB|. The dispersion relations are
E(`, p3, σ3) = ±
(
p23 + 2|qB|(`+
1
2
) + qBσ3
)1/2
, ` = 0, 1, 2, · · · , σ3 = ±1 (B.37)
and the wavefunctions are
ψ(`, p3, σ3) = A`e
ip3x
3+ip2x
2
e−|qB|x
2
1/2H`
(√
|qB|(x1 + p2
qB
)
)
|σ3〉 (B.38)
with A` =
1
2``!
(|qB|)1/4 being the normalization.
The solutions corresponding to ` = 0, σ3 = −sign(qB) are the gapless modes E(p3) = ±p3. But note that
we still need to eliminate the spurious solutions which satisfy (i∂0 − iσi(∂i + iqAi))ψ = 0, i.e.
(
E + p3 (p1 − ieB(x1 + p2/qB))
p1 + iqB(x
1 + p2/qB) E − p3
)
ψ(`, p3, σ) = 0. (B.39)
Thus, the E = sign(qB)p3 mode gets eliminated, and we are left with only one gapless branch
E = −sign(qB)p3. (B.40)
The number of states for each p3 is given by
|qΦB |
2pi , which comes from demanding −L12 < p2qB < L12 ; here
ΦB is the magnetic flux. If we had chosen to study the right-handed chirality then −sign(qB)p3 would have
been eliminated and the remaining mode would be E = +sign(qB)p3.
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Torsion Magnetic Field
Now set the U(1) magnetic field to zero, and consider the following co-frame and its dual frame
e0 = dt, e1 = dx1, e2 = dx2, e3 = dx3 + f(x1)dx2, (B.41)
e0 = ∂0, e1 = ∂1, e2 = ∂2 − f(x1)∂3, e3 = ∂3.
We will set the spin connection to zero for simplicity. In this case, the above co-frame is torsional with
T 3 = de3 = ∂1f(x
1)dx1 ∧ dx2. The Dirac operator becomes
i /D = i
(
γ0∂0 + γ
1∂1 + γ
2(∂2 − f(x1)∂3) + γ3∂3
)
. (B.42)
For the left-handed Weyl fermions, the Dirac equation reduces to
i
(
∂0 + σ
1∂1 + σ
2(∂2 − f(x1)∂3) + σ3∂3
)
ψL = 0, (B.43)
and since p2, p3 are good quantum numbers, we can write the above as
(
i∂0 + iσ
1∂1 − σ2(p2 − f(x1)p3)− σ3p3
)
ψL = 0. (B.44)
We notice that this looks exactly like the Dirac equation with a U(1) gauge field A = −p3q f(x1)dx2 = −p3q δe3
and field strength F = −p3q T 3. Thus (B.35) becomes
(
−∂21 + (p2 − p3δe32)2 + p23 −
p3
2
ijkT
3
ijσ
k
)
ψ = E2ψ. (B.45)
To understand the spectrum, we first notice that for p3 = 0, the spectrum is just E(p1, p2, p3 = 0) =
±(p21 + p22)1/2. This must be the case because the p3 = 0 mode is not sensitive to translations/torsion. In
order to proceed, we choose f(x1) = Cx1, this leads to a uniform torsion magnetic field T 3 = Cdx1 ∧ dx2.
The spectrum for p3 6= 0 is similar to the case of the uniform magnetic field
E(`, p3, σ3) = ±
(
p23 + 2|Cp3|(`+
1
2
)− Cp3σ3
)1/2
` = 0, 1, 2 · · · , σ3 = ±1. (B.46)
Notice that for ` = 0, σ3 = sign(Cp3), the spectrum is simply given by E = ±p3. But once again we have
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Figure B.3: An illustration of the energy spectrum for a 3+1-d left-handed Weyl fermion in the presence of
a uniform background torsion magnetic field. The downward dispersing (blue) curve represents the zeroth
Landau level while the non-linear (black) curves represent higher Landau levels as given in Eq. B.46. This
should be compared with the result for a U(1) magnetic field shown in Fig. B.2.
to be careful to eliminate the spurious zero mode. This is delicate, so let us work this out explicitly; the
spurious mode satisfies (
E + p3 p1 − i(p2 − Cp3x1)
p1 + i(p2 − Cp3x1) E − p3
)
ψ = 0. (B.47)
We find that E = −sign(Cp3)p3 should be eliminated. Thus the remaining gapless (p3 6= 0) mode is
E = sign(Cp3)p3, σ3 = sign(Cp3). (B.48)
The opposite chirality mode will have E = −sign(Cp3)p3, σ3 = −sign(Cp3). This is different from the case
of the U(1) magnetic field in two important ways. First, the number of states for each p3 6= 0 is now given by
|p3ΦT |
2pi , where ΦT = CL1L2 is the torsion magnetic flux. Second the right-handed and left-handed fermions
do not give rise to 1+1-d fermion branches with a constant group velocity. In fact, one chirality disperses
upward and the other chirality disperses downward. The fact that the association between the different
1+1-d branches and the chirality is modified is exactly what gives rise to the torsional contribution to the
chiral anomaly.
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Appendix C
Supplement to Part II
In this appendix, we will present some supplementary details relevant to our discussion in part II of this
thesis.
C.1 Vasiliev Higher spin gravity
In this section, we will present a short review of the non-linear Vasiliev higher spin equations in general
dimension d+ 1 in terms of vector oscillators.1 Of course, this is not meant to be pedagogical by any means,
as the details are not relevant to our discussion in this thesis – our aim here is to merely present the Vasiliev
equations so as to facilitate comparison with our RG equations. For more details on the Vasiliev theory, we
refer the reader to Refs. [64, 65, 66, 67, 68].
Let {Y Ai } and {ZAj } be Sp(2) × O(2, d) variables, where upper-case latin indices A,B · · · stand for O(2, d)
vector indices, while i, j, · · · stand for Sp(2) indices. The Sp(2) invariant product is defined by Y A iY Bi ≡
ijY Ai Y
B
j . We define the star-product between two functions f(Y, Z) and g(Y,Z) as
f(Y, Z) ? g(Y,Z) = N2D
∫
d2DUd2DV e−2U
A
i V
i
Af(Y + U,Z + U)g(Y + V,Z − V ) (C.1)
where D = d + 2 and N2D is an appropriate normalization constant chosen such that f ? 1 = f . It is easy
to check that this implies the relations
Y Ai ? Y
B
j = Y
A
i Y
B
j +
1
2
ηABij , Z
A
i ? Z
B
j = Z
A
i Z
B
j −
1
2
ηABij
Y Ai ? Z
B
j = Y
A
i Z
B
j −
1
2
ηABij , Z
A
i ? Y
B
j = Z
A
i Y
B
j +
1
2
ηABij (C.2)
1We note that the case d = 3 is special, in that the Vasiliev equations can be formulated in terms of twistor variables, and
admit the two versions referred to as A type and B type. In particular, it is not known how to construct the B type theory in
terms of vector oscillators.
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We introduce the function K(t) = e−2tziyi , where yi = Y −1i and zi = Z−1i . For t = 1 this is called the
Kleinian, and will be denoted by K. It has the important property that
K ?K = 1, K ? f(Y,Z) ?K = f˜(Y,Z) (C.3)
where f˜(Y,Z) = f(Y A − 2Y −1δA−1, ZA − 2Z−1δA−1).
The Vasiliev system is described by two one formsW(x|Y,Z) =WI(x|Y,Z)dxI and S(x|Y,Z) = SiA(x|Y, Z)dZAi ,
and a zero-form B(x|Y,Z). The Vasiliev equations are given by
dxW +W ?W = 0
dxB +W ? B −B ? W˜ = 0
dZW + dxS +W ? S + S ?W = 0 (C.4)
dZB + S ? B −B ? S˜ = 0
dZS + S ? S = 2
3
dZ−1i dZ
i
−1 B ?K
In addition, one must impose the appropriate Sp(2) invariance constraints on the above fields, in order for
them to describe physical higher spin fields. Note that B transforms in the twisted adjoint representation,
and in particular the covariant derivatives for B feature the twisted commutators (W ? B − B ? W˜) and
(S ? B −B ? S˜). By redefining the 0-form as
B = B ?K (C.5)
the new 0-form B transforms in the adjoint representation, and the twisting can be partially removed from
the Vasiliev equations.
C.2 Infinite Jet bundles
In this section, we want to give a general discussion on the language of infinite jet bundles introduced in the
main text. The elementary fields could be scalars, or fermions (or more general fields), denoted by ψm(x);
more formally these are sections of a vector bundle E → Md = Rd, which could be a complex line bundle,
or the spin bundle (or a more general bundle depending on the spin), tensored with itself N times. We will
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label by Γ(E) the space of all C∞ sections of E. Corresponding to E, there exists the infinite jet bundle
over Md
pi∞ : J∞(E) 7→Md (C.6)
which is defined as follows: two sections ψm(x) and χm(x) of E are said to have the same rth jet at a point
x ∈Md if
∂k
∂xa1 · · · ∂xak ψ
m
∣∣∣∣
x
=
∂k
∂xa1 · · · ∂xak χ
m
∣∣∣∣
x
, 0 ≤ k ≤ r (C.7)
For any given section ψm(x) of E, the rth jet of ψm at x, denoted by jrxψ, is the equivalence class of all
sections which have the same rth jet at x as ψm. The rth jet bundle pir : J
r(E) 7→Md of E over Md is then
defined by
Jr(E) = {jrxψ : ∀x ∈Md, ψ ∈ Γ(E)} (C.8)
with the natural projection pir : j
r
xψ 7→ x. The infinite jet bundle J∞(E) of E is defined as above, with
r →∞. Given a section ψm(x) of E, we can naturally construct a section j∞ψm(x) of J∞(E) by taking its
infinite jet at every point x. This is called the prolongation map
j∞ : Γ(E) 7→ Γ(J∞(E)) (C.9)
In simple terms, the prolongation map sends
Γ(E) 3 ψm(x) 7→ Ψm[ψ](x) =
(
ψm(x),
∂ψm
∂xa1
(x),
∂2ψm
∂xa1∂xa2
(x), · · ·
)
∈ Γ(J∞(E)). (C.10)
The important point is that a differential operator can be thought of as a section of the Endormorphism
bundle End(J∞(E)) of J∞(E), i.e. it is simply a local linear transformation when thought of as acting on
sections of the jet bundle. For instance, the derivative operator ∂∂xµ can be thought of as the matrix
Pµ =

0 1 0 0 · · ·
0 0 1 0 · · ·
0 0 0 1 · · ·
...
...
...

(C.11)
acting on the jet prolongation, with each entry corresponding to a map between tensors of different ranks.
In more precise notation, Pµ is a section of End(J∞(E)). Acting on a vector j∞x ψm at x, it may be defined
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as the push-forward of the derivative operator:
(Pµ · j∞x ψm) (x) = j∞x (∂µψm) (x) (C.12)
or in terms of a commuting diagram
Γ(E)
∂µ //
j∞x

Γ(E)
j∞x

J∞x (E) Pµ
// J∞x (E)
where, by J∞x (E) we mean the fiber of the infinite jet bundle over x. Similarly, we may also translate a more
general differential operator
(x, y) = iξ(x)δd(x− y) + ξµ(x)∂(x)µ δd(x− y) + · · · (C.13)
to the language of jets, as a section of End(J∞(E)) acting on the vector j∞x ψ
m at x:
(E []·j∞x ψm) (x) = j∞x (·ψm) (x), E [](x) =

iξ(x) ξν(x) · · ·
i∂µξ(x) iδ
ν
µξ(x) + ∂µξ
ν(x) · · ·
...
...
 (C.14)
In terms of commuting diagrams:
Γ(E)
 //
j∞x

Γ(E)
j∞x

J∞x (E) E[]
// J∞x (E)
There is another slightly more convenient notation which makes the discussion of infinite jets potentially
more tractable. Let us introduce the auxiliary variable Ya ∈ Rd; we emphasize that this is completely
independent of the spacetime coordinates. Now we write the jet prolongation as
Φm[ψ](x) = j∞x ψ
m(x) = ψm(x) + Ya∂aψ
m(x) +
1
2!
YaYb∂a∂bψ
m(x) + · · · (C.15)
In this notation, we can write the jet-prolongation of differential operators as
E [](x) =
∞∑
r,s=0
1
r!
a1···as;b1···br (x)Y
b1 · · ·Ybr ∂
∂Ya1
· · · ∂
∂Yas
, a1···as;b1···br (x) = ∂b1 · · · ∂bra1···as(x) (C.16)
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Note that Y and ∂Y generate the Weyl algebra, so in this language we can think of our bilocal sources as well
as vevs as being Weyl-algebra valued. It would be an interesting exercise to try and rewrite the non-local
renormalization group equations in terms of local equations using this formalism. We leave this to future
work.
It is also convenient to introduce a bilinear form on the fibres of J∞(E) which, intuitively speaking, we want
to look like
〈·, ·〉 =

1 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 · · ·
...
...
...

⊗ αβ ⊗ δmn (C.17)
where αβ and δmn are the metrics for spinor and O(N) indices respectively. More precisely then, we define
〈·, ·〉 as
〈j∞x ψm, j∞x χn〉(x) = δmnψ˜m(x)χn(x) (C.18)
With this, we naturally get an inner product 〈·, ·〉Γ(J∞(E)) on sections of J∞(E)
〈Φm,Ψn〉Γ(J∞(E)) =
∫
Md
ddx
√
g(0)(x) 〈Φm(x),Ψn(x)〉 (C.19)
where Φ,Ψ ∈ Γ(J∞(E)), and we have made the (metric) measure on spacetime explicit. The point of
choosing this inner product of course, is that on prolongations, it agrees with the standard inner product on
Γ(E), namely
〈j∞ψm, j∞χn〉Γ(J∞(E)) = 〈ψm, χn〉Γ(E) =
∫
Md
ddx
√
g(0)(x) δmnψ˜
m(x)χn(x) (C.20)
In terms of the auxiliary vectors Y introduced above, this amounts to setting Y = 0 after all the contractions
are performed.
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C.3 Renormalization group: Details
In this appendix, we spell out the details of the derivation of the exact renormalization group equations. We
take the regulated action to be
SBos. = S0 + S1 (C.21)
S0 = − 1
zd−2
∫
x,y,u
φ∗m(x)D
(0)
µ (x, y)D
(0)
µ (y, u)φ
m(u) (C.22)
S1 =
1
zd−2
∫
x,y
φ∗m(x)B(x, y)φm(y) + U (C.23)
Next, we run the two-step RG process:
Step 1: In Step 1 of RG, we want to integrate out a shell of fast modes, and investigate how that changes
the sources. In order to perform this integration, we use Polchinski’s exact RG formalism. We start by
lowering M → λM , where λ = 1− ε. Since this has the interpretation of integrating out fast modes, we can
extract the change in the sources δεB = −εM ddMB and δU = −εM ddMU by imposing
M
d
dM
Z = Z−10
∫
[dφ dφ∗]
{(
M
d
dM
eiS0
)
eiS1 + eiS0
(
M
d
dM
eiS1
)
− Z−10 eiS0+iS1M
d
dM
Z0
}
= 0 (C.24)
where the last term above is from the normalization of the partition function2, as in (6.11). Evaluating the
first term, we find
M
d
dM
eiS0 = − i
zd−2
eiS0
∫
φ∗m·
(
M
d
dM
D2(0)
)
·φm
=
i
zd−2
eiS0
∫
φ∗m·D(0)2·∆B·D(0)2·φm
= −izd−2
∫
x,y
∆B(x, y)
{
δ2
δφm(x)δφ∗m(y)
− i δ
2S0
δmφ(x)δmφ∗(y)
}
eiS0 . (C.25)
where we have defined ∆B = M
d
dM (D
(0)
µ D
(0)
µ )−1. The second term in (C.25) cancels with the contribution
from the normalization. Therefore, integrating by parts from equations (C.24) and (C.25), we are left with
M
d
dM
eiS1 − izd−2
∫
x,y
∆B(x, y)
δ2
δφ∗m(x)δφm(y)
eiS1 = 0 (C.26)
2We have defined Z0 =
∫
[dφ dφ∗]eiS0 .
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Evaluating this term by term, we find
i
〈
M
d
dM
U +
1
zd−2
φ∗m·M
d
dM
B·φm
〉
= −
〈
NTr ∆B·B + i
zd−2
φ∗m·B·∆B·B·φm
〉
(C.27)
As the notation suggests, the above equations should be regarded as valid inside the path integral. From
the above equation, we can now read off the change in the sources (if we treat the 1 and φ∗m(x)φ
m(y) as
independent operators)
δεB = −εM d
dM
B = ε B·∆B·B (C.28)
δεU = −εM d
dM
U = −iεN Tr ∆B·B (C.29)
Step 2: Next in step 2, we perform a CU(L2) transformation
L(x, y) = δd(x− y) + ε zW (0)z (x, y) (C.30)
to bring the cutoff back while changing the conformal factor of the metric. Having done this, we label the
sources B(z),B(z + εz) and U(z), U(z + εz). Together with step 1, we thus conclude
B(z + εz) = B(z)− ε
[
W (0)z ,B
]
·
+ ε B·∆B·B (C.31)
U(z + εz) = U(z)− iεN Tr ∆B·B (C.32)
In this way, the renormalization group extends the sources defined at a given value of z to all of the bulk
RG mapping space. Redefining ∆B as ∆B =
M
z
d
dM
(
D2(0)
)−1
, we recover equations (7.7) and (7.8).
Callan-Symanzik equations
Similarly, we can derive an expression for the Callan-Symanzik equations of the bi-local operator Πˆ(x, y) =
φ∗m(y)φ
m(x). Again we run the two step RG process:
Step 1: Defining normalized correlation functions by
〈O〉 ≡
∫
[dφ dφ∗]O eiS∫
[dφ dφ∗] eiS
(C.33)
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it is straightforward to demonstrate the relationship
MdMΠ ≡MdM
〈
Πˆ
〉
= Tr
{
∆B·
〈
δS1
δφ∗m
δΠˆ
δφm
+
δΠˆ
δφ∗m
δS1
δφm
− i δ
2Πˆ
δφ∗mδφm
〉}
(C.34)
The right hand side can be calculated explicitely. The result is
δεΠ = −εMdMΠ = iε N z∆B − εz ∆B·B·Π− εz Π·B·∆B (C.35)
or more compactly,
δεΠ = iεz N ∆B + εz Tr {γ·Π} (C.36)
where we define
γ(x, y;u, v) ≡ −δβ
(B)(u, v)
δB(y, x) = −δ(x− u)
(
∆B·B
)
(y, v)−
(
B·∆B
)
(u, x) δ(v − y) (C.37)
Step 2: We perform a CU(L2) transformation as given in (C.30). The result is
Π(z + εz;x, y) = Π(z;x, y)− ε z
[
W (0)z ,Π
]
·
+ iεz N ∆B + ε zTr {γ(x, y;u, v)·Π(v, u)} (C.38)
As with the beta function derived above, this relationship can be extended into the bulk. Denoting the bulk
momentum as P, we have
D(0)z P ≡ ∂zP +
[
W(0)z ,P
]
·
= iN ∆B + Tr {γ(x, y;u, v)·P(v, u)} (C.39)
where γ(z;x, y;u, v) ≡ − δβ(B)(z;u,v)δB(z;y,x) is the bulk extension of γ.
C.4 Comments on Exact RG as Vasiliev theory
In this section, we make some observations about the additional structure which we expect to emerge by
shifting to the language of principal bundles (see [77] for details), and we make comparison with Vasiliev
theory. Let G 7→ PG 7→Md+1 be a principal bundle over Md+1 (with G being the structure group), of which
J∞bulk(E) is an associated vector bundle. In particular, we may take PG to be the frame bundle Fr(J
∞
bulk(E)).
Let Zα be local coordinates on the (infinite-dimensional) fibers of PG . Given a local section Σ : Md+1 7→ PG ,
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we may choose local coordinates3 (x, Z) on the total space of PG adapted to the section, which is to say the
section is given by Z = 0 in these coordinates (see figure C.1). Vector fields on PG of the form V = V α ∂∂Zα
which point along the fiber directions are referred to as vertical vector fields.
Σ
∂Z
∂x
P
G
Figure C.1: A pictorial representation of the principal bundle structure.
In order to specify what it means to be horizontal, we need to define the notion of a connection on the
G-bundle. An Ehresmann connection ω on PG is a G-equivariant one-form on the total space, valued in the
Lie-algebra of G, and may be written locally on PG as
ω = ωI(x, Z|Y )dxI + ωα(x, Z|Y )dZα (C.40)
Note that both ωI and ωα are valued in the Lie-algebra of G, which is manifested above by their Y depen-
dence. Having defined the connection, we now refer to vector fields on PG in the kernel of ω as horizontal.
In terms of the local coordinate basis of 1-forms (dxI , dZα), we may think of dxI as being horizontal be-
cause they kill all vertical vector fields, while dZα are simply normal to the section Σ. The pull back of
the connection by the section, Σ−1ω, is a qualified connection 1-form on associated vector bundles, and is
what is usually called the connection (or gauge field) in the physics literature. It is this piece which may be
identified with what we referred to as the connection over J∞bulk(E) in the previous section
W(x|Y ) = ωI(x, 0|Y )dxI (C.41)
3In this section, the symbol x should be taken to stand for xI = (z, xµ).
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As was explained in [77], the remaining piece ωα(x, 0|Y )dZα (evaluated on the section) is called the Faddeev-
Popov ghost in physics, and we suggestively label it as
S(x|Y ) = ωα(x, 0|Y )dZα (C.42)
The fact that S is a 1-form means that it anti-commutes with itself, which is why the ghost is taken to be
Grassmann.
The exterior derivative d on the total space PG can also be separated with respect to our coordinate system
into a horizontal and a vertical piece: d = dx + dZ . The vertical piece dZ is commonly referred to as the
BRST operator in physics. The curvature 2-form for ω4
Fω = dω + ω ∧? ω
= dxW +W ∧?W + dZW + dxS + {W, S}? + dZS + S ∧? S (C.43)
consequently splits up into a horizontal, a vertical and a mixed term. A fundamental property of the
curvature 2-form is that it is purely horizontal (a quick proof for physicists can be found in [77]). This
implies that the curvature 2-form must not have any dZα legs, which lead us to conclude that
dZW + dxS + {W, S}? = 0 (C.44)
dZS + S ∧? S = 0 (C.45)
These relations are referred to as the BRST equations in physics. Of course, the charged 0-form B has its
own BRST relation as well, which encodes its tensorial transformation property under gauge transformations
dZB + [S,B]? = 0 (C.46)
At this point, putting all of the above BRST equations together with the renormalization group equations
4Here dZS is to be interpreted appropriately as dZ(ωαdZ
α)|Z=0.
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(7.3) and (7.4), we obtain the full set of equations satisfied by the various pieces of our Ehresmann connection
dxW +W ∧?W = β(W)?
dxB + [W,B]? = β(B)?
dZW + dxS + {W, S}? = 0 (C.47)
dZB + [S,B]? = 0
dZS + S ∧? S = 0
These equations bear remarkable resemblance with the equations of motion in Vasiliev’s higher spin theory,
which have been briefly reviewed for completeness in Appendix C.1. Note however, that there are also
significant differences:
(i) Firstly, in our construction, Zα are coordinates on the infinite dimensional fibers of PG . To make contact
with Vasiliev, we can introduce a parameterization of these fiber coordinates
Zα =
∑(
zαA1B1...
i1j1ZA1i1 ? Z
B1
j1
? ...
)
(C.48)
That is, by introducing auxiliary sp(2) × O(2, d) variables ZAi , the Zα can be written as arbitrary Sp(2)-
invariant ?-polynomials. We can then recast
S(x|Y ) = ωα(x, 0|Y )dZα = ωiA(x|Y, Z)dZAi (C.49)
(ii) Secondly, equations (C.47) have been written along the Zα = 0 section, and (C.49) represents some
sort of lift to non-zero ZAi . While one is eventually supposed to project the non-linear Vasiliev equations to
ZAi = 0 to get the physical variables, such a projection is not straightforward in the Vasiliev theory, and is
typically carried out order by order in perturbation theory, thus making a direct comparison non-trivial.
(iii) Finally, in Vasiliev’s equations without the projection to ZAi = 0, the curvature is along vertical (i.e.
dZAi ∧ dZiA) directions, as opposed to our situation, where the horizontal components of curvature are non-
trivial.
It is natural to ask if there is some sort of redefinition of our variables that would render our equations
in Vasiliev’s form. Such a redefinition was implicit in the construction of Ref. [74], though it is not clear
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to us if such a redefinition is natural. From our point of view, it seems compelling to think of the RG
β functions as the (horizontal) curvature, while the equations for S are interpreted as the analogue of
BRST equations. Holographic RG certainly presents us with a notion of a higher spin theory; it is perhaps
not obvious that it must agree in all details with Vasiliev’s construction, even though the similarities are
immense. However, it is our belief that the differences pointed out above conspire to hide the equivalence of
our renormalization group equations with the non-linear Vasiliev equations. A better understanding of this
equivalence by constructing an explicit map between the two sets of equations will be left to future work. But
if the conjectured equivalence is indeed true, then it would shed new light on the auxiliary 1-form S in the
Vasiliev system (which has always appeared mysterious, to us anyway), namely, that it is the Faddeev-Popov
ghost corresponding to the higher-spin gauge symmetry.
C.5 Calculating G˙(s,s)
In this appendix, we want to explicitly compute the kernel G˙(s,s) which appeared in chapter 9, equations
(9.44), (9.70). We will first compute the s = 0 case, and then general s.
s = 0
From the definition (9.33), we have
G(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y) =
∫
dd~p
(2pi)d
G(0,0)(z; ~p)e
i~p.(~x−~y), G(0,0)(z; ~p) = c
∫
dd~q
(2pi)d
K(z2(~p− ~q)2/M2)
(~p− ~q)2
K(z2~q2/M2)
~q2
(C.50)
where c is some constant factor. This is basically the Feynman diagram shown in figure 2.
p
q
p
p− q
Figure C.2: The Feynman diagram which enters the renormalization group equations at the linearized level. The
dotted lines are the external sources, while the solid lines correspond to propagators for elementary scalars.
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For concreteness, let us pick a convenient regulator:
K(s) = e−s
As we have discussed before, the arguments we have presented do not depend on the choice of the cut-off
function. Therefore
G(0,0)(z; ~p) = c
∫
dd~q
(2pi)d
e−u
2(~p−~q)2
(~p− ~q)2
e−u
2~q2
~q2
(C.51)
where we have defined
u = z/M
We can use Schwinger parameters to rewrite this as
G(0,0)(z; ~p) = c
∫ ∞
u2
∫ ∞
u2
dtds
∫
dd~q
(2pi)d
e−t(~p−~q)
2−s~q2 = c
∫ ∞
u2
∫ ∞
u2
dtds
1
2dpid/2
1
(s+ t)d/2
e−
ts
t+s ~p
2
(C.52)
where we have carried out the ~q integration. We can evaluate the u = 0 limit straightforwardly
G(0,0)(z → 0; ~p) = c
Γ(2− d2 )B(d2 − 1, d2 − 1)
(4pi)d/2
1
(~p2)2−
d
2
(C.53)
which in position space goes as |x − y|−2∆+ – the correct boundary two point function. But what we are
interested in is not G(0,0), but G˙(0,0)
G˙(0,0)(z; ~p) = z∂zG(0,0)(z; ~p) = −4cu2
∫ ∞
u2
dt
1
2dpid/2
1
(u2 + t)d/2
e
− tu2
t+u2
~p2
(C.54)
Defining t = u2τ , we get
G˙(0,0)(z; ~p) = −4cu4−d
∫ ∞
1
dτ
1
2dpid/2
1
(1 + τ)d/2
e−
τ
τ+1u
2~p2 (C.55)
For u2~p2 << 1, the quantity in the exponential is small, because
1
2
<
τ
1 + τ
< 1
Thus, in the limit u2~p2 → 0, the exponential point-wise (in τ) converges to (and is bounded by) 1. This is
also the case for all derivatives of the above function with respect to u. Additionally, 1
(1+τ)d/2
is integrable
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on the domain τ ∈ (1,∞). So, using the dominated convergence theorem, we get
G˙(0,0)(z; ~p) = −4cu4−d
∫ ∞
1
dτ
1
2dpid/2
1
(1 + τ)d/2
(
1− τ
τ + 1
u2~p2 +
1
2!
τ2
(τ + 1)2
u4~p4 + · · ·
)
= −4cu4−d 1
2dpid/2
(
I(d; 0)− I(d; 1)u2~p2 + 1
2!
I(d; 2)u4~p4 + · · ·
)
(C.56)
where we have defined
I(d;m) =
∫ ∞
1
dτ
τm
(1 + τ)d/2+m
=
2
d− 2 2F1
(
d− 2
2
,
d
2
+m,
d
2
;−1
)
(C.57)
which is well-defined for all m provided d > 2. The first few of these integrals are given by
I(d; 0) =
22−d/2
d− 2 (C.58)
I(d; 1) =
21−d/2(d+ 2)
d(d− 2) (C.59)
I(d; 2) =
2−d/2(d2 + 6d+ 16)
d(d2 − 4) (C.60)
and so on. So, in position space, we get
G˙(0,0)(z; ~x, ~y) = −4cu
−2ν
2dpid/2
(
I(d; 0) + I(d; 1)u2(x) +
1
2!
I(d; 2)u42(x) + · · ·
)
δd(x− y)
= −Cz−2ν (1 + αz2(~x) + · · · ) δd(x− y) (C.61)
where
C =
4cI(d; 0)
2dpid/2
M2ν , α =
d+ 2
2dM2
> 0
are constants, and recall that
2ν = ∆+ −∆− = (d− 4)
Higher spins
Now we wish to do the same calculation for generic higher-spin currents. In this case,
G
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~x, ~y) =
2i
N
〈Jµ1···µs(~x)Jν1···νs(~y)〉CFT (C.62)
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Using
Jµ1···µs(~x) = φ∗m(~x)f
µ1···µs(
←−
∂ (x),
−→
∂ (x))φ
m(~x) (C.63)
we get in momentum space
G
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~p) = cs
∫
dd~q
(2pi)d
K(z2(~p− ~q)2/M2)
(~p− ~q)2 f
µ1···µs(i~q, i(~p−~q))K(z
2~q2/M2)
~q2
fν1···νs(−i~q,−i(~p−~q)) (C.64)
Once again, using K(s) = e−s and Schwinger parameters, we get
G
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~p) = cs
∫ ∞
u2
dt
∫ ∞
u2
ds
∫
dd~q
(2pi)d
fµ1···µs(i~q, i(~p− ~q))fν1···νs(−i~q,−i(~p− ~q))e−s~q2−t(~p−~q)2 (C.65)
which can be conveniently written as
G
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~p) = lim~j→0
∫ ∞
u2
dt
∫ ∞
u2
ds fµ1···µs
(
∂
∂~j
, i~p− ∂
∂~j
)
fν1···νs
(
− ∂
∂~j
,−i~p+ ∂
∂~j
)∫
dd~q
(2pi)d
e−s~q
2−t(~p−~q)2+i~q·~j
(C.66)
Upon doing the ~q integration, we get
G
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~p) =
cs
2dpid/2
lim
~j→0
fµ1···µs
(
∂
∂~j
, i~p− ∂
∂~j
)
fν1···νs
(
− ∂
∂~j
,−i~p+ ∂
∂~j
)
×
∫ ∞
u2
dt
∫ ∞
u2
ds
1
(t+ s)d/2
e−
ts
t+s ~p
2− 1
4(t+s)
~j2+i tt+s ~p·~j (C.67)
Now taking a u derivative, we see that
G˙
µ
s
,νs
(s,s) (z; ~p) = −
2csu
4−d−2s
2dpid/2
lim
~j′→0
fµ1···µs
(
∂
∂~j′
, iu~p− ∂
∂~j′
)
fν1···νs
(
− ∂
∂~j′
,−iu~p+ ∂
∂~j′
)
×
∫ ∞
1
dτ
1
(1 + τ)d/2
e−
τ
τ+1u
2~p2− 1
4(τ+1)
~j′2
(
e
i
τ+1u~p·~j′ + e
iτ
τ+1u~p·~j′
)
(C.68)
where ~j = u~j′. In order to proceed, we need to know the explicit form of fµ1···µs , and the detailed form of the
kernel above will depend on this explicitly. However, in the higher-spin Coulomb gauge we choose the higher-
spin fields to be divergenceless, and the only piece of interest is the term proportional to η<µ1<ν1 · · · ηµs>νs>,
where the angular brackets refer to the traceless, symmetric combination. In this case, it is evident for the
same reason as in the s = 0 case, that we have
G˙µs,νs(~x, ~y) = Csz
−2ν (1 + αsz2(~x) + · · · ) δd(~x− ~y)η<µ1<ν1 · · · ηµs>νs> (C.69)
with αs > 0.
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